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Toxic species of cyanobacteria form noxious blooms in freshwater ecosystems that provide 
critical drinking water, fisheries, and recreational needs worldwide.  Blooms are caused 
principally by nutrient over-enrichment of water bodies and are exacerbated by increasing 
temperatures caused by global climate change.  Blooms have increased in frequency and severity 
due to changes in land use and climate patterns that are projected to continue or accelerate in the 
future.  Against this backdrop, there is a need for improved understanding of the ecological 
constraints governing cyanobacterial blooms.  This dissertation presents studies addressing 
several aspects of this question.  We demonstrated that seasonally-relevant cool temperatures 
dramatically increase microcystin quota in lab cultures of Microcystis aeruginosa NIES-843, 
providing an additional explanation for the observed pattern in which blooms tend to have higher 
toxin content in spring relative to mid-summer.  Data from monitoring stations in Lake Erie 
illustrate the potential for incorporating a temperature-driven toxin phenotype into bloom 
prediction models.  Following speculation in the literature and using E. coli as a model organism, 
we tested the hypothesis that microcystin-LR serves as an allelopathic agent against 
heterotrophic bacteria by means of inducing oxidative and envelope stress within these bacteria.  
We found no evidence to support this hypothesis, casting doubt on this putative role, at least for 
bacteria whose response is similar to E. coli.  To facilitate additional research into the viral 
ecology of Cylindrospermopsis blooms, we sequenced and analyzed the genomes of 
Cylindrospermopsis raciborskii Virus (CrV) and its host C. raciborskii Cr2010.  We show that 
CrV likely represents a clade of viruses infecting and perhaps lysogenizing filamentous 
cyanobacteria.  Metagenomic data indicates CrV-like viruses are distributed across distant locals.  
The CrV genome is unique in containing an intact CRISPR array and an unusual 12-kb inverted 
repeat.  The host genome contains a CRISPR-Cas system targeting the genome of CrV, but is 
apparently non-functional, perhaps due to lack of a key gene.  Collectively, these features make 
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Chapter 1  







Toxic species of cyanobacteria form noxious blooms in freshwater ecosystems that provide 
critical drinking water, fisheries, and recreational needs worldwide.  Blooms are caused 
principally by nutrient over-enrichment of water bodies and are exacerbated by increasing 
temperatures caused by global climate change.  Worldwide, blooms have increased in frequency 
and severity due to changes in land use and climate patterns that are projected to continue or 
accelerate in the future, suggesting that the threat posed by blooms will continue to increase for 
the foreseeable future.  Against this backdrop, there is a need for improved understanding of the 
ecological constraints governing cyanobacterial blooms.  This dissertation presents three studies 
that address separate aspects of this singular but broad question.  The purpose of this 
introductory chapter is to spell out the objectives of the dissertation and to describe the rationale 
behind the studies.  To better contextualize the content of the dissertation, this chapter first 
provides background on the distribution and importance of cyanobacteria in the biosphere, the 
physiological traits important to bloom formation, and the causes and impacts of freshwater 
cyanobacterial blooms.  
 
Cyanobacteria: Evolutionary History and Physiological Characteristics 
Important to Bloom-formation 
Cyanobacteria are oxygen-producing, photoautotrophic prokaryotes.  They are the product of an 
ancient evolutionary lineage, feature prominently in the history of life, and remain today a group 
that functions in critical roles in the global biosphere (Whitton and Potts, 2012).  Fossil and other 
geologic evidence indicate that cyanobacteria capable of oxygenic photosynthesis existed at least 
2,800 million years ago (Ma), and likely as far back as 3,500 Ma (Schopf, 2012).  Cyanobacteria 
have impacted the physical characteristic of Earth’s biosphere and the direction of life itself more 
profoundly than any class of organism.  Through oxygenic photosynthesis, cyanobacteria created 
the Earth’s oxygen-rich atmosphere which provided conditions necessary to support aerobic 
respiration and the evolution of higher plant and animal life (Codd, et al., 2017b; Schopf, 2012).  




nitrogen (Codd, et al., 2017b) and account for approximately 12% of the world’s primary 
production and over 25% of the primary production in the world’s oceans (Field, et al., 1998; 
Flombaum, et al., 2013). 
 Cyanobacteria as a group comprise genera with unicellular, colonial, and filamentous 
morphologies.  They are ubiquitous and have a global distribution.  Billions of years of 
evolutionary history have created a physiologically diverse group able to populate almost any 
illuminated habitat (Whitton and Potts, 2012).  They exist as plankton in freshwater, brackish, 
marine, and highly saline environments.  They grow as benthic communities and algal mats in 
shallow coastal waters, attached to submerged plants and rocks, and on freshwater stream and 
lakebeds (Humbert and Fastner, 2017).  Cyanobacteria are most frequently found in, but are not 
limited to, aquatic environments.  Terrestrial species can tolerate extreme desiccation while 
existing on illuminated soils and rocks, while others form symbiotic relationships with plants or 
fungi (Humbert and Fastner, 2017). 
 Numerous adaptive physiologic and ecologic strategies allow cyanobacteria to thrive in 
the aforementioned aquatic habitats and frequently outcompete other co-occurring phytoplankton 
groups for growing space and nutrient resources.  Many species of fresh and brackish water 
cyanobacteria have optimum growth temperatures 5 °C or more above that of groups of 
competing eukaryotic algae, such as diatoms and chlorophytes, so that summer months and 
generally warming global temperatures favor cyanobacteria (Paerl and Otten, 2013).  Vertical 
migration through the water column via presence of gas vesicles allows cyanobacteria to exploit 
both the nutrient-rich deep-water layers and high solar radiation of the upper euphotic zone.  
Additionally, high buoyancy allows cyanobacteria to combat the detrimental effects of continued 
mixing in shallow lakes and remain at the surface during blooms, where they maintain high 
levels of photosynthesis while shading out non-buoyant algae (Paerl and Huisman, 2008).  While 
not present in all cyanobacteria, all of the five most problematic bloom-forming genera, 
Microcystis, Anabaena, Cylindrospermopsis, Aphanizomenon, and Planktothrix, have gas 
vesicles, which contribute to their competitive advantage during blooms (Davis and Gobler, 
2016; Pancrace, et al., 2017; Walsby, 1994).  This combination of buoyancy, migration, and 
preference for warmer temperatures combines for an especially competitive advantage over 




frequently limited by phosphorus (P) concentration.  To counter this, some cyanobacterial 
species have evolved highly efficient phosphate (and other nutrient) acquisition mechanisms that 
allow growth in waters where phosphorus concentrations are at the detection limit (Burford, et 
al., 2006; Istvanovics, et al., 2000).  Diazotrophic cyanobacteria have a special advantage in 
conditions of limiting nitrogen (N) availability.  Efficient N transport capacity in conjunction 
with opportunistic N fixation amplifies this advantage.  Adding to this, cyanobacteria can 
transport and store excess N and P during periods of abundance, which can be later used when 
these nutrients again become limiting (Codd, et al., 2017b).   
 
Causes of Freshwater Cyanobacterial Blooms 
The sum total of physiological traits collected over billions of years of adaptation makes 
cyanobacteria ideally suited to exploit freshwater aquatic ecosystems and outcompete other 
phytoplankton.  This competitive advantage is accentuated when the ecosystem is perturbed by 
excessive nutrient inputs and increasing temperature, both of which are exacerbated by 
anthropogenic activity.  The ecological repercussions of this marriage of physiological advantage 
and perturbed ecosystems are the occurrence of highly visible and increasingly frequent harmful 
cyanobacterial algal blooms.   
 A bloom is generally described as a rapid increase (over several weeks or less) of 
cyanobacteria with a single or few species dominating (>80%) the total phytoplankton biomass 
(Humbert and Fastner, 2017).  Nonetheless, the definition of an algal bloom is imprecise and can 
be relative to the trophic status of the respective water body.  For example, a bloom containing 
~30 µg L-1 of chlorophyll a (Chl a) may be considered significant in an otherwise mesotrophic 
lake, while blooms containing 10x that amount of Chl a are possible in eutrophic water bodies 
(Humbert and Fastner, 2017).     
 Eutrophication of freshwater ecosystems has been studied for decades in an effort to 
understand key drivers of the process (Schindler, 1971).  Eutrophication generally and blooms 
specifically are the cumulative result of a complex and intertwined assemblage of factors, 
including internal and external nutrient loading, nutrient stoichiometry, hydrologic dynamics, 




established that deposition of P into aquatic ecosystems (external loading) due primarily to 
industrialization, urbanization, and agricultural fertilization is the single most important driver of 
eutrophication (Schindler, et al., 2008).  Significant blooms of cyanobacteria are most prevalent 
in freshwater bodies with a total P concentration > ~25 µg L-1 (Humbert and Fastner, 2017).  
 Nitrogen is now recognized as a significant driver of eutrophication and acts 
synergistically with P to stimulate harmful cyanobacterial blooms (Paerl, et al., 2016).  While 
there is a growing consensus on this point, unanimity has not yet been reached and this idea 
remains at times vigorously debated (Schindler, et al., 2008).  Rooted in Leibig’s Law of the 
Minimum, the earliest investigations into limits on ecosystem productivity, followed by nutrient 
enrichment studies in experimental lakes, led to a “phosphorus-only” paradigm (Hutchinson, 
1973; Lewis and Wurtsbaugh, 2008).  This paradigm resulted in part from the long-standing 
recognition that P availability is a frequent and critical limiting factor of primary productivity in 
freshwater ecosystems and in part from the expectation that under N-limiting conditions, 
adequate ecosystem N would be supplied by N-fixing cyanobacteria and heterotrophic bacteria.  
An over-focus on P was cemented when experimentally induced eutrophication studies 
supported these contentions (Schindler, 1974).  Even so, this model is now viewed as overly 
simplistic and fails to address more complex and nuanced ecosystem responses to nutrient 
dynamics (Paerl and Otten, 2013).  Continued research into freshwater lake productivity has 
demonstrated that N can be limiting, at least seasonally (Paerl, et al., 2011b), in many lake 
systems, especially when P availability is sufficient (Lewis and Wurtsbaugh, 2008).  It is clear 
that N fixation frequently falls short (<50%) of supplying adequate N to meet ecosystem demand 
under conditions of sufficient P (Paerl and Paul, 2012; Scott and McCarthy, 2010).  In such 
situations, external N loading can further stimulate cyanobacteria production leading to an 
acceleration of eutrophication and significant expansion of existing bloom activity (Ferber, et al., 
2004; Paerl and Otten, 2013).  And while P is undoubtedly crucial, external P loading alone does 
not exclusively predict cyanobacterial bloom formation.  External N inputs into aquatic 
ecosystems now frequently exceed P inputs, especially in watersheds with increasing 
agricultural/industrial activity and where management practices are in place to limit P loading 
(Galloway and Cowling, 2002).  Lakes in these watersheds experience eutrophication and 




cyanobacterial species, with increases especially in Microcystis and Plantothrix spp. (Paerl and 
Otten, 2013), supporting the concept that while P features predominantly in controlling 
phytoplankton biomass, N may significantly influence community composition (Lewis and 
Wurtsbaugh, 2008; Steffen, et al., 2014a).  This relationship is complex, though, and not easily 
predictable, as seen in the case of persistent Microcystis spp. dominance in Lake Tai in China 
through periods to significant N limitation (Paerl, et al., 2011b).  Additionally, a broad body of 
evidence suggests that lakes across diverse habitats are frequently co-limited by N and P (Elser, 
et al., 2007) with the greatest stimulation of phytoplankton growth resulting from both N and P 
additions (Paerl, et al., 2016).  Abundant evidence strongly implicates N enrichment in aquatic 
ecosystems as contributing to the proliferation of cyanobacterial blooms and demonstrates that 
the “P-only” paradigm needs revision or perhaps abandonment (Paerl and Otten, 2013). 
 The impact of rising temperatures on bloom intensity is a principal concern.  The 
contribution of temperature vs. nutrients in driving the dominance of harmful cyanobacteria in 
phytoplankton communities in freshwater lakes is still somewhat debated.  In a highly cited 
study, Kosten, et al. (2012) surveyed 143 lakes along a transect from southern South America to 
northern Scandinavia and found that percent of total planktonic biomass comprised of 
cyanobacteria increased with increasing temperature.  Temperature was the best predictor of 
cyanobacterial composition and correlated more strongly than trophic status of the lake.  A more 
recent study examined 1000+ lakes in North America asking a similar question (Rigosi, et al., 
2014).  They concluded that the relationship was more complicated and that the effect of 
temperature interacted with and was dependent on the trophic of the lake.  Nutrients played the 
most important role in oligotrophic lakes while temperature was the most important in 
mesotrophic lakes.  Temperature and nutrients interacted significantly and synergistically only in 
eutrophic to hyper-eutrophic lakes (Rigosi, et al., 2014).  The results of these two extensive 
analyses are more complementary than exclusive and support the broad consensus that increasing 
water temperatures due to global warming and the concomitant changes in climate, especially in 
rainfall patterns, can significantly exacerbate harmful cyanobacterial blooms, particularly in 
waters already impaired by moderate to hyper-eutrophication (Paerl and Huisman, 2008).   
 Bloom exacerbation due to rising temperatures occurs through several mechanisms.  As 




temperatures ~5 °C or more higher than species of more “beneficial” phytoplankton, e.g. diatoms 
and chlorophytes (Paerl, et al., 2011a).  At cooler temperatures, e.g. ~20 °C, mean growth rates 
of common chlorophytes can be higher than that of common bloom-forming cyanobacteria, 
while at the more elevated temperatures of 25° to 32.5 °C, growth rates of the two groups show 
no difference (Lürling, et al., 2013).  Thus warm temperatures can reduce the growth advantage 
of more beneficial phytoplankton.  Warming climates cause earlier and more intense lake 
stratification that persists later into autumn.  This extends the conditions that favor 
cyanobacterial species that can exploit stratified conditions using buoyancy through formation of 
gas vesicles (Paerl and Huisman, 2008).  Buoyant blooms can raise surface water temperatures 
by ~1.5 °C (Ibelings, et al., 2003; Kahru, et al., 1993) creating, in effect, a positive feedback 
mechanism that provides competitive advantage to the species forming the bloom (Paerl and 
Huisman, 2008).  Hydrologic flushing of lakes can be an effective natural mechanism of limiting 
harmful cyanobacterial blooms.  Climatic changes causing extended droughts in summer months 
with a subsequent reduction in flushing can favor cyanobacterial blooms.  This problem is 
especially compounded if a shift in climate pattern causes more intense spring rains, potentially 
increasing nutrient runoff and deposition, followed by summer droughts.  Captured nutrients and 
decreased flushing combine to aggravate bloom-triggering conditions (Paerl and Huisman, 
2008).  Several particularly harmful cyanobacterial species, e.g. Microcystis aeruginosa, 
Anabaena, and Nodularia spumigena, can tolerate relatively high concentrations of salt, in cases 
up to 30% salinity of seawater (Moisander, et al., 2002; Tonk, et al., 2007).  Climate-induced 
changes like rising sea level and reduced flushing that result in increased saltwater intrusion into 
estuarine ecosystems can lead to increased occurrences of blooms in these systems (Paerl and 
Huisman, 2009) as witnessed by growing reports of blooms in brackish water systems like the 
Baltic Sea (Suikkanen, et al., 2007), Lake Ponchartrain (Louisiana) (Dortch, et al., 2001), and 
the Swan River estuary (Australia) (Robson and Hamilton, 2003).   
 It is clear that blooms are stimulated by land use patterns that increase N and P deposition 
into water bodies and by changes in climate that physiologically favor cyanobacteria.  Lake Erie 
in 2011 provides a perfect case study of how the full sweep of causative factors outlined above 
conspired and likely led to the record-breaking cyanobacterial bloom that summer (Michalak, et 




to increased fall application of fertilizer.  Heavier than usual spring (2011) rains followed, 
producing an increase in storm runoff and an increase in deposition of soluble reactive 
phosphorus into the western basin of Lake Erie.  That summer, circulation in the basin was lower 
and residence time higher than are typical.  Surface water temperatures were ~3 °C higher than 
the previous 10-yr average and were accompanied by quiescent periods which caused reduced 
wind-induced surface mixing.  Collectively, these factors produced perfect conditions for an 
intense cyanobacterial bloom that was dominated by Microcystis spp..  In an example of how 
complex nutrient dynamics can influence community composition, by late August as N became 
limiting, Microcystis spp. began to decline and was replaced by N-fixing Anabaena spp.  The 
authors concluded that environmental factors leading to the record-breaking bloom in Lake Erie 
are projected to be the norm in the future (Michalak, et al., 2013).  There is strong consensus that 
harmful cyanobacterial blooms will increase in frequency, intensity, and duration without 
implementation of management practices that significantly reduce nutrient loading into aquatic 
ecosystems (Paerl, 2014).  Consistent with these predictions, the record-breaking 2011 Lake Erie 
bloom was eclipsed by the bloom of 2015 (National Center for Water Quality Research, 2018). 
 
Consequences of Cyanobacterial Blooms 
Ecological Consequences   
The harmful characteristic of cyanobacterial blooms stem from the typically negative effect they 
have on the aquatic ecosystem of which they are part and come to dominate (Paerl and Otten, 
2013).  In dense blooms, cyanobacteria can represent up to ~98% of total phytoplankton 
fluorescence, a proxy for biomass (Michalak, et al., 2013).  Buoyant surface blooms reduce 
water clarity and severely restrict the amount of light penetrating the water, which reduces the 
microbial community biodiversity, inhibits growth of more beneficial aquatic flora and 
macrophytes, and disrupts the aquatic food web (Scheffer, et al., 1997).  Reduced light 
penetration suppresses growth of benthic flora, which degrades the habitat and dependent 
fisheries.  Persistent surface blooms can cause long-term loss of benthic habitat (Karlson, et al., 




inactive.  Spikes in respiration due to decomposition of senescent blooms by heterotrophic 
bacteria can cause anoxia that frequently leads to extensive fish kills and loss of microfauna 
(Paerl, 2003).   
 
Economic Consequences   
Blooms degrade the aesthetics of water bodies and produce offensive odors, both of which 
severely reduce the recreational potential of lakes (Watson, et al., 2016).  Combined with 
degradation of fisheries and the increased cost of treatment for communities relying on impacted 
reservoirs for sources of drinking water, the economic losses attributable to harmful 
cyanobacterial blooms is potentially large.  In one of the few systematic studies available, 
Dodds, et al. (2009) estimated economic damages in the U.S. of ~$2.2 billion annually as a result 
of eutrophication of inland U.S. freshwater rivers and lakes.  The majority of this estimate was 
attributable to reduced lakefront property values and recreational activities.  The authors 
acknowledged their evaluation was likely highly underestimated.  A caveat is that these estimates 
were not directly associated with cyanobacterial blooms.  In addition, they did not consider costs 
associated with monitoring, health effects, or additional cost to municipal water treatment.  
Effects on local economies due specifically to cyanobacterial blooms give some indication of 
their high associated costs.  For example, in 2009-2010, there was $37-47 million decline in 
tourism revenue in the small cities of Celina and St. Marys in Ohio (U.S. EPA, 2015a) due to a 
severe toxic bloom in Grand Lake St. Marys (Steffen, et al., 2014b).  Celina incurred an 
additional $13.1 million cost to upgrade water treatment and monitoring efforts in response to 
the bloom (U.S. EPA, 2015a).  While the U.S. EPA recently compiled individual cost data 
associated with nutrient pollution in U.S. waters, they did not attempt to integrate these data 
across the national economy.  While the impact is significant, systematic integrative studies are 
lacking, making reliable estimates of the total economic cost of blooms at the state or national 
level impossible.  This highlights the need for more detailed economy-wide studies of the 






From a human viewpoint, the most serious concern arising from cyanobacterial blooms is the 
production and release of cyanotoxins into the water.  Many species of bloom-forming 
cyanobacterial produce a suite of secondary metabolites (cyanotoxins) that are highly toxic to 
animals and other eukaryotes.  Worldwide, cyanotoxins are responsible for a documented range 
of wildlife and livestock illnesses and death, and human illnesses ranging from skin and 
gastrointestinal irritation to acute and chronic poisoning (Carmichael and Boyer, 2016).  These 
cyanotoxins are generally classified into three groups based on their toxicological effects: 
hepatotoxins, neurotoxins, and contact irritants.   
 The hepatotoxins of primary concern take the form of cyclic penta- or heptapeptides 
known as nodularins and microcystins, respectively.  Nodularins are restricted primarily to 
brackish water, so are of somewhat less concern.  Microcystins are remarkably stable and have a 
half-life in the water column of several days depending on factors such as UV light intensity, 
presence of photoactive pigments, and presence of microbes capable of biodegrading the peptide.  
Microcystins are a diverse family of peptides with 246 congeners described (Codd, et al., 2017a).  
They are highly toxic to vertebrates with an LD50 in mice as low as 25 ppb (Carmichael and 
Boyer, 2016).  Toxicity stems from their ability to inhibit eukaryotic protein phosphatases 1 and 
2A and are tumor promoters in mice (MacKintosh, et al., 1990).  Microcystins are produced by 
species of the genera Anabaena, Planktothrix, Nostoc, and Oscillatoria, among others, but the 
most notorious producers are members of Microcystis spp. (Sivonen and Jones, 1999).  
 The neurotoxins are comprised of several structurally unrelated alkaloids and include 
anatoxin-a, anatoxin-a(s), and the paralytic shellfish toxin (PST) family, a diverse alkaloid group 
of which saxitoxin is the primary example.  The three groups have different modes of action, but 
all are highly toxic (saxitoxin LD50 = 10 ppb) with rapid activity; death to administered lab 
animals occurs within minutes to hours (Carmichael and Boyer, 2016).  The anatoxins are 
produced primarily by species of Anabaena.  PSTs are produced by species of Anabaena, 
Aphanizomenon, Lyngbya, and Cylindrospermopsis (Aráoz, et al., 2010). 
 An additional cyanotoxin of growing concern is cylindrospermopsin.  It does not fit 
neatly into the aforementioned toxin categories.  It is a tricyclic guanidine alkaloid and is a 




and Boyer, 2016).  To date, its production has been documented only in filamentous 
cyanobacteria.  Primary producers are species of Cylindrospermopsis, Aphanizomenon, and 
Anabaena (Sinha, et al., 2012). 
 Due to their toxicity and prevalence, microcystins continue to be the cyanotoxins of 
greatest concern to human health (Carmichael and Boyer, 2016).  The most significant exposure 
route for humans is through drinking water.  The World Health Organization guideline for 
microcystin-LR in drinking water is 1 µg/L based on a lifetime total daily intake (WHO, 2003).  
The U.S. EPA recently issued updated guidelines; their 10-day drinking water guidelines are 0.3 
µg/L for infants up to 6 years and 1.6 µg/L for adults (U.S. EPA, 2015b).  Despite its known 
ability to promote tumors in mice, in a review of its carcinogenicity, the International Agency for 
Research on Cancer concluded that there was inadequate data to classify microcystin as a human 
carcinogen (Grosse, et al., 2006) .  It remains classified as a group 2B possible carcinogen 
(Carmichael and Boyer, 2016).   
 The only confirmed case of lethal human poisoning by microcystin stems from the use of 
contaminated water at a dialysis clinic in Caruaru, Brazil.  In this case, 130 exposed patients 
experienced vomiting and diarrhea.  Of these, 100 patients developed acute liver failure, and 70 
patients died (Carmichael and Boyer, 2016; Jochimsen, et al., 1998).  Outside of this 
extraordinary instance, only a handful of case studies have investigated human microcystin 
toxicity.  As an example, in an incident from the Three Gorges Reservoir region in China, 
children were chronically exposed to an estimated daily microcystin intake of ~2 µg.  
Researchers concluded that exposed children suffered measurable impairment of liver function 
relative to un-exposed children (Li, et al., 2011).   
 Epidemiological studies attempting to link primary liver cancer to presence of 
microcystins in waters bodies supplying drinking water have been mixed.  Two provinces in 
China, Jiangsu and Guangxi, had documented high incidences of liver cancer that were linked to 
the drinking of ditch and pond water.  Microcystins were detected in 17-32% of ditch and pond 
water samples at concentrations ranging from 0.07-0.46 µg/L.  Microcystin was not detected in 
deep-water wells.  The authors concluded that microcystin was a important risk factor in the high 
incidence of liver cancer (Ueno, et al., 1996).  In central Serbia, mortality due to liver cancer was 




cyanobacterial blooms than in those communities whose reservoirs were bloom free.  
Intermittent sampling of high-risk community tap water detected microcystin at concentrations 
up to 2.5 µg/L.  The authors concluded that communities at high-risk for liver cancer strongly 
corresponded with reservoirs plagued by cyanobacterial blooms, but could not definitively link 
the two (Svirčev, et al., 2009).  An epidemiological study of communities around Grand Lake St. 
Marys in Ohio found evidence linking cyanotoxins in the lake to cancer rates in the communities 
to be inconclusive (Carmichael and Boyer, 2016; Soward, 2011).  While documented cases 
suggest that microcystins and other cyanotoxins represent a relatively minor realized public 
health concern, there has been no systematic effort to collect or report on illnesses linked to 
cyanotoxin exposure.  The adage of an absence of evidence is not evidence of absence should be 
heeded in this case.  Perhaps the most compelling finding when one tries to quantify the health 
risks of cyanotoxins is that a systematic data collection effort is needed (Carmichael and Boyer, 
2016). 
 
Intracellular and Extracellular Function of Cyanotoxins  
Collectively, cyanobacteria produce a great diversity of cyanotoxins, many of which are products 
of non-ribosomal peptide synthase (NRPS) or polyketide synthase (PKS) biosynthetic pathways 
(Welker and von Dohren, 2006).  These NRPS and PKS pathways can be complex and can 
require numerous proteins encoded by genes usually found clustered together in a single 
genomic region.  For example, synthesis of microcystin requires 10 genes found in two adjacent 
operons (Tillett, et al., 2000), while synthesis of saxitoxin requires at least 20 genes (and perhaps 
as many as 24) all found in a single cluster (Kellmann, et al., 2008; Stucken, et al., 2010).  
Phylogenetic distribution of these biosynthetic gene clusters tend to be spotty within related 
clades (Calteau, et al., 2014).  A detailed analysis of the distribution of the microcystin 
biosynthetic genes indicate that transmission of the genes are primarily vertical and the spotty 
distribution among related clades are the result of gene loss.  Little evidence pointed to transfer 
of microcystin genes by horizontal gene transfer (HGT) (Rantala, et al., 2004).  This general 




metabolism genes among sequenced cyanobacterial genomes.  Although some examples exist, 
HGT apparently plays a minor role in the distribution of cyanotoxin genes (Calteau, et al., 2014). 
 The various toxins produced by cyanobacteria generally fall under the classification of 
secondary metabolites, which by definition are biocompounds that are not used in central 
metabolism and are not necessary for survival (Carmichael, 1992).  In every case so far 
examined, species known to produce toxins of human health concern also harbor strains that lack 
the genetic ability to do so, e.g. see Humbert, et al. (2013), Kellmann, et al. (2008), and Sinha, et 
al. (2014) for investigations into the toxins microcystin, saxitoxin, and cylindrospermopsin, 
respectively, and see Pearson, et al. (2016) for a broad review of this topic.  This raises the 
immediate question about the biological function of the toxins.  Identifying the functional roles 
of toxins, be they physiologic or ecologic, is important in understanding the stimuli that promote 
toxin production, would allow better prediction of toxin production, and would improve the 
ability of water resource managers to limit the impact of harmful algal blooms.  Consequently, 
this subject has been a key research effort among scientists studying toxic cyanobacteria.   
 Search for the physiological and ecological roles of microcystin has received the greatest 
research focus.  A number of intracellular and extracellular functions of microcystin have been 
proposed and many have originated from observations of environmental effects on toxin 
production.  Most of the putative roles thus far proposed can be generally classified into three 
broad categories (Pearson, et al., 2016).  Among the first category, identification of microcystin 
as toxic to eukaryotic cells led to the broad hypothesis that microcystin serves as a general 
inhibitor of grazing by zooplankton and offers protection from infection by chytrid fungi 
(Pearson, et al., 2016).  While advantages to microcystin-producing strains of cyanobacteria have 
been demonstrated in both Daphnia spp. grazing studies (DeMott, et al., 1991; Rohrlack, et al., 
2001) and fungal infection studies (Rohrlack, et al., 2013), the benefits provided by microcystin 
are likely incidental.  Strong arguments against the primary role of microcystin as a eukaryotic 
inhibitor were provided by Rantala, et al. (2004), who showed convincing evolutionary evidence 
that genes ancestral to those responsible for microcystin production likely predate the origin of 
eukaryotes by hundreds of millions of years.  Though incidentally demonstrable, the primary 




 A second category of hypotheses predicts that microcystins may function as a general 
extracellular signaling molecule through an as of yet unknown autoinduction mechanism 
(Neilan, et al., 2013).  In one study pointing toward this idea, exposure of M. aeruginosa cultures 
to microcystin triggered an increase in mcyB transcripts and in microcystin content per cell 
(cellular quota) (Schatz, et al., 2007).  In an investigation of a different physiological response, 
Gan, et al. (2012) showed that exposure to microcystin increased colony size of three species of 
Microcystis.  Collectively, studies such as these provided indirect evidence that extracellular 
microcystin influences the physiology of other strains or species.  This generalized hypothesis 
seems to be supported by the fact that a gene (mcyH) within the microcystin gene cassette 
(mcyA-J) codes for an ABC transporter that is putatively involved in toxin export (Pearson, et al., 
2004; Tillett, et al., 2000).  Actual export of microcystin by this transporter has not been 
demonstrated, and the fact that only a very small percentage (~2-5%) of total microcystin is 
found outside the cell raises questions about this putative function.  A more recent study showed 
that in M. aeruginosa, transcription of only a small number of genes was altered by exposure to 
microcystin (Makower, et al., 2015), casting further doubt on microcystin as a molecule 
specifically evolved for cell signaling (Pearson, et al., 2016).  While not yet dismissed, much 
more evidence will be needed to convincingly demonstrate this putative function. 
 A third category of hypotheses is even broader than the previous two and posits that 
microcystin in involved in regulating aspects of photosynthesis, or in a more general way, serves 
as a global regulator of cell metabolism (Jahnichen, et al., 2007; Pearson, et al., 2016; Wilhelm 
and Boyer, 2011).  These proposed roles originate from various studies demonstrating either how 
light affects microcystin production or transcription of the mcy genes, e.g. see Utkilen and 
Gjølme (1992), Kaebernick, et al. (2000), and Wiedner, et al. (2003), or how microcystin-
producing strains outcompete non-producing strains in CO2-limited cultures while non-
producing strains outcompete producing strains in light-limited conditions, e.g. see Kardinaal, et 
al. (2007) and Van de Waal, et al. (2011).  Most of these type studies have been performed using 
M. aeruginosa.  That microcystin may be involved in the photosynthetic process is supported 
circumstantially by findings that, within the cells of M. aeruginosa, microcystin is localized 
almost entirely within or near the thylakoid membranes (Young, et al., 2005).  In the above-




been either vague or lacking.  However, the results of one study allowed the authors to formulate 
a hypothesis about the function of microcystin that falls within this category and to propose a 
specific mechanism.  Zilliges, et al. (2011) demonstrated in M. aeruginosa that microcystin 
binds to proteins generally, including the large subunit of RubisCo specifically, under conditions 
of oxidative stress.  They proposed that formation of microcystin-protein conjugates help to 
stabilize the proteins during periods of stress without inhibiting the function of the proteins.  A 
follow-up study showed that the microcystin-protein conjugate fraction of cells increased during 
periods of oxidative stress, but did not tie this increase to conjugate formation with specific 
proteins (Meissner, et al., 2013).  While more work is needed to confirm this idea, to date this is 
the hypothesis favored in the literature (Pearson, et al., 2016).  It is notable that the results from 
Chapter 2 of this dissertation, while not specifically testing this conjecture, are consistent with 
this hypothesis.  Other proposed functions for microcystin include its acting as an allelopathic 
agent against other bacteria (Dixon, et al., 2004), serving as a siderophore (Utkilen and Gjølme, 
1995), and providing a method to shunt excess metabolites during environmental stress (Paerl 
and Millie, 1996).  These hypotheses have largely failed the scientific test of time (Kaebernick 
and Neilan, 2001; Kardinaal, et al., 2007; Klein, et al., 2013; Martin, et al., 2017).  It is a 
testament to their enigmatic nature that the function of neither microcystin nor any other 








The Ecological Constraints of Blooms 
Much research has been directed at understanding the ecological constraints of harmful 
cyanobacterial blooms, e.g., see reviews in Gobler, et al. (2016), Paerl (2014), and Steffen, et al. 
(2014a).  Blooms are constrained by either top-down or bottom-up forces and typically by a 
combination of the two.  Bottom-up forces are exerted through resource availability and 
competition for these resources (Power, 1992).  As applied to blooms, these are most often 
thought of as nutrient resources, particularly N and P, but can include other environmental 
factors such as temperature tolerance or preference and light availability.  Top-down forces are 
exerted through predation in its many forms (Power, 1992).  Predation of cyanobacteria occurs 
primarily through grazing by fish, mollusks, and zooplankton, allelopathic antagonism by 
heterotrophic bacteria and phytoplankton, fungal parasitism, and by viral lysis (Gerphagnon, et 
al., 2013; Paerl and Otten, 2013; Van Wichelen, et al., 2016).   
 Key components in understanding the ecological constraints of blooms are to also 
understand the factors that promote cyanotoxin production and to understand the eco-
physiological role of these toxins in the cells that produce them.  The fitness cost of toxin 
production and the cost of maintaining the genetic capacity for this production suggest that 
cyanotoxins must play an important role for the cell, or offer competitive advantage at some 
point in the life cycle of the cell.  Regardless of whether this role is purely physiological, purely 
ecological, or both, toxin production must then factor significantly into either the top-down or 
bottom-up forces constraining blooms by either augmenting competitive advantage or inhibiting 
competitors. 
 These constraints, in their various forms, are the overarching concepts that guide the 
research presented in this dissertation.  The following sections describe the objectives of this 
dissertation by outlining the specific research questions addressed and briefly reviewing the 





Chapter 2 Objectives 
This chapter reports on investigations into the effects of temperature, N chemistry, and N 
concentration on microcystin quota in Microcystis aeruginosa NIES-843.  Understanding the 
environmental factors that regulate the production of microcystin would improve prediction of 
bloom toxicity and would inform water resource management strategies designed to mitigate the 
harmful effects of toxic blooms.  Additionally, it would provide insight into the physiologic role 
of microcystin.  This is a perennial topic of research in the field.  The effect of temperature on 
microcystin quota has been investigated extensively as is summarized in the introduction to the 
chapter.  However, much of this previous work was conducted before technical advances 
allowed direct quantification of microcystin and its congeners.  By the onset of this technology, 
interests in this topic had strongly shifted in favor of investigating the effects of increasing 
temperature due to global warming.  The effect of a seasonal range of temperatures had been 
forgotten.  A fortuitous lab observation suggested that growth of Microcystis at cool 
temperatures might significantly increase microcystin quota and ultimately led to this study.  We 
asked the following question: 
 
 Do seasonally relevant cool temperatures lead to higher microcystin quota in Microcystis 
aeruginosa NIES-843? 
 
Effects of N on microcystin quota have been investigated even more than temperature, but 
almost no studies have examined the differential effect of urea vs. other N chemistries.  Urea has 
become the dominant form of agricultural N in use today.  This topic is thus highly relevant.  We 
had an opportunity to combine the temperature study with an investigation into the effects of N 
chemistry and N concentration on microcystin quota.  We asked the following questions: 
 
 Does growth on urea lead to microcystin quota higher than growth on nitrate? 
 





 Do the effects of N chemistry, N concentration, and temperature on microcystin quota 
interact? 
 
Chapter 3 Objectives 
Here we report on investigations into allelopathic effects of microcystin on heterotrophic bacteria 
using Escherichia coli MG1655 as a model.  Neither the physiological nor the ecological role of 
microcystin has been firmly established.  Various roles have been hypothesized, including 
function as a signaling molecule, a global cell metabolism regulator, and a protein stabilizer 
during periods of stress.  None of these roles have been robustly demonstrated through 
experimental testing.  A handful of experiments suggested an ecological role as an allelopathic 
agent working against heterotrophic bacteria by means of inducing oxidative and envelope stress.  
We chose to test this hypothesis more rigorously than had yet been attempted by monitoring 
physiological changes in E. coli through shifts in gene expression, metabolite pools, and lipid 
composition due to exposure to microcystin.  We asked the following questions: 
 
 Does exposure to microcystin induce changes in gene expression, shifts in metabolite 
pools, or shifts in lipid composition that are indicative of oxidative stress? 
 
 Does exposure to microcystin induce changes in gene expression, shifts in metabolite 
pools, or shifts in lipid composition that are indicative of envelope stress? 
 
Chapter 4 Objectives 
This chapter reports the results from the sequencing and analysis of the genomes of 
Cylindrospermopsis raciborskii Virus (CrV) and its host C. raciborskii strain Cr2010.  C. 
raciborskii is an important nitrogen-fixing cyanobacterium that forms frequent blooms in 
freshwater habitats.  Through exertion of top-down control, viruses play key roles in regulating 
the abundance, production, and diversity of their hosts in both marine and freshwater 




in part, to the lack of genome sequences of any viruses that infect this cyanobacterium.  To 
address this gap in knowledge, we sequenced and analyzed the genome of CrV and its host.  Our 
objectives were to: 
 
 Sequence and analyze the genome of CrV. 
 
 Sequence and analyze the genome of the host, C. raciborskii strain Cr2010. 
 
 Through the first two objectives, establish a genomically-characterized experimental 
system that can be used to investigate virus/host interactions in a bloom-forming 
cyanobacterium. 
 
 Use the genome sequence of CrV to examine available metagenomic and 
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Freshwater cyanobacterial blooms are regularly formed by Microcystis spp., which are well-
known producers of the hepatotoxin microcystin.  The environmental factors that regulate 
microcystin synthesis remain unclear.  We used reverse transcription-quantitative PCR (RT-
qPCR), metabolomics, and toxin profiling (both by LC-MS) to measure the response of 
Microcystis aeruginosa NIES-843 to nitrogen (N) concentration, N chemistry (nitrate vs. urea), 
and a range of seasonally-relevant temperatures.  Growth rates at lower temperatures were 
slower but resulted in increased cellular microcystin content (quota), and at these lower 
temperatures, N concentration had no effect on toxin production.  In contrast, at warmer 
temperatures, reduction in N concentration increased toxin production, especially when urea was 
supplied as the nitrogen source.  Our culture results demonstrate how temperature may lead to 
physiological responses ranging from slow growing yet very toxic cells at cool temperatures, to 
faster growing but less-toxic cells at warmer temperatures.  This response represents a key 
interaction in bloom dynamics.  Capturing this phenomenon as a temperature-driven toxin 
phenotype incorporated into models might improve the ability to predict microcystin 








Microcystis spp. are cyanobacteria that cause harmful algal blooms in fresh waters worldwide.  
These cyanobacteria can produce microcystins, a class of potent liver toxins released into 
waterways during blooms (Harke, et al., 2016).  M. aeruginosa has served as the principal model 
organism in which to study the ecophysiology of microcystin production.  Indeed, the study of 
Microcystis and its toxin (originally known as “Fast Death Factor”) has been the focus of 
research for nearly 60 years (Hughes, et al., 1958).  Yet, in spite of these efforts, the biological 
role(s) as well as the physiological constraints on production of microcystins remain unknown, 
creating a critical knowledge gap in our ability to accurately predict bloom toxicity.   
 Temperature is a fundamental factor governing biology, and its role in the ecology of 
blooms and in modulating toxicity has been studied extensively in problematic cyanobacteria 
(summarized in Table 2.1) (all figures and tables are located in the Chapter 2 appendix).  The 
earliest studies focused on M. aeruginosa and tested broad ranges of temperatures, including 
those below that needed for optimum growth (Gorham, 1964; Van der Westhuizen and Eloff, 
1985; Van der Westhuizen, et al., 1986; Watanabe and Oishi, 1985).  These studies produced 
generally consistent results, indicating that toxicity peaked at temperatures below growth rate 
optimum (usually between ~18 °C-20 °C), and dropped notably at temperatures above ~30 °C.  
A possible limitation in these early studies, however, was that ready methods to specifically 
quantify microcystin had not yet been optimized, so “toxicity” of cells was determined via 
mouse bioassay (which could produce positive results based on other secondary metabolites).  A 
series of experiments using Planktothrix agardhii and Anabaena spp. also tested a broad range of 
temperatures but used improved methods to quantify microcystin (Rapala and Sivonen, 1998; 
Rapala, et al., 1997; Sivonen, 1990).  In these studies, maximum microcystin content per cell 
(quota) occurred at ~25 °C, and declined significantly at ~28 °C.  Since then, temperature-based 
inquires have shifted to examine the effects of temperatures warmer than in situ as the concerns 
of climate change loomed (see Table 2.1 for references).  Collectively, these studies have 
generally reported a decline in microcystin quota above typical in situ temperatures, but results 




 Over the last 20 years, attention has shifted away from the effects of cooler temperatures 
(those below optimum for growth) on microcystin production to favor studies focusing on effects 
of temperature on biomass accumulation (Paerl and Huisman, 2008).  Yet the effect of cool 
temperatures on the physiology of Microcystis spp. remains relevant.  Indeed, global reports on 
the distribution of cyanobacteria suggest Microcystis populations are being actively distributed to 
regions where historical temperatures have been less than optimal for its growth (Bullerjahn, et 
al., 2016; Doblin, et al., 2007; Harke, et al., 2016).  Importantly, blooms also experience a range 
of seasonal temperatures, often beginning in late spring when temperatures are below optimum.  
Our interest in the effects of cooler temperatures piqued upon an observation that M. aeruginosa 
NIES-843, left at room temperature (~21 °C), produced more microcystin per cell than when 
maintained at our lab standard of 26 °C.  An immediate question then was could a cool-
temperature phenotype contribute to a frequently observed seasonal pattern of higher bloom 
toxicity in early spring followed by reduced toxicity as the bloom progresses into mid-summer 
(Kardinaal and Visser, 2005). 
 The effect of nitrogen (N) availability on cyanobacterial growth and microcystin 
production has also been studied intensively using M. aeruginosa as the experimental organism 
and nitrate as the N source (Gobler, et al., 2016).  However, the use of nitrate-based agricultural 
fertilizers has been largely replaced by urea (Bullerjahn, et al., 2016; Paerl, et al., 2016).  
Depending on application timing, rainfall, and other factors, a significant proportion of 
agricultural N can drain into water bodies exacerbating eutrophication (Finlay, et al., 2010; 
Glibert, et al., 2014; Glibert, et al., 2016).  A question that arises is how nitrate vs. urea 
differentially affect microcystin production in toxic species.  While the literature addressing the 
effects of nitrate is quite extensive (Gobler, et al., 2016), only a few studies have directly 
compared the effects of urea vs. nitrate on microcystin production (Donald, et al., 2011; Huang, 
et al., 2014; Wu, et al., 2015), and none of them have investigated their interactions with 
temperature. 
 Our objective was to investigate the interactive effects of seasonal temperatures, N 
concentration, and N chemistry on toxin production in a model cyanobacterium.  Microcystis 
aeruginosa NIES-843 was grown at seasonally relevant temperatures and in three N 








Experimental Design and Growth Conditions 
We used a factorial design to examine the effects of N concentration, N chemical species, and 
temperature on growth, gene expression, and metabolism of xenic cultures of Microcystis 
aeruginosa NIES-843.  NIES-843 was isolated in Japan in 1997.  As the first strain sequenced 
and the first with a closed genome (Kaneko, et al., 2007), it and PCC7806 have become the most 
frequently used strains in experiments (Harke, et al., 2016).  Standard CT medium (Watanabe 
and Ichimura, 1977), adjusted to pH 8.2, was used as base medium with the N supply modified 
to produce six nutrient treatments.  Either urea or nitrate was added to generate final N 
concentrations of 0.59, 1.17, or 2.34 mM.  Nitrate at 2.34 mM is the standard N supply in CT 
medium.  Cultures were grown at the nominal (actual ± S.D.) temperatures of 18 (17.9 ± 0.5), 
22 (22.8 ±1.4), 26 (26.0 ± 0.3) and 30 °C (28.7 ± 1.9).  Incubator temperature was measured 
every 10 min using the Hobo Tidbit TempLoggers (OnSet, Bourne MA).  In total, 24 conditions 
were tested, each in biological triplicate.  For each treatment, cultures were inoculated and 
transferred twice in their respective conditions prior to the start of the experiment to 
physiologically equilibrate the cells to their growth conditions.  From an equal inoculation, 
cultures grew for ~10 days at 18 °C and ~7 days at 26 °C to reach a cell concentration of ~106 
cells mL-1 near the end of late log-linear phase.   
 Three samples (one for RNA, one for metabolites, and one for microcystin content) were 
collected from each replicate.  To generate replicates, nine 30-mL cultures were grown in 50-mL 
tubes and maintained under a 12 h light:dark cycle at 80 mol photons m-2 s-1 at their respective 
temperatures.  At sample collection, three groups of three tubes for each condition were pooled 
to establish 90-mL replicate samples.  These 90-mL replicate cultures (3 for each condition) 
were collected concurrently during the late exponential growth phase for each culture condition.  




12,000 x g, the supernatants decanted, and cell pellets immediately flash frozen in liquid 
nitrogen.  Samples (25 mL) for microcystin measurement were collected by vacuum on filters 
(Advantec MFS GF75, 0.3-µm retention size) and frozen at -80 ºC.  All samples were stored at -
80 C until processing.  The remaining 5 mL of each pooled sample were used in flow 
cytometry. 
 
Cell Concentration and Determination of Specific Growth Rate 
Fluorescence (a proxy for chlorophyll a and cell biomass) of each tube was measured daily using 
a TD-700 fluorometer (Turner Designs, CA, USA).  The specific growth rate constant (µ) was 
calculated using exponential regression to fit fluorescence measurements.  Fluorescence 
measurements taken outside of the log-linear growth period were excluded from this calculation.  
Cell concentration at time of sampling was determined using flow cytometry (Guava 
easyCyteHT, Millipore).   
 
Microcystin Extraction and Detection 
Microcystin concentrations and congeners were determined as previously described (Boyer, 
2007; Rinta-Kanto, et al., 2009) using liquid chromatography coupled with mass spectroscopy.  
Toxin filters were extracted in 5 mL of 50% methanol/water (v/v) containing 1% acetic acid 
(v/v) using sonication (Boyer 2007).  The samples were clarified by centrifugation for 10 
minutes at 12,000 x g and 0 °C, filtered through a 13 mm diameter nylon syringe filter (0.45 μm 
pore-size), and stored at -20 °C until analysis.  Microcystins were determined using reverse 
phase liquid chromatography and screened for the molecular ion of 14 common microcystin 
congeners (RR, dRR, mRR, hYR, YR, LR, mLR, dLR, AR, FR, LA, LW, LF, WR and R-NOD) 
using a Waters ZQ4000 mass spectrometer coupled with a photodiode array spectrometer.  All 
microcystins were quantified using the extracted ion channel for their molecular ion and 
quantified against the extraction ion channel (m/z 996) for microcystin-LR.  Quality control 
experiments using known concentrations of microcystins RR, YR, LA and LF confirmed that 




of other microcystins where standards are not available.  The identification of 14 common 
microcystins was confirmed using both the presence of their diagnostic molecular ion and the co-
occurring presence of the diagnostic UV signature due to ADDA.  Method detection limits with 
this approach are generally 0.1-0.3 µg microcystin-LR L-1. 
 
Metabolites Extraction and Detection 
For metabolite analysis, collected samples were extracted with pre-chilled (4 °C) extraction 
solvent (1.3 ml of 40:40:20 HPLC grade ACN: MeOH: H2O with 0.1 M formic acid, purchased 
from Thermo Scientific)(Rabinowitz and Kimball, 2007).  UPLC-HRMS analyses were 
performed for each sample (Lu, et al., 2010).  Raw MS spectra output files were converted to an 
open source mzML format (Martens, et al., 2011). using the Proteowizard software package 
(Chambers, et al., 2012).  Metabolites were identified based on m/z and retention times, and 
chromatographic peak areas were integrated using MAVEN software (Princeton University) 
(Clasquin, et al., 2012; Melamud, et al., 2010).  Relative metabolite concentrations were reported 
for each sample and used for further analysis. 
 
RNA Extraction, Transcript Analysis, and Absolute RT-qPRC Assay 
RNA was extracted using the method described in Wen, et al. (2014).  Contaminating genomic 
DNA was removed with a Turbo DNA-free kit (Ambion, USA).  Samples were considered DNA 
free if no bands were visible in an agarose gel after 30 cycles of PCR amplification using 27F 
and 1522R primers (Edwards, et al., 1989).  RNA was quantified with a NanoDrop ND-1000 
spectrophotometer, and RNA quality and concentration for a selection of samples verified with 
an Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer.  Total RNA (500 ng) was reverse transcribed using the SuperScript 
III First-Strand Synthesis SuperMix (Invitrogen, USA) following the manufacturer’s protocol.  
cDNA samples were stored at -20 C prior to RT-qPCR. 
 To generate absolute standards for RT-qPCR, target gene fragments were amplified from 
genomic DNA of M. aeruginosa NIES-843 via PCR and cloned into PCR4 TOPO vectors using 




was quantified with a NanoDrop ND-1000 Spectrophotometer (Thermo Scientific, Waltham, 
MA, USA) and used to generate standard curves. 
 Transcript copy number of target genes was quantified by absolute RT-qPCR using a 
BioRad DNA Engine Opticon 2 system.  Reaction mixtures were formulated using Absolute 
qPCR SYBR Green Mix (Thermo Scientific).  Thermal cycling conditions were: 95 C for 3 
min, 40 cycles of 3-step amplification of 20 s at 95 C, 20 s at 57 C and 20 s at 72 C.  Primer 
sequences are listed in Table 2.2.  Amplification efficiency of each primer set was calculated; 
amplification efficiency between 90% and 110% was considered acceptable.  All qPCR reactions 
were conducted in triplicate on each sample and all experiments repeated at least twice. 
 
Statistical Analysis 
Data were normalized to cell concentration before analyses.  The effects of temperature, N 
concentration, and N form on specific growth rate, microcystin quotas, microcystin congener 
profiles, gene expression data, and metabolite abundance were analyzed by three-way ANOVAs.  
When interaction between factors made interpretation of effects difficult (Ott and Longnecker, 
2001), evaluation of one factor was made separately under all combinations of the other two 
factors via a series of one-way ANOVAs (Ott and Longnecker, 2001).  In these cases, to guard 
against inflation of Type I errors, p-values from one-way ANOVAs were adjusted for multiple 
comparisons using the method of Holm (1979) which provides strong control of family-wise 
error rate.  Linear relationships between microcystin content and mcyB, mcyD, and ureC 
transcript abundances were determined with Pearson correlation analysis.  Post hoc multiple 
comparisons were adjusted with Tukey’s HSD except for metabolites, where p-values of 
individual metabolites were corrected for multiple comparisons using false discovery rate (FDR) 
(Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995).  A significance level of p = 0.05 was used in all analyses.  
Data are reported as mean ± one SE.  Statistical analyses were conducted using R software v. 
3.4.0 (R Core Team, 2017), GraphPad Prism Software v. 7.03, SAS9.4 TS1M3 for Windows 64x 





Results and Discussion 
Temperature and Nitrogen Chemistry Interact to Influence Growth Rate 
Mean specific growth rates for each treatment are illustrated in Figure 2.1.  High concentrations 
of urea were inhibitory to Microcystis growth at low temperatures.  Urea provided at 1.17 and 
2.34 mM-N was inhibitory at 18 °C and 2.34 mM-N was inhibitory at 22 °C.  This inhibition was 
relieved at warmer temperatures.  An explanation of this temperature-dependent inhibition is 
unclear.  Where observed, growth rates ranged from a high of 0.51 d-1 at 22 °C in 0.59 mM 
nitrate to a low of 0.17 d-1 at 18 °C in 0.59 mM urea-N.  As the factors interacted in their effects 
on growth rate, data were analyzed by a series of one-way ANOVAs as described in Methods.  
Increasing temperature from 18 °C to 22 °C significantly increased growth rate in all nutrient 
conditions (adjusted one-way ANOVA p < 0.05).  Additional increases in temperature affected 
growth in a manner dependent on N concentration and N form.  Surprisingly, in nitrate-grown 
cells, growth rate changed little between 22°, 26°, and 30 °C.  In contrast, growth rate generally 
increased with temperature in urea-grown cells.  Nitrate concentration had little influence on 
growth rate, except at 22 °C, where growth declined with increasing concentration.  Urea 
concentration reproducibly drove significantly different growth rates at all temperatures.  Cells 
generally grew faster in nitrate vs. urea when compared at equal temperature and N 
concentration.  ANOVA p-values and results of post hoc comparisons for growth rate are 
summarized in Tables 2.3-2.5.  
 
Low Temperatures Drive Higher Microcystin Quota 
Temperature strongly influenced cellular microcystin quota (three-way ANOVA, p < 0.0001).  
Main factors interacted (p = 0.0002), so to better interpret the effects data were analyzed in a 
series of one-way ANOVAs.  Total microcystin quota ranged from a mean high of 241 fg cell-1 
at 18 °C in 0.59 mM nitrate to below detection limits in cells grown at 30 °C in 2.34 mM urea 
(Figure 2.2).  There was a pronounced trend of decreasing microcystin quota with increasing 
temperature regardless of N concentration or N form.  Across all nitrate concentrations, 




241 ± 7 fg cell-1) to ~105 fg cell-1 at 22 °C (range: 99 ± 8 to 113 ± 6 fg cell-1), then remained 
unchanged at ~110 fg cell-1 (range: 106 ± 12 to 116 ± 3 fg cell-1) at 26 °C.  When the temperature 
was increased from 26 °C to 30 °C, there was another sharp decline to ~35 fg cell-1 (range: 25 ± 
1 to 45 ± 3 fg cell-1).  In 0.59 mM urea-N, the only urea concentration for which we had samples 
at all temperatures, mean microcystin quota declined from a high of 182 ± 34 fg cell-1 at 18 °C to 
a low of 22 ± 6 fg cell-1 at 30 °C, with a significant decline occurring between 22 °C and 26 °C.   
 The highest microcystin quota observed here (241 fg cell-1) is consistent with a number of 
studies that have measured quotas in the range of ~80-400 fg cell-1 in unialgal cultures of M. 
aeruginosa (Long, et al., 2001; Lyck, 2004; Melina Celeste, et al., 2017; Mowe, et al., 2015).  
By comparison, chlorophyll a content of M. aeruginosa has been estimated at ~200-800 fg cell-1 
(Lyck, 2004), highlighting the presumably important, but yet unknown role microcystin plays in 
cells that produce it.  Temperature influenced microcystin quota in M. aeruginosa in a manner 
consistent with the patterns identified in studies from the 1980s (Van der Westhuizen and Eloff, 
1985; Van der Westhuizen, et al., 1986; Watanabe and Oishi, 1985).  So while this trend is not 
novel, the magnitude of change in microcystin quota is striking.  The largest fold change 
observed due to temperature alone occurred in 2.34 mM nitrate between the temperatures of 18 
°C and 30 °C, where microcystin quota declined from 221 fg cell-1 to 25 fg cell-1, representing a 
~9-fold decrease.  Notably, these changes occurred over a temperature range typically 
encountered by Microcystis spp. during a bloom season.  Across all factors, quota declined from 
a high of 241 fg cell-1 to a detectable low of 4.6 fg cell-1, representing a change in quota of ~50-
fold.   Reviews of earlier studies indicate that typical variation in microcystin quotas due to 
temperature or other environmental factors within single strains of M. aeruginosa is ~2-4 fold 
(Kardinaal and Visser, 2005; Sivonen and Jones, 1999).  Larger fold changes due to temperature 
alone have been reported, but usually in experiments testing very high temperatures.  For 
example, in an experiment testing effects of increased temperature due to climate change, Mowe 
et al. (2015) recorded ~14-fold decline in quota in a strain of M. aeruginosa incubated for 28 
days at 36 °C vs. 27 °C.  We have found no reports of quota changing ~50-fold in a single strain 
due to environmental factors alone.  
 Lab studies cannot replicate the complexity of a lake ecosystem and thus results are not 




in a way that is consistent with the frequently observed seasonal phenomenon whereby total cell-
bound microcystin concentrations during Microcystis blooms are highest during early summer 
onset of blooms and then diminish during the height of blooms in mid- to late-summer 
(Kardinaal and Visser, 2005).  This phenomenon has been historically explained by successional 
replacement of one genotype for another usually less toxic strain during the course of bloom 
development (Briand, et al., 2009; Kardinaal, et al., 2007; Rinta-Kanto, et al., 2009).  But total 
microcystin concentrations in blooms are a function of microcystin content per cell and the 
number of toxigenic cells.  Thus, temperature-induced phenotypic changes in microcystin quota 
likely contribute to the seasonal pattern of microcystin concentrations observed during blooms.  
This may be a bigger issue during in-season events that shift surface temperatures across short 
periods of time (see below).  
 The mechanistic explanation for a change in microcystin quota due to temperature is 
unclear, but a working hypothesis is that it is a response to redox shifts that occur at low 
temperatures resulting in oxidative stress (Allakhverdiev and Murata, 2004; Maxwell, et al., 
1994; Takahashi and Murata, 2008).  Zilliges et al. (2011) demonstrated that in M. aeruginosa 
PCC7806, microcystin covalently binds to proteins involved in photosynthesis during periods of 
oxidative stress, suggesting one function of microcystin may be to stabilize critical proteins.  
Low temperatures have been shown to inhibit the repair system of the photosystem II complex 
(PSII) in Synechocystis PCC6803 (Allakhverdiev and Murata, 2004).  Inhibition of the PSII 
repair can ultimately lead to increased reactive oxygen species.  Additionally, a reduction of CO2 
fixation due to lower temperatures, but under consistent light, can imbalance NADP+ pools, 
again leading to a shift in the cellular redox balance (Maxwell, et al., 1994; Takahashi and 
Murata, 2008).  This hypothesis is consistent with experimental conditions and microcystin 
quotas observed in our experiment. 
 Our central aim was to determine the effects of temperature and N supply on microcystin 
quota.  But temperature and N supply influence growth rate and growth rate has been implicated 
as a factor influencing microcystin production (Downing, et al., 2005; Long, et al., 2001; Orr 
and Jones, 1998).  We thus checked the relationship between growth rate and microcystin quota.  
Previous work has shown a generally positive relationship between growth rate and microcystin 




rate and quota (Lyck, 2004).  In our data we saw a generally negative relationship between 
growth rate and quota that was weak and not significant (Pearson r = -0.27, p = 0.24) (Figure 
2.3).  There was, however, a strong correlation between temperature and quota (Pearson r = -
0.87, p < 0.0001) (Figure 2.3).  
 
Nitrogen Concentration Has Limited Effects on Microcystin Quota 
The effect of N concentration on microcystin quota was significant (three-way ANOVA, p = 
0.02), but in subsequent one-way ANOVA analyses, the only significant difference due to 
concentration occurred in urea-grown cells maintained at 26 °C.  Microcystin quota declined 
from 47 ± 6 fg cell-1 in 0.59 mM urea-N to 5 ± 5 fg cell-1 in 2.34 mM urea-N (Figure 2.2).  Yet, 
note that in urea at 30 °C, microcystin quota declined from 22 ± 6 fg cell-1 in 0.59 mM N to 
undetectable in 2.34 mM N, although the adjusted ANOVA for this test was not significant (one-
way ANOVA p = 0.037; Holm-adjusted p = 0.3).  Results of post hoc comparisons are 
summarized in SI Tables S3-S5. 
 In contrast to the strong effects of temperature, initial N concentration had a generally 
limited effect on microcystin quota, whether supplied as nitrate or urea.  Still, in some 
conditions, microcystin quota declined with increasing N concentration.  A number of lab and 
field studies have concluded that, in M. aeruginosa, microcystin quotas generally increase with 
increasing N availability (e.g. Lee et al. 2000; Horst et al., 2014; Puddick et al., 2016; reviewed 
in Gobler et al., 2016).  Nonetheless, other studies (that have received less recent attention) have 
observed opposite results.  For example, transcription of mcyB increased ~10-14 fold in M. 
aeruginosa PCC7806 acclimated to nitrate-limited conditions compared to nitrate-replete 
controls (Ginn, et al., 2010).  In yet another study, two strains responded similarly to nitrate 
limitation with a ~10-fold increase in mcyD transcription and ~5-fold increase in microcystin 
quota (Pimentel and Giani, 2014).  Our results are consistent with studies showing an inverse 
relationship between N availability and microcystin quota.  This inverse relationship is consistent 
with positive regulation by NtcA, a global nitrogen regulator in cyanobacteria (Herrero, et al., 
2001).  Indeed NtcA has been shown to weakly bind to the mcyA/D promoter region in PCC7806 




seems to interact with temperature, as an inverse relationship between quota and N concentration 
was observed only at warmer temperatures.  A direct explanation for this interaction is uncertain, 
but it is possible that, within our experimental timeline, only at warmer temperatures is N drawn 
down enough to exert an influence. 
 
Growth on Nitrate Leads to Higher Microcystin Quota 
In our experiments cells grown in nitrate had higher mean microcystin quota compared to cells 
grown in equivalent urea-N concentrations (three-way ANOVA, p < 0.0001).  This pattern was 
qualitatively consistent at all temperatures and concentrations except at 22 °C in 0.59 mM N.  
The differences were significant in three of seven conditions.  Results of post hoc comparisons 
are summarized in Tables 2.3-2.5. 
 This phenomenon perhaps can be explained by the regulation and kinetics of nitrate vs. 
urea transport into cyanobacterial cells.  Nitrate transport and assimilation in cyanobacteria are 
induced by the absence of ammonium and are generally insensitive to nitrate concentration in N-
replete media (Ohashi, et al., 2011).  A contrast occurs in urea metabolism: at low 
concentrations, urea is primarily transported into cyanobacterial cells by active transporters.  But 
at relatively high concentrations (~1 mM), it is thought that urea diffuses across membranes and 
can substantially contribute to total urea movement into the cytoplasm (Sachs, et al., 2006; 
Valladares, et al., 2002).  Upon entering the cytoplasm, urea is hydrolyzed by urease to ammonia 
and CO2 (Mobley, et al., 1995).  As a group, cyanobacteria appear to have a constitutive urease 
activity that increases upon de-repression in absence of ammonium, although this varies with 
species (Solomon, et al., 2010; Valladares, et al., 2002).  If these observations apply to 
Microcystis spp., and the pattern of ureC expression in our study supports this contention (see 
below), an unregulated movement of urea into the cell could result in an increased cytoplasmic 
ammonium concentration, perhaps high enough to repress microcystin production, leading to the 
observed reduction in quotas relative to cells grown in nitrate. 
 Metabolite data (discussed below) are consistent with this explanation.  Metabolite pools 
differed between urea concentrations, but showed no change between nitrate concentrations 




parallel lack of difference in microcystin quotas.  In addition, glutamate:glutamine ratios (Figure 
2.5) in urea-grown cells were consistently lower than those grown in nitrate, suggesting higher 
intracellular ammonium availability for cells growing in urea, though the ratio data were too 
variable for differences to be significant.  Finally, in our study, urea concentration ranged from 
0.3 to 1.2 mM, within the range where significant urea diffusion might be expected (Valladares, 
et al., 2002).  Relevance of this hypothesis to field situations is in some ways limited, as urea 
concentrations in this experiment were higher than is typically encountered in situ (Belisle, et al., 
2016; Bogard, et al., 2012).  For example, in Lake Erie during the summers of 2012 and 2013, 
urea ranged from ~0.3-6 µM-N (Belisle, et al., 2016).  However, in North American lakes, urea 
has been experimentally shown to exacerbate eutrophication and influence phytoplankton 
communities and to likely have a rapid turnover time (Belisle, et al., 2016; Bogard, et al., 2012; 
Donald, et al., 2011; Finlay, et al., 2010).  Finally, it is important to note that in batch culture, N 
concentrations decline rapidly (Orr and Jones, 1998; Wu, et al., 2015).  Thus, near the end of 
log-linear growth, N is exerting influence at less than initial concentrations.  Our results highlight 
fundamental physiological responses at the cellular level, an understanding of which could add 
clarity to the regulation of microcystin production for subsequent field studies. 
 
Temperature and Nitrogen Chemistry Interact to Influence mcy Gene Expression 
Transcripts of genes associated with microcystin production (mcyB, mcyD) and urea metabolism 
(ureC) were quantified via RT-qPCR.  In nitrate-grown cells, despite clear trends observed in 
microcystin quota, changes in temperature did not produce significant changes in either mcyB or 
mcyD transcript number (Tables 2.6-2.8).  Indeed there was only a weak linear relationship 
between mcy expression and quota.  In nitrate-grown cells, Pearson correlations of mcyB and 
mcyD vs. microcystin quota were r = 0.32 (p = 0.06) and r = 0.37 (p = 0.03), respectively (Figure 
2.6).  In contrast, in urea-grown cells, temperature produced significant differences in transcript 
number, with copy number generally decreasing with increasing temperature, consistent with 
observed microcystin quotas (Tables 2.6-2.8).  Temperature-induced differences were significant 
in 0.59 mM-N urea (adjusted one-way ANOVA; mcyB p = 0.01, mcyD p = 0.002), but not in 




0.65 (p = 0.001) and r = 0.79 (p < 0.0001), respectively (Figure 2.6).  The difference in mcy 
expression vs. quota relationships between N forms was significant (mcyB p = 0.02; mcyD p < 
0.0001).  An explanation of why this relationship differs as a function of N form is unclear.   
 N concentration (nitrate or urea) produced no significant differences in mcy transcript 
copy number.  Expression of the mcyB and mcyD genes were in close agreement; Pearson 
correlation of mcyB vs. mcyD across all conditions was r = 0.92 (p < 0.0001). 
 No factors significantly influenced ureC transcript number (Tables 2.6-2.8).  This held 
true in the case of N form, where ureC transcripts failed to demonstrate a consistent pattern of 
even qualitatively higher numbers in urea-grown vs. nitrate-grown cells.  This was somewhat 
surprising, and perhaps lends support to the idea that urease activity is constitutive in some 
cyanobacteria (Valladares, et al., 2002). 
 
Temperature Influences Microcystin Congeners 
A total of six congeners of microcystin were detected in samples.  Listed in order of decreasing 
contribution to total quota, the congeners detected were: MCLR, MCYR, MCRR, MCdLR, 
MCmLR, and MCWR.  Combined, MCmLR and MCWR made up ~2% or less of the total 
microcystin quota across conditions.  The contribution of the four principal congeners to the total 
microcystin quota differed between cells growing nitrate vs. urea.  When grown in nitrate, 
temperature strongly influenced congener composition while N concentration had no effect 
(Figure 2.7).  MCLR declined significantly with increasing temperature (main effect, two-way 
ANOVA p = 0.0002) from a mean proportion of 0.59 ± 0.01 at 18 °C (average across 
concentrations) to 0.43 ± 0.04 at 30 °C (Figure 2.7).  MCdLR showed a similar relationship, 
decreasing from 0.17 ± 0.01 at 18 °C to 0.03 ± 0.03 at 30 °C (main effect, two-way ANOVA p < 
0.0001).  In contrast, MCRR and MCYR increased in proportion with increasing temperature.  
MCRR increased from 0.10 ± 0.01 to 0.25 ± 0.04 (main effect, two-way ANOVA p < 0.0001) 
and MCYR increased from 0.14 ± 0.01 to 0.26 ± 0.04 (main effect, two-way ANOVA p = 0.003) 
from 18° to 30 °C (Figure 2.7). 
 Urea-grown cells lacked this strong trend in congener composition.  A significant 




30 °C when grown in 0.59 mM urea-N (main effect, two-way ANOVA p = 0.012; Tukey’s HSD 
p < 0.05) (Figure 2.8).  No other meaningful congener pattern existed in urea-grown cells. 
 Identifying factors that control the congener composition of microcystin is important due 
to the differential toxicity of the congeners (Rinehart, et al., 1994; Sivonen and Jones, 1999).  
Relative toxicity among the four primary congeners identified in this study is MCLR ≈ MCdLR 
> MCYR >> MCRR (Rinehart, et al., 1994).  Studies investigating how environmental 
conditions shape congener composition have mostly focused on N availability and have 
produced generally consistent results (Puddick, et al., 2016; Tonk, et al., 2008; Van de Waal, et 
al., 2010; Van de Waal, et al., 2009).  For example, in M. aeruginosa, the relative abundance of 
microcystin-RR, which contains two N-rich amino acids, decreases more rapidly with decreasing 
N availability than does congeners containing one arginine residue, which in turn declined more 
rapidly than those with no arginine (Puddick, et al., 2016).  Similarly, increasing the cellular N:C 
ratio increases microcystin-RR quota while leaving the microcystin-LR quota unchanged (Van 
de Waal, et al., 2009).  In contrast, supplying extracellular leucine increases the microcystin-
LR:RR ratio in Planktothrix (Tonk, et al., 2008).  In these experiments, shifts in congener 
composition seemed to be driven by availability of individual amino acids, which in turn was 
modulated by N availability.  In our study, while the relative abundance of microcystin-LR, -RR, 
and -YR changed with temperature, neither the leucine:arginine (Figure 2.9) or the 
tyrosine:arginine (Figure 2.10) ratios varied, suggesting perhaps a different mechanism at work 
driving shifts in congener composition.  In addition, the shift in congener composition was 
independent of initial nitrate concentration. 
Studies investigating congener responses to temperature have reported conflicting results.  
Using M. aeruginosa, the microcystin-LR:RR ratio was unchanged by temperature in one study 
(Mowe, et al., 2015), while the relative abundance of microcystin-LR increased and that of -RR 
decreased with temperature in another (Amé and Wunderlin, 2005).  The later study showed a 
trend opposite of ours.  Two studies with Anabaena spp. showed decreasing relative abundance 
of -LR and increasing -RR with temperature, similar to ours (Rapala, et al., 1997; Tonk, et al., 
2009).  A third study with Anabaena spp. showed increasing -RR with temperature and no 
consistent pattern in –LR (Rapala and Sivonen, 1998).  The response of congener composition to 




of the McyB adenylation domain due to temperature changes has been suggested as a possible 
mechanism explaining the observed patterns (Christiansen, et al., 2003; Giannuzzi, et al., 2016).  
This explanation is plausible in our case as well. 
 
Temperature and Nitrogen Chemistry Change Metabolite Pools  
A total of 88 identifiable low-molecular weight metabolites were detected from a screening panel 
of ~270 known compounds.  Multivariate analysis was used to test if the metabolite pools 
differed due to treatment, with the abundance of each metabolite serving as a variable.  Analysis 
of similarity (ANOSIM) was used to determine significance.  Bootstrapped ordination plots 
using a distance matrix generated from all identified metabolites show clear separation of 
samples when grouped by either temperature (ANOSIM R = 0.226, p < 0.0001) (Figure 2.4A) or 
by N form (ANOSIM R = 0.311, p < 0.0001) (Figure 2.4B), producing approximately the same 
effect size.  Grouping samples by N concentration produced significant separation for cells 
grown in urea (ANOSIM R = 0.197, p = 0.015), but not for cells grown in nitrate (p = 0.35) 
(Figure 2.4C).  A list of individual metabolites differing in abundance due to treatment (three-
way ANOVA, FDR p ≤ 0.05) is provided in Table 2.9. 
 
Can in situ Temperature Influence Bloom Toxicity? 
Current models for cyanobacterial blooms do not commonly predict toxicity, and tend to lean 
heavily on nutrient concentrations to predict biomass while devaluing other potential bloom 
drivers.  The 2017 Lake Erie Microcystis bloom experienced notable temperature fluctuations 
late in the season that provided us an opportunity to determine whether a temperature fingerprint 
existed in microcystin quota in a natural bloom.  We examined data from permanent stations in 
the western basin of Lake Erie that are monitored weekly by the Great Lakes Environmental 
Research Laboratory (https://www.glerl.noaa.gov).  As a proxy estimate for microcystin quota, 
we normalized particulate microcystin by phycocyanin and plotted the result against temperature.  
Using a regression equation of quota to temperature from data produced in this study (Figure 




are shown in Figure 2.11.  While there was no significant relation between temperature and 
normalized particulate microcystin, several fluctuations in particulate microcystin corresponded 
with inverse fluctuations in temperature.  The overall lack of significant correlation could be 
explained by several factors: 1) particulate microcystin normalized to phycocyanin may be a 
poor proxy for quota, 2) successional replacement of toxic and non-toxic genotypes could skew 
estimates of quota, 3) the temporal resolution of the data may be inadequate to capture responses, 
and 4) the complexity of microcystin regulation precludes temperature alone from predicting 
dominant trends in observable quota within a diverse microbial community.  However, given all 
the caveats above, that this crude analysis was able to capture qualitatively the pulses of toxin 
seen during this period is intriguing.  We provide this observation in hopes of stimulating 
discussion and the development of quantitative models designed to test the applicability of 
temperature as a predictive measure of bloom toxicity. 
 Our results demonstrate that a seasonal range of temperatures dramatically influences 
microcystin quota in M. aeruginosa NIES-843, resulting in a temperature-dependent toxin 
phenotype, in a manner that is opposite of the general response of growth. These observations 
establish putative scenarios for populations that shift between slower growth yet more toxin per 
cell and faster growth yet less toxic cells, all based on seasonally and episodically relevant 
changes in water temperature.  Moving forward, testing whether these findings extend to other 
strains and to natural blooms will be necessary steps in understanding the drivers of microcystin 
production and its physiologic role in cells that produce it.  
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Figure 2.1.  Specific growth rate constant µ (day-1) of M. aeruginosa NIES-843.   
Specific growth rate constant µ (day-1) of M. aeruginosa NIES-843 grown at four temperatures 
in three concentrations of N supplied as either nitrate (A) or urea (B).  Symbols:  0.59 mM N; 
































Figure 2.2.  Total microcystins in M. aeruginosa NIES-843 grown at four temperatures and 
three concentrations of N supplied as either nitrate or urea.   
Total microcystins in M. aeruginosa NIES-843 grown at four temperatures and three 
concentrations of N supplied as either nitrate or urea.  N supplied as nitrate (A) or urea (B).  
Symbols:  0.59 mM N;  1.17 mM N;  2.34 mM N.  Symbols represent actual observations.  











































Figure 2.3.  Total microcystins vs. specific growth rate constant µ (d-1) or temperature in M. 
aeruginosa NIES-843.   
Total microcystins vs. A) specific growth rate constant µ (d-1) or B) temperature in M. 
































Figure 2.4.  Bootstrapped metric multi-dimensional scaling ordination of temperature, N 
chemistry, and N chemistry-concentration.   
Bootstrapped metric multi-dimensional scaling ordination of temperature (A), N chemistry (B), 
and N chemistry-concentration groups (C) based on relative abundances of detected metabolites.  
Bray-Curtis similarity was used in constructing the similarity table after relative abundances 
were square root transformed.  Black symbols represent the bootstrapped centroid.  Colored 












































Figure 2.5.  Ratios of glutamate:glutamine in M. aeruginosa NIES-843.   










































Figure 2.6.  Pearson correlation (r) of total microcystins (fg cell-1) vs. copies (cell-1) of mcyB 
transcripts or mcyD transcripts in M. aeruginosa NIES-843.   
Pearson correlation (r) of total microcystins (fg cell-1) vs. copies (cell-1) of (A) mcyB transcripts 
or (B) mcyD transcripts in M. aeruginosa NIES-843 grown in media with N supplied as either 
nitrate () or urea ().  Correlation combines observations from all combinations of temperature 







































Figure 2.7.  Congeners of microcystin as a proportion of total in M. aeruginosa NIES-843 
grown in nitrate.   
Congeners from cells grown in urea demonstrated no significant trends and were excluded.  The 
congeners MCmLR and MCWR made up a small proportion of total microcystins (< 2%), 
showed no significant trends, and were omitted for clarity.  Symbols represent actual 
observations.  Symbol shape designates nitrate concentration:  0.59 mM nitrate,  1.17 mM 
nitrate;  2.34 mM nitrate.  Symbol color designates congener type:  MCLR,  MCRR,  












































Figure 2.8.  Microcystin-RR as a proportion of total microcystins in cells grown in 0.59 mM 














































Figure 2.9.  Ratios of leucine:arginine in M. aeruginosa NIES-843. 














































Figure 2.10.  Ratios of tyrosine:arginine in M. aeruginosa NIES-843.   




































Figure 2.11.  Temperature-inferred changes to microcystin quota vs. normalized 
particulate microcystin from 2017 Lake Erie Microcystis bloom.   
(A) 2017 data from the Great Lakes Environmental Research Laboratory Station WE12 in the 
western basin of Lake Erie.  Normalized particulate microcystin is a derived parameter and is the 
quotient of measured particulate microcystin and measured phycocyanin.  Units of phycocyanin 
were not provided in the data.  (B) Temperature inferred microcystin quota as a function of 
temperature based on linear regression of the experimental data produced in this study.  See SI 
Figure S1.  This parameter indicates expected relative change in microcystin quota if bloom 
responds to temperature in a manner similar to lab observations in this study.  Relative bloom 
toxicity is a derived parameter and is the product of temperature inferred microcystin quota and 






Table 2.1.  Summary of literature investigating the effects of temperature on microcystin 
production or on mcy gene expression.   










25, 28, 32.5 
Peak toxicity1 at 25°C dropping 3-fold at 





16, 20, 24, 28, 
32, 36 
Toxicity1 highest at 20°C; toxicity notably 
reduced at 32°C, 36°C. 
Van der Westhuizen and 
Eloff 1985. (Van der 




18, 25, 30 
Toxicity1 slightly highest at 18°C, lowest at 
30°C. 
Watanabe and Oishi 1985. 




16, 20, 28, 36 
Toxicity1 highest at 20°C, but concentration 
of “toxic peptides” highest at 28°C. Toxic 
peptide composition shifted with 
temperature. 
Van der Westhuizen et al. 
1986. (Van der 
Westhuizen, et al., 1986) 
M. aeruginosa 
7813 
10, 25, 34 
Toxicity1 highest at 25°C, dropped ~5- & 4-
fold at 10° and 34°C, respectively.  
Cood and Poon 1998. 
(Codd and Poon, 1998) 
Oscillatoria 
agardhii 97 & CYA 
128  
15, 20, 25, 30 
MC quota in CYA 128 was near equal at 
15°, 20°, 25°C; ~3x lower at 30°. Quota in 
strain 97 highest at 25° and ~4x lower at 
30°C; quota intermediate at 15° and 20°C.  
Sivonen 1990. (Sivonen, 
1990) 
Anabaena sp. 90 
and 202A1 
12.5, 20, 25, 30  
MC quota highest at 25°C in both strains, 
lowest at 30°C. Proportion of MCRR 
increased while MCLR decreased with 
temperature. 
Rapala et al. 1997. 
(Rapala, et al., 1997) 
Anabaena sp. 90 & 
202A1 
10, 13, 16, 19, 
21, 23, 25, 28 
Total MC quota highest at 25°C, lowest at 
10°C, and declined notably from 25° to 
28°C.  
Rapala and Sivonen 1998. 
(Rapala and Sivonen, 
1998) 
Enrichment culture 
of natural M. 
aeruginosa bloom 
20, 28 
Total MC quota not influenced by 
temperature. MCRR:MCLR increased at 
20°C but constant at 28°C. 
Ame and Wunderlin 2005. 




20, 25, 30 
mcyB copies ~2x higher at 25°C compared 
to 20°C; copies dramatically reduced at 
30°C. MC content not reported. 





23, 32 Temperature had no effect on MC quota in 
initial screening of variables using Plackett-
Burmann design. 
 
Jiang et al. 2008. (Jiang, 
















PCC7806; Anabaena 90 
20, 30 
MCLR quota decreased ~2x at 30°C in M. 
aeruginosa but unchanged in Anabaena.  
MCRR increased slightly at 30°C in 
Anabaena. 
 
Tonk et al. 2009. 
(Tonk, et al., 2009) 
M. aeruginosa HUB 
W333 
20, 26, 32 
MCLR congener increased with 
temperature in xenic and axenic cultures; 
decreased in co-culture with non-toxic 
strain of M. aeruginosa2. 
 





15, 26, 30 
MC quota decreased with increasing 
temperature. Temperature did not affect 
MC production coefficient. MC quota and 
growth rate not correlated at 15°C. 
 
Jähnichen, et al. 
2011. (Jähnichen, et 
al., 2011) 
Mixed-species 
cyanobacterial mats from 
Artic and Antarctic 
4, 8, 16, 23 Increased MC production at 8° and 16°C. 
Kleinteich et al. 
2012. (Kleinteich, et 
al., 2012) 
Four species of 
Microcystis including M. 
aeruginosa.  All were 
tropical strains 
27, 30, 33, 36 
In M. aeruginosa, MC quota decreased 
with increasing temperature at day 28; 
stable at 27°, 30°, and 33° and dropped at 
36 °C at day 20.  MC quota increased with 
temperature in some species. 
Mowe, et al. 2015. 
(Mowe, et al., 2015) 
M. aeruginosa CAAT-
2005-3 
23, 26, 29 
MC quota declined with time at all 
temperatures, but decreased more rapidly at 
29°C. MCLR proportion increased with 
time at 29° and decreased with time at 
26°C. 
Giannuzzi, et al. 





mcyB expression increased 1.7x at 30°C 
relative to 20°C, mcyD 1.3x but not 
significant. MC quota not measured. 
Scherer, et al. 2017 





26, 28, 30, 35 
MC quota at end of log phase was ~2.5x 
higher (~75 fg/cell) at 26°C compared to 
28°, 30°, or 35°C. 
 
Melina Celeste, et al. 
2017 (Melina 
Celeste, et al., 2017) 
1Toxicity (LD50) of whole cell extracts, and not microcystin (MC) specifically, measured via 
mouse bioassay. 
2Methodology makes reported MC quota difficult to interpret.  Results suggest MC quota of 
those cells identified as “toxin producing” increased with temperature, while MC quota 
calculated based on total cells in culture changed little or declined with temperature.  
3Cells were grown to late exponential phase at 26 °C, subjected to temperature treatments over 


















mcyB F CCTACCGAGCGCTTGGG 78 This study 
mcyB R AAAATCTCCTAAAGATTCCTGAGT   
mcyD F ACCCGGAACGGTCATAAATTGG 80  
mcyD R CGGCTAATCTCTCCAAAACATTGC   
ureC F CAGACTGACCGGGGAAACGGG 204 This study 




Table 2.3.  Results of one-way ANOVAs testing effects of temperature on growth rate and microcystin quota. 
 
Growth Rate Microcystin Quota
Mean Mean
Conc. Temp. Growth Significance* Total Significance*
Form (mM (°C) Rate (day-1) SE (p < 0.05) (fg cell-1) SE (p < 0.05)
nitrate 0.59 18 0.26 0.004 a 240.8 7.185 a
22 0.51 0.003 b 99.41 7.782 b
26 0.48 0.009 c 109.3 24.86 b
    30 0.41 0.011 d   45.11 2.518 b
nitrate 1.17 18 0.25 0.003 a 232.5 18.49 a
22 0.45 0.004 b 101.7 12.01 b
26 0.42 0.005 c 116.3 3.334 b
    30 0.45 0.007 b   33.71 6.197 c
nitrate 2.34 18 0.23 0.011 a 221.1 17.12 a
22 0.39 0.024 b 113 5.633 b
26 0.44 0.004 b 106.1 11.72 b
    30 0.45 0.007 b   25.08 1.233 c
urea 0.59 18 0.17 0.010 a 181.6 34.09 a
22 0.45 0.013 b 113.5 10.96 a
26 0.35 0.004 c 47.37 5.978 b
    30 0.50 0.007 d   22.46 5.584 b
urea 1.17 18 - - - - - -
22 0.22 0.019 a 49.58 # a
26 0.31 0.023 a 25.83 0.58 a
    30 0.43 0.027 b   5.32 # a
urea 2.34 18 - - - - - -
22 - - - - - -
26 0.20 0.009 a 4.623 4.623 a
    30 0.21 0.030 a   0 0 a

































     * Means with the same letter are not significantly different.  p-values adjusted with Holm Method.  # n=1. 
 
  
Growth Rate Microcystin Quota
Mean Mean
Temp. Conc. Growth Significance* Total MC Significance*
Form (°C) (mM N) Rate (day-1) SE (p < 0.05) (fg cell-1) SE (p < 0.05)
nitrate 18 0.59 0.26 0.004 a 240.8 7.185 a
1.17 0.25 0.003 a 232.5 18.49 a
    2.34 0.23 0.011 a  221.1 17.12 a
nitrate 22 0.59 0.51 0.003 a 99.41 7.782 a
1.17 0.45 0.004 b 101.7 12.01 a
    2.34 0.39 0.024 c  113 5.633 a
nitrate 26 0.59 0.48 0.009 a 109.3 24.86 a
1.17 0.42 0.005 b 116.3 3.334 a
    2.34 0.44 0.004 c  106.1 11.72 a
nitrate 30 0.59 0.41 0.011 a 45.11 2.518 a
1.17 0.45 0.008 b 33.71 6.197 a
    2.34 0.45 0.007 b  25.08 1.233 a
urea 18 0.59 0.17 0.010 a 181.6 34.09 a
1.17 - - - - - -
    2.34 - - -  - - -
urea 22 0.59 0.45 0.013 a 113.5 10.96 a
1.17 0.22 0.019 b 49.58 # -
    2.34 - - -  - - -
urea 26 0.59 0.35 0.004 a 47.37 5.978 a
1.17 0.31 0.023 a 25.83 0.58 ab
    2.34 0.20 0.009 b  4.623 4.623 b
urea 30 0.59 0.50 0.007 a 22.46 5.584 a
1.17 0.43 0.027 a 5.32 # a
































           * Means with the same letter are not significantly different.  p-values adjusted with Holm Method.  # n=1. 
 
  
Growth Rate Microcystin Quota
Mean Mean
Temp. Conc. Growth Significance* Total MC Significance*
(°C) (mM N) Form Rate (day-1) SE (p < 0.05) (fg cell-1) SE (p < 0.05)
18 0.59 nitrate 0.26 0.004 a 240.8 7.185 a
    urea 0.17 0.010 b   181.6 34.09 a
18 1.17 nitrate 0.25 0.003 a 232.5 18.49 a
    urea - - -   - - -
18 2.34 nitrate 0.23 0.011 a 221.1 17.12 a
    urea - - -   - - -
22 0.59 nitrate 0.51 0.003 a 99.41 7.782 a
    urea 0.45 0.013 b   113.5 10.96 a
22 1.17 nitrate 0.45 0.004 a 101.1 12.01 a
    urea 0.22 0.019 b   49.58 # a
22 2.34 nitrate 0.39 0.024 a 113 5.633 a
    urea - - -   - - -
26 0.59 nitrate 0.48 0.009 a 109.3 24.86 a
    urea 0.35 0.004 b   47.37 5.978 a
26 1.17 nitrate 0.42 0.005 a 116.3 3.334 a
    urea 0.31 0.022 b   25.83 0.58 b
26 2.34 nitrate 0.44 0.004 a 106.1 11.72 a
    urea 0.20 0.009 b   4.623 4.623 b
30 0.59 nitrate 0.41 0.011 a 45.11 2.518 a
    urea 0.50 0.007 b   22.46 5.584 a
30 1.17 nitrate 0.45 0.008 a 33.71 6.197 a
    urea 0.43 0.027 a   5.32 # a
30 2.34 nitrate 0.45 0.007 a 25.08 1.233 a




Table 2.6.  Results of one-way ANOVAs testing effects of temperature on transcript copy number. 
 
mcyB mcyD ureC 
Conc. Temp. Mean Copies Significance* Mean Copies Significance* Mean Copies Significance* 
Form (mM N) (°C) (cell-1) SE (p < 0.05) (cell-1) SE (p < 0.05) (cell-1) SE (p < 0.05) 
nitrate 0.59 18 1,883 544 a 1,807 796 a 2,880 1,715 a 
22 5,907 1,940 a 3,393 1,045 a 16,470 5,354 a 
26 6,209 576 a 3,910 401 a 8,578 1,389 a 
    30 8,552 2,007 a   4,939 932 a   9,494 2,103 a 
nitrate 1.17 18 15,555 3,646 a 8,884 1,938 a 14,946 1,857 a 
22 5,195 2,640 a 2,636 1,351 a 17,073 9,752 a 
26 6,583 2,890 a 3,423 1,426 a 6,684 5,607 a 
    30 3,960 1,512 a   2,348 893 a   3,439 1,336 a 
nitrate 2.34 18 8,574 5,500 a 4,220 2,575 a 6,695 6,098 a 
22 6,646 3,669 a 4,724 2,109 a 13,112 8,644 a 
26 11,041 2,826 a 4,312 1,660 a 10,040 4,485 a 
    30 4,025 2,519 a   1,932 1,053 a   4,072 2,421 a 
urea 0.59 18 24,720 2,517 a 19,992 373 a 33,487 10,090 a 
22 4,010 1,011 bc 3,875 1,089 bc 17,335 4,424 a 
26 12,616 3,293 b 6,080 1,346 b 18,713 6,943 a 
    30 1,591 329 c   1,170 176 c   3,451 976 a 
urea 1.17 18 - - - - - - - - - 
22 9,347 # a 4,988 # a 10,919 # a 
26 12,908 1,240 a 5,249 902 a 16,916 2,494 a 
    30 1,868 412 a   1,299 638 a   4,212 570 a 
urea 2.34 18 - - - - - - - - - 
22 - - - - - - - - - 
26 3,616 496 a 1,929 320 a 7,456 1,800 a 
    30 4,771 1,141 a   2,834 636 a   6,169 2,472 a 






Table 2.7.  Results of one-way ANOVAs testing effects of nitrogen concentration on transcript copy number. 
 
mcyB mcyD ureC 
Temp. Conc. Mean Copies Significance* Mean Copies Significance* Mean Copies Significance* 
Form (°C) (mM N) (cell-1) SE (p < 0.05) (cell-1) SE (p < 0.05) (cell-1) SE (p < 0.05) 
nitrate 18 0.59 1,883 544 a 1,807 796 a 2,880 1,715 a 
1.17 15,555 3,646 a 8,884 1,938 a 14,946 1,857 a 
    2.34 8,574 5,500 a   4,220 2,575 a   6,695 6,098 a 
nitrate 22 0.59 5,907 1,940 a 3,393 1,045 a 16,470 5,354 a 
1.17 5,195 2,640 a 2,636 1,351 a 17,073 9,752 a 
    2.34 6,646 3,669 a   4,724 2,109 a   13,112 8,644 a 
nitrate 26 0.59 6,209 576 a 3,910 401 a 8,578 1,389 a 
1.17 6,583 2,890 a 3,423 1,426 a 6,684 5,607 a 
    2.34 11,041 2,826 a   4,312 1,660 a   10,040 4,485 a 
nitrate 30 0.59 8,552 2,007 a 4,939 932 a 9,494 2,103 a 
1.17 3,960 1,512 a 2,348 893 a 3,439 1,336 a 
    2.34 4,025 2,519 a   1,932 1,053 a   4,072 2,421 a 
urea 18 0.59 24,720 2,517 a 19,992 373 a 33,487 10,090 a 
1.17 - - - - - - - - - 
    2.34 - - -   - - -   - - - 
urea 22 0.59 4,010 1,011 a 3,875 1,089 a 17,335 4,424 a 
1.17 9,347 # a 4,988 # a 10,919 # a 
    2.34 - - -   - - -   - - - 
urea 26 0.59 12,616 3,293 a 6,080 1,346 a 18,713 6,943 a 
1.17 12,908 1,240 a 5,249 638 a 16,916 2,494 a 
    2.34 3,616 496 a   1,929 320 a   7,456 1,800 a 
urea 30 0.59 1,591 329 a 1,170 176 a 3,451 976 a 
1.17 1,868 412 a 1,299 45 a 4,212 570 a 
    2.34 4,771 1,141 a   2,834 636 a   6,169 2,472 a 






Table 2.8.  Results of T-tests testing effects of nitrogen form on transcript copy number. 
 
mcyB mcyD ureC 
Temp. Conc. Mean Copies Significance* Mean Copies Significance* Mean Copies Significance* 
(°C) (mM N) Form (cell-1) SE (p < 0.05) (cell-1) SE (p < 0.05) (cell-1) SE (p < 0.05) 
18 0.59 nitrate 1,883 544 a 1,807 796 a 2,880 1,715 a 
    urea 24,720 2,517 b   19,992 373 b   33,487 10,090 a 
18 1.17 nitrate 15,555 3,646 a 8,884 1,938 a 14,946 1,857 a 
    urea - - -   - - -   - - - 
18 2.34 nitrate 8,574 5,500 a 4,220 2,575 a 6,695 6,098 a 
    urea - - -   - - -   - - - 
22 0.59 nitrate 5,907 1,940 a 3,393 1,045 a 16,470 5,354 a 
    urea 4,010 1,011 a   3,875 1,089 a   17,335 4,424 a 
22 1.17 nitrate 5,195 2,640 a 2,636 1,351 a 17,073 9,752 a 
    urea 9,347 # a   4,988 # a   10,919 # a 
22 2.34 nitrate 6,646 3,669 a 4,724 2,109 a 13,112 8,644 a 
    urea - - -   - - -   - - - 
26 0.59 nitrate 6,209 576 a 3,910 401 a 8,578 1,389 a 
    urea 12,616 3,293 a   6,080 1,346 a   18,713 6,943 a 
26 1.17 nitrate 6,583 2,890 a 3,423 1,426 a 6,684 5,607 a 
    urea 12,908 1,240 a   5,249 638 a   16,916 2,494 a 
26 2.34 nitrate 11,041 2,826 a 4,312 1,660 a 10,040 4,485 a 
    urea 3,616 496 a   1,929 320 a   4,072 2,421 a 
30 0.59 nitrate 8,552 2,007 a 4,939 932 a 9,494 2,103 a 
    urea 1,591 329 a   1,170 176 a   3,451 976 a 
30 1.17 nitrate 3,960 1,512 a 2,348 893 a 3,439 1,336 a 
    urea 1,868 412 a   1,299 45 a   4,212 570 a 
30 2.34 nitrate 4,025 2,519 a 1,932 1,053 a 4,072 2,421 a 
    urea 4,771 1,141 a   2,834 636 a   6,169 2,472 a 






Table 2.9.  List of small metabolites different due to treatment. 
 
Metabolite Source of Difference FDR Adjusted p-value
2-aminoadipate temperature 0.0013 
2-dehydro-D-gluconate temperature 0.0111 
2-hydroxy-2-methylsuccinate temperature 0.0013 
2-isopropylmalate temperature 0.0013 
2-oxo-4-methylthiobutanoate specific growth rate 0.0013 
2-oxo-4-methylthiobutanoate temperature 0.0013 
2-oxoglutaric acid specific growth rate 0.0114 
2-oxoglutaric acid temperature 0.0089 
3-phosphoglycerate nitrogen form 0.0214 
3-phosphoglycerate specific growth rate 0.0114 
3-phosphoserine nitrogen concentration 0.0156 
3-phosphoserine specific growth rate 0.0493 
3-phosphoserine temperature 0.0157 
4-pyridoxate nitrogen form 0.0022 
4-pyridoxate temperature 0.0045 
aconitate specific growth rate 0.0013 
aconitate temperature 0.0013 
ADP temperature 0.0206 
alanine-sarcosine nitrogen form 0.0037 
allantoin nitrogen form 0.0022 
AMP-dGMP temperature 0.0195 
arginine specific growth rate 0.0111 
arginine temperature 0.0157 
aspartate specific growth rate 0.0022 
aspartate temperature 0.0013 
cAMP temperature 0.0013 
citrate-isocitrate specific growth rate 0.0142 
CMP nitrogen concentration 0.0037 
CMP temperature 0.0108 
cysteate nitrogen concentration 0.0290 
cysteate nitrogen form 0.0022 
cysteate temperature 0.0013 
cysteine specific growth rate 0.0134 
cysteine temperature 0.0158 








Table 2.9 continued. 
 
Metabolite Source of Difference FDR Adjusted p-value
glucosamine phosphate specific growth rate 0.0437 
glucosamine phosphate temperature 0.0013 
glucose-6-phosphate temperature 0.0031 
glutamate temperature 0.0013 
glutamine temperature 0.0083 
glutathione disulfide temperature 0.0037 
glycerate nitrogen form 0.0206 
glycerate temperature 0.0273 
homocysteic acid nitrogen form 0.0158 
homocysteic acid temperature 0.0013 
IMP nitrogen concentration 0.0022 
IMP specific growth rate 0.0331 
IMP temperature 0.0013 
L-methionine specific growth rate 0.0013 
L-argininosuccinate nitrogen form 0.0389 
L-argininosuccinate specific growth rate 0.0272 
L-argininosuccinate temperature 0.0013 
L-methionine temperature 0.0013 
lysine nitrogen form 0.0234 
microcystin-LR nitrogen form 0.0045 
microcystin-LR temperature 0.0013 
N-acetyl-beta-alanine nitrogen form 0.0013 
N-acetyl-beta-alanine temperature 0.0444 
N-acetylglucosamine temperature 0.0013 
N-acetylglucosamine-1,6-phosphate specific growth rate 0.0013 
N-acetylglutamate specific growth rate 0.0385 
N-acetylglutamate temperature 0.0013 
N-carbamoyl-L-aspartate temperature 0.0022 
ophthalmate temperature 0.0013 
orotate nitrogen form 0.0013 
phenylalanine nitrogen form 0.0469 
pyruvate nitrogen concentration 0.0216 
pyruvate nitrogen form 0.0013 
S-adenosyl-L-homocysteine nitrogen concentration 0.0142 
sedoheptulose-1,7-bisphosphate nitrogen form 0.0013 
sn-glycerol-3-phosphate nitrogen form 0.0013 
sn-glycerol-3-phosphate temperature 0.0346 






Table 2.9 continued. 
 
Metabolite Source of Difference FDR Adjusted p-value
trehalose-sucrose-cellobiose nitrogen form 0.0037 
trehalose-sucrose-cellobiose specific growth rate 0.0444 
tryptophan temperature 0.0130 
UMP nitrogen concentration 0.0356 
UMP nitrogen form 0.0061 
UMP temperature 0.0126 
xanthine nitrogen form 0.0434 
xanthosine nitrogen form 0.0103 
xylitol-5-phosphate nitrogen concentration 0.0408 







Chapter 3  
Microcystin-LR Does Not Induce Alterations to Transcriptomic or 
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Microcystins are secondary metabolites produced by several freshwater, bloom-forming 
cyanobacterial species.  Microcystin-producing cyanobacteria co-occur with a complex 
community of heterotrophic bacteria.  Though conflicting, studies suggest that microcystins 
affect the physiology of heterotrophic bacteria by inducing oxidative stress and increasing cell 
envelope permeability.  Based on these observations, we hypothesized that exposure to 
microcystin should induce differential expression in genes responding to oxidative and envelope 
stress and trigger shifts in metabolite pools.  We tested this hypothesis by exposing Escherichia 
coli MG1655 to 1 and 10 mg/L microcystin-LR and monitored global changes to gene 
expression, cellular metabolite pools, and lipid composition using RNA-sequencing and UPLC-
MS.  Contrary to reported studies, we observed no evidence that microcystin-LR induced 
oxidative or cell envelope stress in E. coli under the tested conditions.  Our results suggest a 
potential difference in mechanism by which microcystin-LR interacts with heterotrophic bacteria 







Microcystins are secondary metabolites produced by a number of freshwater, bloom-forming 
cyanobacteria that include species from the genera Microcystis, Anabaena, Planktothrix, 
Oscillatoria, and Nostoc.  However, Microcystis spp. are typically the most common and 
widespread producers of greatest concern (Paerl and Otten, 2013; Sivonen and Jones, 1999).  
The presence of microcystins during a harmful cyanobacterial bloom greatly increases the 
potential for ecologic harm, economic loss, and the threat to public health (Carmichael, 2001; 
Dittmann and Wiegand, 2006; Zanchett and Oliveira-Filho, 2013).   
 Microcystin is an enigmatic metabolite.  It is a nitrogen- and energy-expensive molecule 
to produce (Tillett, et al., 2000), suggesting that it must provide some advantage to producers; 
however, many strains of the aforementioned genera are genetically incapable of making the 
toxin (Humbert, et al., 2013).  Blooms are often comprised toxic and non-toxic strains, with 
successional replacement of one type for the other occurring over the course of the bloom 
(Davis, et al., 2009; Kardinaal, et al., 2007; Rinta-Kanto, et al., 2009).  While a number of 
physiological and ecological functions of microcystin have been proposed, including allelopathy, 
cell signaling, cell-wide metabolism regulation, and protein stabilization during periods of 
oxidative stress (Pflugmacher, 2002; Schatz, et al., 2007; Wilhelm and Boyer, 2011; Zilliges, et 
al., 2011), no intracellular function has been clearly demonstrated as of yet. 
  Microcystin is a cyclic peptide composed of seven amino acids.  Over 200 congeners 
have been identified and they differ primarily by amino acids incorporated into the ring at 
positions 2 and 4 and by methylation of the ring at various positions (Sivonen and Jones, 1999; 
Stirling and Miles, 2016).  Microcystin-producing cyanobacteria co-occur with a complex and 
dynamic community of free-living and epibiotic heterotrophic bacteria (Berg, et al., 2009; 
Louati, et al., 2015; Parveen, et al., 2013).  An immediate ecological question then arises: how 
does microcystin affect the physiology of heterotrophic bacteria co-occurring with a bloom.  A 
handful of studies have directly addressed this question using purified microcystins (Campbell, 
et al., 1994; Foxhall and Sasner, 1981; Lahti, et al., 1995; Miguéns and Valério, 2015; 
Ostensvik, et al., 1998; Singh, et al., 2001; Valdor and Aboal, 2007).  Results have been varied 




unspecified Gram-negative and Gram-positive bacteria (Foxhall and Sasner, 1981).  Lahti et al. 
(Lahti, et al., 1995) observed variable effects ranging from stimulatory to inhibitory when 
fractionated extracts containing microcystin-RR (MCRR; arginine incorporated into positions 2 
and 4)  were applied to bioluminescent bacteria and Pseudomonas putida.  Two additional 
studies suggested microcystin had little effect on growth.  In one, neither microcystin-LR 
(MCLR; leucine and arginine incorporated into positions 2 and 4, respectively) or MCRR at up 
to 8 mg/L produced growth inhibition in Micrococcus luteus, Bacillus cereus, B. subtilis, 
Aeromonas hydrophila or Escherichia coli (Ostensvik, et al., 1998), while in the other, no 
growth inhibition was observed in either Bacillus sp. or P. aeruginosa using an unspecified 
concentration of microcystin (Singh, et al., 2001).  In contrast, Valdor and Aboal (2007) found 
that E. coli growth was inhibited by MCLR concentrations of 5 mg/L and higher and by MCRR 
and microcystin-YR (MCYR; tyrosine and arginine incorporated into positions 2 and 4, 
respectively) at concentrations of 12.5 mg/L and higher.  A more recent study showed species-
dependent growth inhibition of isolates from lakes in Portugal using microcystin-LR, -RR, and -
YR at concentrations as low as 1 µg/L (Miguéns and Valério, 2015).   
 A perceived limitation in the above studies is that growth was the only phenotype 
measured, providing little insight into possible modes of activity by microcystin.  Two studies 
have investigated this question in greater detail.  One reported that 2.5 mg/L of MCRR 
permeabilized the membrane of E. coli in a manner similar to 2.5 mg/L of polymyxin B 
nonapeptide and had a rapid and dramatic synergism with five different hydrophobic antibiotics: 
MCRR plus the antibiotic reduced the minimum inhibitory concentration of the antibiotic by 
~30-60-fold relative to the same concentration of antibiotic alone (Dixon, et al., 2004).  In 
addition, MCRR caused release of periplasmic proteins by disrupting the outer membrane, while 
leaving the cytoplasmic membrane unaffected.  In a separate study, Yang et al. (Yang, et al., 
2008) exposed E. coli to MCRR concentrations of 1, 5, 10, and 15 mg/L.  Superoxide dismutase 
and catalase activities were higher, and growth rates lower, in a dose-dependent manner at 
concentrations ≥ 5 mg/L.  Glutathione, reactive oxygen species (ROS), lipid peroxidation, and 





 While components of these reports are conflicting, they suggest that microcystin has 
potential to affect the physiology of heterotrophic bacteria in a congener- and species-dependent 
manner.  Despite clear ecological implications, scant research has focused on this question, and 
none have employed methods that monitor cell-wide responses.  The objective of this study was 
to evaluate the cellular response of a model heterotrophic bacterium exposed to ecologically 
relevant concentrations of microcystin.  Towards this objective, E. coli MG1655 was exposed to 
1 mg/L and 10 mg/L MCLR for one hour.  During this time, we measured changes to gene 
expression, cellular metabolite pools, and lipid composition using RNA-seq and UPLC/MS.  Our 
results suggest that even very high concentrations of MCLR have minimal impact on the 
physiology of E. coli and do not support the findings of several earlier studies. 
 
Methods 
Growth Conditions and Treatments 
E. coli K12 strain MG1655 was grown at 37° C with shaking at 200 rpm in M9 minimal medium 
(Sambrook and Russell, 2001) modified with the addition of 4 g/L glucose and 1 mg/L thiamine 
HCl.  Growth of cultures was determined by measuring optical density (OD) at 600 nm (Genysis 
20, Thermo Electron Corp.).  OD of all cultures was measured at experimental time points 0 and 
60 min.  Growth rate µ (hr-1) for each culture was calculated from these two OD readings.  Time 
points 0 and 60 min corresponded to early and mid-exponential growth phase, respectively, as 
determined in preliminary experiments. 
 Microcystin-LR (Cayman Chemical Company, Ann Arbor, MI) dissolved in 100% 
ethanol was added to treatment cultures at concentrations of 1 mg/L and 10 mg/L.  A solvent 
only treatment was added as a control.  Final concentration of ethanol in all cultures was 1% 
(v/v).  E. coli was exposed to MCLR for a period of 1 h.  Samples for RNA-seq and metabolite 
and lipid composition analysis were taken at time 0 and every 15 min thereafter.   
 MCLR was used in this study because of its environmental relevance: it is typically the 
most common and abundant congener (Rinehart, et al., 1994; Sivonen and Jones, 1999).  




than 1 mg/L.  However, concentrations as high as 25 mg/L have been reported in extremely 
dense blooms (Sivonen and Jones, 1999).  The concentrations used in our experiments were 
chosen to represent the high end of an environmentally relevant range (1 mg/L) as well as a high 
concentration (10 mg/L) that was similar to those used in other studies (Ostensvik, et al., 1998; 
Valdor and Aboal, 2007; Yang, et al., 2008).  This allowed our results to be more directly 
comparable to those of previous works. 
   All experiments were performed in biologic triplicate.  For RNA-sequencing and lipid 
samples, an overnight culture was started in M9 medium using a single colony picked from 
Lysogeny Broth (LB) agar plates.  A 450-mL master culture in a 2-L flask was started by 
diluting the overnight culture 1:299 to allow for a period of rapid growth adequate to relieve the 
cells of the generalized stress response induced by their former overnight stationary phase status 
(Battesti, et al., 2011; Lange and Hengge-Aronis, 1994).  To time the start of treatments with the 
early exponential growth phase, the master culture was grown to an OD600 ~ 0.30, then divided 
into three 132-mL treatment cultures grown in 500-mL flasks.  At T0, samples were collected 
then microcystin-LR was immediately added to the cultures.  Samples were collected again at 15, 
30, 45, and 60 min.  The samples for RNA extraction were immediately added to 25 mL of ice 
and centrifuged at 10,000 x g for 7.5 minutes at 4° C.  The cell pellet was placed in -80° C 
freezer where it was stored until RNA extraction.  Lipid samples were collected on 0.45-µm 
polycarbonate filters and flash frozen in liquid nitrogen.  They were stored at -80° C until 
extraction.  For metabolite samples, cultures were established as described except 120 mL master 
cultures were grown in 500 mL flasks and were divided into 30 mL treatment cultures grown in 
150 mL flasks.  Samples were collected and handled as described for lipid samples.  Data from 
the six replicates (three RNA-seq lipid experiments and three metabolite experiments) were used 
in growth rate calculations. 
 
RNA Extraction and Sequencing 
Total RNA was extracted from samples using the hot phenol method described in Wen et al. 
(Wen, et al., 2014).  Genomic DNA was removed with the Turbo DNA-free Kit (Ambion, Life 




total RNA was suspended in 85 µL of RNase-free water.  10 µL of 10x buffer and 4 µL of Turbo 
DNase enzyme were added.  The solution was incubated at 37° C for 40 min, extracted once 
each with phenol:chloroform and chloroform, then ethanol precipitated.  Samples were 
considered DNA-free if no bands were visible in an agarose gel after 30 cycles of PCR 
amplification targeting the 16S rRNA gene using primers 27F and 1522R.  Ribosomal RNA was 
depleted using the MICROBExpress Kit (Ambion, Life Technologies) following manufacturer’s 
instructions.   
 RNA samples were sent to the Molecular Resource Center, University of Tennessee 
Health Science Center (Memphis, TN) for library preparation and sequencing.  Forty-five 
libraries were prepared (one for each treatment/time point/replicate combination) and sequenced 
to a targeted depth of ~50-fold.  Barcoded libraries were prepared using the Ion Total RNA-Seq 
Kit for AB Library Builder System (Life Technologies).  Single-end reads from pooled libraries 
were sequenced on the Ion Torrent Proton Sequencer using the Proton I chip (Life 
Technologies). Sequence information has been uploaded to the NCBI Sequence Read Archive 
under project number PRJNA349165. 
 
Bioinformatic Analysis 
Sequencing reads were mapped to gene regions of the E. coli MG1655 reference genome 
(GenBank U00096.3) using CLC Genomics Workbench (ver 8.5.1) with default parameters for 
mismatch, insertion, and deletion costs and custom settings of 0.6 for length fraction and 0.85 for 
similarity fraction.  Expression values for each gene were calculated from unique gene reads and 
normalized by library size yielding the expression value of total counts per million (TCPM).  
Raw mapped read counts were exported from CLC and used as input for the DESeq2 software 
program, which were used to identify genes differentially expressed between treatment and 
control (Love, et al., 2014; Robinson, et al., 2010).  Default parameters were used in the DESeq2 
analysis.  P-values of individual genes were adjusted for false discovery rate (FDR) (Benjamini 
and Hochberg, 1995).  Genes with an FDR-adjusted p-value < 0.1 and whose expression value in 




significantly differentially expressed.  Genes were annotated following EcoGene 3.0 (Zhou and 
Rudd, 2013) and supplemented with information from EcoCyc (Keseler, et al., 2013). 
 
Metabolite Extraction 
Metabolite extraction was performed at 4° C unless otherwise specified.  Frozen filters (0.45-µm 
pore-size, polycarbonate) were placed in petri dishes and unfolded into 1.3 mL extraction solvent 
consisting of a 40:40:20 mixture of HPLC grade methanol, acetonitrile, water with 0.1 M formic 
acid (Rabinowitz and Kimball, 2007).  Extraction proceeded at -20° C for 20 min.  Filters were 
then flipped and the extraction solvent was pipetted over filters to wash the cells free of the 
filters.  Extraction solvent was then transferred to a 1.5 mL microcentrifuge tube.  An additional 
400 µL of extraction solvent was used to further wash cells from the filter.  The additional 
solvent was transferred to the same microcentrifuge tube.  The samples were centrifuged at 
16,100 x g for 5 min.  The supernatant was transferred to new vials and the cell pellet was 
resuspended in 200 µL of extraction solvent.  The extraction was allowed to proceed for another 
20 min at -20 °C.  Samples were again centrifuged at 16,100 x g for 5 min.  The supernatants 
were transferred to the same set of vials that were then dried under a stream of N2. Sterile water 
(300 µL) was added to resuspend solid residue and transferred to 300 µL autosampler vials. 
 
Lipid Extraction 
Filters were extracted for 15 min in 800 µL of extraction solvent consisting of a 15:15:5:1:0.18 
mixture of 95% ethanol, water, diethylether, pyridine, and 4.2N NH4OH.  The solvent was 
transferred to ~100 µL of glass beads, vortexed and placed in a 60 °C water bath for 20 minutes.  
The beads were centrifuged at 10,000x g for 10 min and the supernatant transferred to a clean 
glass vial.  A second extraction using 800 µL of fresh solvent was repeated as described.  The 
residual glass beads were washed by re-suspending in 300 µL of water-saturated 1-butanol and 
150 µL of water, vortexing, then centrifuging at 10,000 x g for 2 min.  The top organic layer was 




were washed a second time as described.  The samples were dried under a stream of N2 and re-
suspended in 300 µL of a 9:1 mixture of methanol and chloroform. 
 
Metabolite UPLC–MS Analysis 
Samples were loaded into an Ultimate 3000 autosampler (Dionex, Sunnyvale, CA) kept at 4 °C.  
A 10-µL sample was injected through a Synergi 2.5 micron Hydro-RP 100, 100 x 2.00 mm LC 
column (Phenomenex, Torrance, CA, USA) with column compartment maintained at 25 °C.  The 
mass spectrometer was run in fullscan in negative ionization mode using a method adapted from 
Lu et al. (Lu, et al., 2010).  Samples were ionized via an electrospray ionization (ESI) source 
through a 0.1 mm internal diameter fused silica capillary tube before analysis on an Exactive 
Plus orbitrap mass spectrometer (Thermo Scientific, San Jose, CA).  A spray voltage of 3 kV 
was used with the nitrogen sheath gas set to a flow rate of 10 units and a capillary temperature of 
320 °C.  The automated gain control target was set to 3 x 106, with a resolution of 140,000 and a 
scan window of 85 to 800 m/z for 0 to 9 min and 110 to 1000 m/z from 9 to 25 min.  Solvent A 
consisted of 97:3 HPLC grade water: methanol, 10 mM tributylamine, and 15 mM acetic acid.  
Solvent B was HPLC grade methanol.  The gradient from 0 to 5 min was 0% B, from 5 to 13 
minutes was 20% B, from 13 to 15.5 min was 55% B, from 15.5 to 19 min was 95% B, and from 
19 to 25 min was 0% B with a flow rate of 200 µL/min. 
 
Lipid UPLC–MS Analysis 
Samples were loaded into an Ultimate 3000 autosampler (Dionex, Sunnyvale, CA) kept at 4 °C 
and a 10-µL aliquot was injected through a Kinetex HILIC column (150 mm x 2.1 mm, 2.6 µm) 
(Phenomenex, Torrance, CA, USA).  The eluent was analyzed by an Exactive Plus Orbitrap mass 
spectrometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific, San Jose, CA) equipped with an ESI probe.  
Chromatography ran for a total of 35 min with mobile phase A and B consisting of 10 mM 
aqueous ammonium formate pH 3 and 10 mM ammonium formate pH 3 in 93% (v/v) ACN, 
respectively.  The beginning of the gradient was 100% B for 1 min; 81% B from 1 to 15 min, 




from 25 to 25.1 min, and finally re-equilibrated at 100% B from 25.1 to 35 min.  A flowrate of 
0.2 mL/min was maintained throughout the separation.  The column oven temperature was kept 
at 25 °C.  The spray voltage was set to 4 kV with a heated capillary temperature of 350 °C.  The 
sheath gas flow was set to 25 units and the auxiliary gas set to 10 units.  The MS used a 
resolution of 140,000 with a scan range of 100-1500 m/z for full-scan mode and a scan range of 
100-1500 m/z for all ion fragmentation scans.  The normalized collision energy was 30eV with a 
stepped collision energy of 50%.  Each sample was run in positive and negative mode.  Lipid 
classes were identified by their fragments using Xcalibur software (Thermo Fisher Scientific, 
San Jose, CA). 
 
Metabolite and Lipid Data Analysis 
Raw files created by Xcalibur were converted to open source mzML format (Martens, et al., 
2011) using the ProteoWizard software (Chambers, et al., 2012).  MAVEN software (Clasquin, 
et al., 2012) was used to perform nonlinear retention time correction for each sample and known 
metabolite and lipids were manually selected based on retention time and exact mass (Clasquin, 
et al., 2012; Melamud, et al., 2010).  Tests for differences of individual metabolites and lipids 
were performed using ANOVA implemented in the R language.  Multivariate analysis was 
performed using Primer7 version 7.0.9 (Clarke, et al., 2014).  Euclidian distances were used in 
constructing the similarity table after the data were 4th root transformed. 
 
Results 
Effects of Microcystin-LR on Growth Rate 
Average growth rate in the 1-mg/L and 10-mg/L treatments was µ = 0.46/hr (generation time = 
1.51 hr) and in control was µ = 0.47/hr (generation time = 1.47 hr) and did not statistically vary 
(ANOVA p-value = 0.91).  Thus, exposure to MCLR at concentrations of 1 mg/L or 10 mg/L 
had no effect on growth rate.  Optical densities of cultures at the beginning and end of the 




appendix).  A 12-hr growth curve representing conditions of master cultures is provided in 
Figure 3.2. 
 
RNA Sequencing Output and Quality Control  
Sequencing on the Ion Torrent Proton Sequencer generated a total of 95,534,894 single-end 
reads from 45 libraries resulting in an average library size of 2,122,998 reads (SE, ± 68,511 
reads).  Average length of reads was 146 bp and average phred score was 24.2.  Reads with a 
phred score less than 17 were removed during post-processing and are not included in the 
completed libraries and are not reflected in the reported totals.   
 Reads were mapped to the E. coli reference genome using the RNA-seq Analysis package 
of CLC Genomics Workbench.  Of the total reads, 77,183,360 (80.8%) mapped to ribosomal 
RNA genes and were removed from libraries, leaving 18,351,534 non-ribosomal reads (19.2% of 
total) for further analysis.  A total of 13,184,412 reads mapped to protein-encoding genes and 
126,141 mapped uniquely to tRNA genes.  Thus each library had on average 295,790 mapped 
reads upon which calculations of gene expression were based.  Uniquely mapped reads per 
library ranged from a high of 614,653 to a low of 95,653. The average depth of sequencing 
calculated using total reads was ~67 fold; the average depth of sequencing calculated using reads 
mapped to protein-encoding genes was ~9 fold.  A summary of reads is provided in S1 Table.   
 Consistency in gene expression between each pair of biological replicates was quantified 
by calculating Pearson’s correlation using genes with non-zero counts in at least one replicate 
(Gierlinski, et al., 2015).  The mean correlation between all replicate pairs was r = 0.98.  Similar 
correlations have been viewed as a mark of reliability in benchmarking RNA-seq studies 
(Conway, et al., 2014; Gierlinski, et al., 2015; Haas, et al., 2012). 
 To empirically determine valid levels of read-number significance, the expression of 10 
canonical reference genes (reported in the literature to be stably expressed in E. coli (Heng, et 
al., 2011; Zhou, et al., 2011)) was examined.  Figure 3.3A illustrates the mean expression in 
TCPM for each reference gene at each treatment-time combination.  Average TCPM ranged 
from a low of ~6 to a high of ~2,000.  Seven reference genes (cysG, gyrA, pbpC, dapA, hslV, 




~0.5 (Figure 3.3B).  These results further validate the RNA-seq data and verify reliability of gene 
expression estimates derived therefrom.  Three reference genes (hcaT, idnT, fucU) had a mean 
TCPM < 15 and had high coefficients of variation (CV > ~0.7), suggesting that expression 
estimates at or below these levels may be unstable.  This is a recognized phenomenon and is 
managed in DESeq2 by shrinking estimates of fold change for weakly expressed genes (Love, et 
al., 2014).  In our study, of the 4,498 annotated features in the E. coli MG1655 genome, ~310 
had no detectable transcripts in any treatment and ~2,660 had expression > 15 TCPM, providing 
robust statistical power to detect differentially expressed genes over ~66% of the genome.  
 
Analysis of Differential Gene Expression 
Genes differentially expressed in microcystin treatments relative to control were calculated for 
each time point independently.  DESeq2 identified a total of only nine genes as significantly 
differentially expressed between both the 1-mg/L and 10-mg/L treatments (Table 1).  Two genes 
(hisR, serV) were differentially expressed in both the 1-mg/L and 10-mg/L treatments with the 
direction and magnitude of the fold change in close agreement between treatments.  The 
remaining seven genes were differentially expressed in the 10-mg/L treatment only.  Of these, 
one gene (infC) was up-regulated while all others were down-regulated.  A detailed description 
of all differentially expressed genes by treatment, time point, and functional category is provided 
in Table 1.  Surprisingly, 8 out of 9 differentially expressed genes coded for RNAs or proteins 
involved in RNA processing and all were down regulated: five coded for tRNAs, two coded for 
RNAs involved in translation, and one coded for a protein subunit of RNase P involved in RNA 
processing.  Criteria used to identify significantly differentially expressed genes (fold change ≥ 
1.5, p ≤ 0.1) were deliberately non-stringent to prevent excluding potentially important telltale 
genes that might fail tighter stringency tests.  To confirm the unexpectedly low number of 
significant genes, the data were reprocessed using the edgeR algorithm (Robinson, et al., 2010).  





Expression of Oxidative Stress and Cell Envelope Stress Genes 
Previous studies have reported that exposure to MCRR or MCLR produced oxidative stress and 
cell envelope stress in bacteria and/or cyanobacteria (Hu, et al., 2005; Vassilakaki and 
Pflugmacher, 2007; Yang, et al., 2008).  In our study, no genes associated with oxidative or cell 
envelope stress were differentially expressed due to MCLR exposure.  To examine patterns of 
stress-related genes in greater detail, mean expression of genes from well-characterized stress 
response pathways were compared for each time point.  Genes selected for this comparison have 
been characterized in at least two independent studies as being strongly and positively regulated 
in response to either oxidative or cell envelope stress.  Our rationale was that these criteria would 
provide the best opportunity for identifying genes with expression altered due to treatment, but 
whose shift in expression failed to be detected by DESeq2 due to statistical cut-off limits. 
 Fold changes relative to control for 9 key oxidative stress response genes from the 10-
mg/L treatments are shown in Figure 3.4.  Importantly, each of these genes had expression > 24 
TCPM at each time point.  Fold-changes are distributed almost symmetrically around and fall 
near the “zero-line” for all time points, suggesting that expression of these genes did not vary 
from control due to treatment.  Taken together, these patterns further suggest that in our study, 
MCLR failed to generate detectable oxidative stress in E. coli. 
 E. coli has five well characterized envelope stress signaling pathways (Bury-Moné, et al., 
2009; MacRitchie, et al., 2008).  Fold change relative to control of genes from two of these 
pathways, the σE regulon and the Cpx pathway, are shown in Figures 3.5A and 3.5B, 
respectively, for the 10-mg/L treatment.  Fold-changes are distributed tightly around the zero-
line.  Genes from the Bae, Psp, and Rcs pathways showed similar trends with slightly more 
variation (Figure 3.6).  Each of the genes included in Figure 3.5 and Figure 3.6 had expression > 
24 TCPM.  Together, fold-change patterns in these signaling pathways provide no evidence that 
cells were experiencing MCLR-induced envelope stress. 
 Ethanol was used as a solvent to reduce loss of microcystin due to adsorption onto plastic 
surfaces during preparation and handling (Hyenstrand, et al., 2001).  Addition of microcystin to 
treatment cultures resulted in a final ethanol concentration of 1% (v/v); an equivalent amount of 
ethanol was added to control.  The possibility exists that induction of genes in stress pathways 




responses.  To address this concern, we analyzed 30 genes for differential expression at time 15 
min vs. time 0 and at time 30 min vs. time 0 in the control treatment.  Samples at time 0 min 
were taken immediately prior to addition of ethanol as solvent control, so this analysis gives an 
indication of the effects of ethanol.  We used the same oxidative stress (9 genes) and envelope 
stress (21) marker genes featured in Figures 3.4-3.6.  Five genes out of these 30 were 
differentially expressed, but only three had increased expression relative to 0 min.  cpxP was up-
regulated ~2.5 fold at 15 and 30 min, pspA was up-regulated 2.2 fold at 15 min, and degP was 
up-regulated 1.5 fold at 30 min. 
 
Analysis of Metabolite Pools and Lipids 
Samples to analyze small molecules were taken from cultures distinct from those from which 
RNA/lipid samples were taken: the experimental design and sampling methods were identical to 
those used for the RNA/lipid cultures.  A total of 87 metabolites were detected from a standard 
screening panel of ~ 270 compounds.  Each metabolite was analyzed independently at each time 
point to test for differences due to treatment.  No individual metabolite was found to be 
significantly different at any time point after FDR adjustment for multiple comparisons. 
 Several metabolites have been identified in benchmarking studies as useful biomarkers of 
bona fide oxidative stress (Belenky, et al., 2015; Jozefczuk, et al., 2010).  Within 20 minutes of 
stress-inducing treatments, relative concentrations of alanine and asparagine increase, while that 
of methionine decreases (Jozefczuk, et al., 2010).  This is accompanied by pronounced decreases 
in glucose-6-phosphate, 3-phosphoglycerate, malic acid, and 2-oxoglutarate, metabolites 
associated with glycolysis and the TCA cycle (Jozefczuk, et al., 2010).  Additionally, detectable 
shifts of glutathione (GSH) and glutathione disulfide (GSSG) occur within 30 minutes of 
induced stress (Belenky, et al., 2015).  To screen more thoroughly for the possible effects of 
microcystin-induced oxidative stress, we examined the pattern of these metabolites over the time 
series.  Though variable, alanine, asparagine, and methionine increased relative to control at 30 
minutes in the 10-mg/L treatment (Figure 3.7).  The pattern of alanine and asparagine were 
consistent with oxidative stress, but that of methionine was not.  None of these changes were 




GSSG showed patterns similar to those of the control (Figures 3.8 and 3.9).  Overall, MCLR 
appeared to cause little change in metabolite pools.  No significant differences in lipid 
composition were found between treatments.  Metabolite and lipid data normalized to optical 
density is provided in S1 and S2 Files.  
 
Discussion 
The effect of microcystin on eukaryotic cells has been studied extensively (reviewed in 
(Dittmann and Wiegand, 2006) and (Campos and Vasconcelos, 2010)).  However, its effect on 
heterotrophic bacteria, which are the numerically dominant members of environments inhabited 
by microcystin producers, has received surprisingly little attention.  Previous studies have 
reported that microcystin-RR generates oxidative and cell envelope stress in E. coli (Dixon, et 
al., 2004; Yang, et al., 2010; Yang, et al., 2008).  Based on these reports, we hypothesized that 
exposure to microcystin would trigger differential expression in genes that respond to oxidative 
and cell envelope stress and that metabolite concentrations would alter as cells respond to 
induced stress.  To test our hypotheses, we exposed E. coli to 1 and 10 mg/L microcystin-LR and 
monitored cellular responses via gene expression and shifts in metabolite pools.  E. coli was 
selected for its position as a model heterotrophic bacterium and for the wealth of tools and data 
available on this species for comparative study.  It was used in previous studies demonstrating a 
stress phenotype and thus allowed us to test reproducibility while using different experimental 
methods in monitoring responses.  Additionally, E. coli has some ecologic relevance as it is 
widely distributed in freshwater systems (Yan, et al., 2007) and strains of non-fecal origin have 
been found associated with large Microcystis blooms in highly eutrophic freshwater lakes 
(Wilhelm, et al., 2011).  Overall, it was hoped that responses of E. coli could serve as a model 
from which responses in related heterotrophs might be better understood and predicted. 
 Exposure to either 1 or 10 mg/L MCLR had no effect on growth of E. coli over the 
course of 1 h.  On this topic, reports in the literature are inconsistent.  We found no studies in the 
literature that tested MCLR and used methods similar enough to ours to allow direct 
comparisons.  However, two studies investigated effects of MCLR on E. coli grown on agar and 




MCRR at concentrations of up to 8 mg/L when grown on Merck Test agar (Ostensvik, et al., 
1998).  In the second, Valdor et al. (Valdor and Aboal, 2007) found that growth on pancreatic 
peptone agar was inhibited by MCLR at concentrations greater than 5 mg/L and by MCRR at 
concentrations greater than 12.5 mg/L (Valdor and Aboal, 2007).  Thus, in the Valdor study, a 
direct comparison of MCLR and MCRR showed that MCLR was more inhibitory.  However, in 
a comparison of our work vs. that of Yang et al. (Yang, et al., 2008), MCRR seemed to be more 
inhibitory.  Yang et al. reported that in nutrient broth, ≥ 10 mg/L MCRR produced a significant 
growth reduction in E. coli.  In our study, 10 mg/L of MCLR had no effect on E. coli growth in 
minimal media + glucose.  It is possible that the difference in results between Yang et al. and our 
study could be explained by use of different media.  Additionally, it seems that the effect may be 
congener specific and sensitive to growth conditions. 
 RNA-seq has been used to monitor the response of oxidative-stress-induced E. coli in a 
number of studies, with detectable shifts in expression of key oxidative stress genes occurring 
within 20-30 minutes of inducing conditions (Dong, et al., 2015; Seo, et al., 2015).  In our study, 
gene expression data monitored for a period of one hour post-induction provide no evidence that 
exposure to MCLR at 1 or 10 mg/L triggered oxidative stress in E. coli.  Here again, our results 
stand in contrast to previously published research.  A key study showed that E. coli exposed to 
10 or 15 mg/L of MCRR produced dose-dependent increases in intracellular ROS and 
glutathione concentrations and increased activities of catalase, superoxide dismutase, and 
glutathione reductase, all within 30 min of exposure (Yang, et al., 2008).  At 60 min in 10 mg/L 
MCRR, ROS concentrations had increased ~3 fold over control and responses of other 
parameters increased between ~2-3.5 fold.  Peak concentration or activity occurred at 60 min 
post-exposure for all measured parameters.  Even the reduced concentration of 5 mg/L MCRR 
produced significant increases in ROS concentration and superoxide dismutase and catalase 
activities at the same time scale.   
 At first glance, the different results between our experiment and prior studies are 
explainable by the use of different congeners.  However, work investigating the effects of 
microcystin on cyanobacterial species complicates this interpretation.  Using Synechococcus 
elongatus, Hu et al. (Hu, et al., 2005) showed that exposure to 0.1 mg/L of MCRR produced a 3-




peroxidase activity.  In a separate study using Synechocystis PCC6803, exposure to exposure to 1 
and 5 mg/L MCRR triggered increases in the oxidative stress genes gpx1 (glutathione 
peroxidase, ~12-fold), katG (catalase, ~4-fold), and sodB (Fe superoxide dismutase, ~5-fold) (Li, 
et al., 2009).  These studies along with Yang et al. (Yang, et al., 2008), suggest that MCRR 
generates oxidative stress in diverse bacterial cells.  Additionally, a study by Vassilakaki and 
Pflugmacher (Vassilakaki and Pflugmacher, 2007), also using Synechocystis PCC6803 showed 
that the congener MCLR at concentrations as low as 1 µg/L produced 2-fold increases in 
intracellular hydrogen peroxide concentration and increases in activities of superoxide dismutase 
(~2-fold), catalase (~5-fold), glutathione S transferase (~4-fold), and glutathione reductase (~3.5-
fold).  Thus it has been shown that in cyanobacteria, both MCLR and MCRR produce oxidative 
stress, and that in E. coli, MCRR produces oxidative stress.   
 No mechanism for microcystin-induced generation of oxidative stress in bacterial cells 
has been proposed.  But if the mechanism is the same in cyanobacterial and heterotrophic cells, 
then based on previous findings, we expected that MCLR would produce oxidative stress in E. 
coli.  It is possible that the mechanism at work in cyanobacterial cells is different from that in 
heterotrophic cells, leaving the LR congener inactive in E. coli.  Another explanation for 
apparent lack of oxidative stress in our study is that the response was not strong enough to reveal 
itself in the form of induced gene expression.  However, in Synechocystis PCC6803, MCLR 
produced 2-5 fold increases in either peroxide concentrations or oxidative stress enzyme 
activities (Vassilakaki and Pflugmacher, 2007).  The oxidative stress response in E. coli is well 
characterized (Imlay, 2013), and it seems unlikely that a stress of similar magnitude would go 
undetected in the expression of regulatory pathways.  Moreover, the sequencing depth of our 
RNA-seq data was adequate to establish reliable gene expression estimates, as shown by 
reference gene patterns, and to detect significant shifts in gene expression (Haas, et al., 2012).  
Thus it would seem that congeners do not explain the differences observed, or that a different 
mechanism is at work in E. coli vs. cyanobacteria.  The effects of different media and 
experimental conditions might also contribute. 
 To contend with a possible masking effect due to use of ethanol as a microcystin solvent, 
gene expression data were analyzed to determine if there was differential expression of oxidative 




Results of this analysis must be interpreted with some caution, because it is not possible to 
identify whether potentially differentially expressed genes are due to effects of ethanol or to the 
passage of time during batch culture.  But, the analysis does give a solid indication of whether 
these genes were in fact differentially expressed relative to time 0.  sodB, which is typically up-
regulated during oxidative stress, was the only gene identified in this analysis, and it was down-
regulated at time 30 min, suggesting an effect due to ethanol, if any, was negligible. 
 Monitoring of metabolites that are altered by oxidative stress provided no clear evidence 
that such stress was induced.  While alanine and asparagine accumulated in the 10-mg/L 
treatment, consistent with oxidative stress, other biomarkers, including GSH, GSSG, and 
metabolites from glycolysis and the TCA cycle were consistent with the control.  In the case of 
alanine and asparagine, the departures from control were not significant, forcing us to conclude 
that metabolomics profiles were not altered due to treatment.  Thus, the collective data are 
consistent with the interpretations that generation of oxidative stress in E. coli by microcystin is 
congener specific and that MCLR fails to generate oxidative stress under the conditions tested.  
A corollary is that MCRR apparently generates oxidative stress in E. coli by a mechanism not 
activated by MCLR. 
 E. coli has five characterized signaling pathways whose functions are to sense various 
perturbations to the cell envelope and respond by up-regulating expression of genes that encode 
proteins needed to repair damage (MacRitchie, et al., 2008; Ruiz and Silhavy, 2005).  A frequent 
inducing cue for the pathways are misfolded periplasmic or outer membrane proteins.  However, 
the pathways respond to diverse stimuli including the integrity of the outer membrane 
(Laubacher and Ades, 2008; Raivio, 2005; Rowley, et al., 2006).  An earlier study reported that 
MCRR permeabilized the outer membrane of E. coli and caused leakage of periplasmic proteins, 
as measured using a chromogenic -lactamase assay (Dixon, et al., 2004).  We predicted that if 
MCLR functioned in a manner similar to MCRR, increased expression in genes from one or 
more of the response pathway regulons would be observed.  However, we observed no evidence 
from gene expression suggesting MCLR triggered envelope stress in E. coli.  MCRR is 
structurally similar to polymyxin B nonapeptide (PMBN), and it is proposed that MCRR 
generates envelope stress in Gram-negative bacteria by a mechanism similar to that of PMBN 




amino groups of PMBN interact with the anionic groups of LPS, disrupting the quasicrystalline 
structure of the outer leaflet of the outer membrane, producing the observed increased 
permeability (Vaara, 1992).  MCRR has two positively charged amino groups and a net charge 
of 0, while MCLR has one positively charged amino group and a net charge of -1.  These 
differences offer a possible explanation for their differing ability to generate outer membrane 
stress.   
 A possible masking effect of ethanol was of greater concern in monitoring cell envelope 
stress than in oxidative stress.  This concern was addressed in the same manner as for oxidative 
stress.  Differential expression analyses in the control identified three genes (cpxP, pspA, degP) 
that were significantly up-regulated among the 21 envelope stress marker genes monitored.  
However, the response in our study was weak and incomplete.  In comparison, Bury-Moné et al. 
(Bury-Moné, et al., 2009) observed ~3.5 fold and >5 fold induction of cpxP in treatments of 3% 
and 5% (v/v) ethanol, respectively.  cpxP is reported as the most sensitive and highly induced 
gene of the regulon, with expression increasing ~15 fold upon induced membrane stress 
(DiGiuseppe and Silhavy, 2003).  pspA is strongly induced upon treatment with ethanol in a 
dose-dependent manner (Brissette, et al., 1990; Brissette, et al., 1991).  In our experiment, cpxP 
and pspA were weakly induced.  degP was very weakly induced and just cleared the criterion 
(1.5x fold change) used to designate differentially expressed genes.  Thus, while the masking 
effect can not be entirely ruled out, any effect appears slight and incomplete and not enough to 
obscure a response to envelope damage.  Although this makes us more cautious, it does not alter 
our conclusion that MCLR does not generate significant envelope stress under our experimental 
conditions. 
 A total of 9 genes were differentially expressed as determined by DESeq2.  Products of 
these genes show a high degree of association in function: five are tRNAs and four are involved 
in RNA processing/stabilization.  All but one were down-regulated.  The biological meaning of 
this is not clear, although tRNAs and their fragments have recently been shown to play 
regulatory roles in both eukaryotes and prokaryotes (reviewed in (Raina and Ibba, 2014)).  tRNA 
gene regulation is growth rate dependent and under stringent control, yet growth rate among 
treatments was nearly identical, and only 5 tRNAs of 86 total in the E. coli genome (Blattner, 




studies, interpretation of tRNA expression has been inconclusive and sometimes without 
significance (Raina and Ibba, 2014). 
 Heterotrophic bacteria co-occur with microcystin-producing cyanobacteria and are thus 
potentially exposed to microcystin for extensive periods of time.  Our experiment tested the 
effects of exposure to MCLR over a 1-hr period during exponential growth and found little to no 
evidence of effect.  The question then arises about whether our experimental methods were able 
to capture the full response of E. coli to exposure to microcystin.  Our design was based, in part, 
on the fact that regulatory pathways that respond to oxidative and envelope stress are well 
characterized in E. coli (Imlay, 2013; Rowley, et al., 2006) and are known to respond rapidly to 
bona fide stress stimuli.  In comprehensive benchmarking studies using E. coli, measurable 
responses to oxidative stress occurred within 10 min of stress induction (Jozefczuk, et al., 2010).  
In fact, over a time series, the largest number of changes in both gene expression and metabolite 
concentrations occurred within 10 min, with ~200 genes being differentially expressed.  Key 
oxidative response genes, like katG, were up-regulated ~40-fold (Jozefczuk, et al., 2010).  A 
number of studies have shown that response to oxidative stress is rapid with measurable 
responses occurring within 20-30 minutes (Belenky, et al., 2015; Dong, et al., 2015; Seo, et al., 
2015).  Likewise, the envelope stress response systems are known to respond rapidly.  
Measureable responses in the σE system can occur within 3 min of initiating envelope stress 
(Ades, et al., 1999), while changes greater than 50-fold have been measured in genes of the Rcs 
system within 40 minutes of initiating stress (Laubacher and Ades, 2008).   
 Our experimental design was also based in part on previous reports of microcystin-
induced stress in E. coli.  Yang et al. (Yang, et al., 2008) reported significant increases in 
oxidative-stress-enzyme activities in E. coli within 30 min post-exposure to MCRR.  In similar 
time frame, Dixon et al. (Dixon, et al., 2004) reported measurable amounts of periplasmic 
proteins being spilled from E. coli within 20 minutes post-exposure to MCRR due to 
permeabilisation of the outer membrane.  In these latter examples, a congener of microcystin 
produced measurable effects in a time frame consistent with our experimental design and 
consistent with the idea that response to stress occurs within minutes.  It is possible in our case 
that longer exposure to MCLR might have produced a measurable effect.  But in batch culture, 




phase or early stationary phase when cells are known to be more resistant to a variety of stresses, 
especially oxidative stress (van der Heijden, et al., 2016).  Thus it is unlikely that longer 
exposure times would have produced different results.  Given our experimental design, we 
cannot draw conclusions about longer exposure times.  However, we can conclude that we saw 
no evidence of a stress response to MCLR within a time frame used by other researchers to show 
responses to the congener MCRR.   
 
Conclusions 
A goal of this study was to improve understanding of how microcystin affects the physiology of 
heterotrophic bacteria within the context of a confounding body of research.  The literature 
addressing this topic is small and contradictory, but suggest that the effect is species, congener, 
and growth-condition-dependent.  Data presented here test the most abundant microcystin 
congener using methods that monitor global cellular responses.  Our results show that MCLR has 
little effect on the physiology of E. coli MG1655 under the tested conditions.  Given previous 
work, our findings point to a potential difference in mechanism through which MCLR interacts 
with heterotrophic bacteria vs. cyanobacteria such as Synechocystis spp.  This work suggests that 
even very high concentrations of MCLR have little influence on the physiology of E. coli.  
Limited by the extent to which results from E. coli are transferable to a broader group of 
bacteria, our findings suggest MCLR has limited potential to alter the physiology or ecology of a 
segment of heterotrophic bacteria that co-occur with toxic cyanobacterial blooms.  This provides 
additional support for the growing consensus that microcystin is produced by cyanobacteria to 
influence one or more internal metabolic or physiological process.  
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Figure 3.1.  O.D. 600 of treatment and control cultures.   
O.D.600 measurements of cultures at the start (time = 0) and end (time = 60 min) of treatments.  






































Figure 3.2.  Example growth curve of E. coli.   
Growth curves of E. coli in M9 minimal medium with addition of 4 g L-1 glucose and 1 mg L-1 
thiamine HCl.  These curves were generated in preliminary experiments and represent conditions 
identical to those of the master cultures described in Methods.  Treatments were imposed on 
cultures approximately 8 hr after inoculation when O.D.600 was ~0.3.  Error bars represent 1 S.E., 
but are smaller than symbol size.  Growth rates calculated from these curves were identical (µ = 







































Figure 3.3.  Expression of reference genes.   
 (A) Mean expression in total counts per million (TCPM) of 10 reference genes for each 
treatment/time point combination.  The X-axis labels indicate the treatment and time point: “C” 
= control, “H” = 10 mg/L treatment, and “L” = 1 mg/L treatment.  Expression values are the 
mean of three replicates.  (B) Mean expression vs. coefficient of variation for 10 reference genes.  
Each point represents the mean expression of three replicates and the corresponding coefficient 
of variation for a treatment/time point combination.  Gene abbreviations: cysG (siroheme 
synthase), gyrA (DNA gyrase, subunit A), hcaT (3-phenylpropionate transporter), idnT (L-
Idonate transporter), pbpC (peptidoglycan glycosyltransferase), dapA (dihydrodipicolinate 
synthase), fucU (L-fucose mutarotase), hslV (heat-inducible protease subunit), mrdB (shape, 
elongation, division and sporulation family protein B), opgG (osmoregulated periplasmic glucans 
































Figure 3.4.  Fold change in oxidative stress gene expression for 10-mg/L MCLR treatment.     
Each point represents the log2 fold change relative to control at a given time point.  The 
horizontal line at 0 represents equal expression in treatment and control.  Gene abbreviations: 
acrA (multidrug efflux pump membrane fusion protein), ahpC (alkyl hydroperoxide reductase), 
gor (glutathione reductase), gstA (glutathione S-transferase), katG (catalase), nfsA 
(Nitroreductase A), sodA (Mn-containing superoxide dismutase), sodB (Fe-containing 



































Figure 3.5.  Fold change in envelope stress gene expression for 10-mg/L MCLR treatment.   
(A) Genes of the σE regulon.  (B) Genes of the Cpx regulon.  Each point represents the log2 fold 
change relative to control at a given time point.  The horizontal line at 0 represents equal 
expression in treatment and control.  Gene abbreviations: degP (periplasmic serine 
endoprotease), dsbC (disulfide bond isomerase), fkpA (peptidyl-prolyl cis-trans isomerase), rpoD 
(RNA polymerase subunit, sigma 70), rpoE (RNA polymerase, sigma E), rpoH (RNA 
polymerase, sigma H), rseA (anti-RpoE sigma factor), rseP (intramembrane zinc 
metalloprotease), surA (peptidyl-prolyl cis-trans isomerase), yggN (DUF2884 family periplasmic 
protein), cpxA (sensory histidine kinase), cpxP (periplasmic adaptor protein), cpxR (DNA-
binding transcriptional dual regulator), dsbA (protein disulfide oxidoreductase), spy (ATP-
independent periplasmic chaperone), yebE (DUF533 family inner membrane protein), yiaF 






































Figure 3.6.  Fold change in Bae, Psp, and Rcs regulon gene expression for 10-mg/L MCLR 
treatment. 
Each point represents the log2 fold change relative to control at a given time point.  The 
horizontal line at 0 represents equal expression in treatment and control.  Gene abbreviations:  
Bae regulon: mdtB (multidrug efflux pump RND permease subunit). Psp regulon: pspA (phage 
shock protein A).  Rcs regulon: osmB (osmotically and stress inducible lipoprotein), osmY 










































Figure 3.7.  Relative concentration of amino acids responsive to oxidative stress.   











































Figure 3.8.  Relative concentration of glycolysis and TCA cycle metabolites responsive to 
oxidative stress. 












































Figure 3.9.  Relative concentration of glutathione and glutathione disulfide.   









Table 3.1.  Description of differentially expressed genes by time point and treatment. 
 















10 45 ffs -2.1 0.0003 cotranslational export 4.5S RNA component of Signal Recognition Particle (SRP) 
10 45 glyT -2.2 0.0001 tRNA glycine tRNA(UCC) 2, UGA suppression 
1, 10  45, 45 hisR -1.9, -2.0 0.0003 tRNA histidine tRNA(GUG) 
10 45 rnpB -1.9 0.0001 RNA modification subunit of RNase P; involved in tRNA and 4.5S RNA-processing 
10 45 selC -1.8 0.0085 tRNA selenocysteyl tRNA(UCA) (converted from serine tRNA) 
1, 10  30, 45 serV -1.5, -1.9 0.0012 tRNA serine tRNA(GCU) 3 
10 45 ssrA -1.6 0.0003 trans-translation tmRNA; tRNA-Ala and mRNA, tags proteins for degradation 
10 45 tyrU -1.8 0.0018 tRNA tyrosine tRNA(GUA) 2 




Chapter 4  
Cylindrospermopsis raciborskii Virus and Host: A New Genomically 








Cylindrospermopsis raciborskii is an invasive, filamentous, nitrogen-fixing cyanobacterium that 
forms frequent blooms in freshwater habitats.  While viruses play key roles in regulating the 
abundance, production, and diversity of their hosts in aquatic ecosystems, the viral ecology of C. 
raciborskii is almost unexplored, due in part to lack of genome sequences of viruses infecting it.  
To overcome this knowledge gap, we sequenced the genome of CrV, a previously isolated 
cyanosiphovirus, and its host C. raciborskii strain Cr2010.  Analyses indicates that CrV 
represents a distinct clade of siphoviruses infecting, and perhaps widely lysogenizing, 
filamentous cyanobacteria.  The CrV genome contains unique features that include an intact 
CRISPR array and a 12-kb inverted duplication.  Evidence suggests CrV recently lost ability to 
form lysogens and recently gained the ability to infect Cr2010.  The cyanobacterial host contains 
a CRISPR-Cas system with CRISPR spacers exactly matching protospacers within the inverted 
duplication of the CrV genome.  With these unique characteristics, CrV/Cr2010 offers an 








Cylindrospermopsis raciborskii is a filamentous, nitrogen-fixing cyanobacterium that forms 
frequent blooms in freshwater habitats (Antunes, et al., 2015).  Some strains produce 
cylindrospermopsins or saxitoxins, potent cytotoxins and neurotoxins respectively, while others 
are non-toxic.  C. raciborskii was initially described as a tropical/subtropical species (Padisák, 
1997), but over the past two decades, the number of studies reporting the presence of C. 
raciborskii in temperate locations has increased.  It is now a persistent member of freshwater 
phytoplankton communities in temperate regions of Europe, North and South America, Asia, 
Australia, and New Zealand (reviewed in Antunes, et al., 2015; Sinha, et al., 2012).  The 
consensus is that increasing temperatures are contributing to a range expansion of C. raciborskii 
into temperate ecosystems (Sinha, et al., 2012). 
 Identification of C. raciborskii as a producer of cytotoxins (Hawkins, et al., 1985) and its 
increasing importance as a nuisance bloom-former has driven a considerable research effort 
aimed at understanding the biological underpinnings of its success.  Its high phosphorus uptake 
capacity (Istvanovics, et al., 2000), opportunistic nitrogen-fixing ability (Burford, et al., 2006; 
Willis, et al., 2016), and tolerance of a wide range of temperatures (Briand, et al., 2004) are key 
physiological adaptations supporting its success as an invasive and competitive species 
(reviewed in Burford et al., 2016). 
 Viruses play key roles in regulating the abundance, production, and diversity of their 
hosts in both marine and freshwater ecosystems and heavily influence biogeochemical cycles 
(Weitz and Wilhelm, 2012).  It is becoming increasingly accepted that to understand the ecology 
of any aquatic microorganism, one must also study the viruses that infect them (Sullivan, et al., 
2017).  And while the physiological advantages of C. raciborskii over other phytoplankton are 
now clearer, an unanswered ecological question is how viruses shape C. raciborskii populations.  
Only three reports of viruses infecting C. raciborskii are available.  Two reports from Australia 
describe a siphovirus isolated from Lake Samsonvale (Pollard and Young, 2010) and four culture 
collection strains and two strains isolated from natural blooms that harbor inducible prophages 
(Steenhauer, et al., 2014).  In a third report, a cyanophage (CrV) infecting C. raciborskii was 




phages infecting C. raciborskii from blooms suggests that viruses play an important role in 
shaping bloom dynamics, as has been shown in Microcystis spp. (Steffen, et al., 2015; Yoshida, 
et al., 2008).  With so little known, the role of viruses in shaping C. raciborskii populations 
remains an open and exciting question. 
 Access to genome sequences allow deeper exploration of interactions between virus and 
host as demonstrated when Morimoto, et al. (2018) investigated Ma-LMM01 viral gene 
expression during infection of Microcystis aeruginosa.  Genome sequences can also be used to 
leverage metagenomic datasets to provide valuable ecological insight on abundance, distribution, 
or activity of viruses, as shown when Stough, et al. (2017) measured oscillating cycles of lytic 
and lysogenic gene expression of Ma-LMM01-like phages during a Microcystis bloom in Lake 
Tai.  Yet despite availability of limited isolates, we have no genomes of phages infecting C. 
raciborskii.  To close this knowledge gap, we sequenced and analyzed the genome of CrV, a 
previously isolated cyanosiphovirus (Steenhauer, et al., 2016), and its host C. raciborskii strain 
Cr2010.  Genomic insight suggests that CrV represents a distinct clade of siphoviruses infecting, 
and perhaps widely lysogenizing, filamentous cyanobacteria.  Its genome contains unique 
features that include an intact CRISPR array and a 12-kb inverted duplication.  To our surprise, 
the cyanobacterial host contains a CRISPR-Cas system with CRISPR spacers exactly matching 
protospacers within the inverted duplication of the CrV genome.  With these unique 
characteristics, CrV/Cr2010 offers an exciting system in which to investigate virus/host 
interactions in an ecologically relevant bloom-forming cyanobacterium. 
 
Methods 
Host Culturing and DNA Extraction 
Cylindrospermopsis raciborskii host strain Cr2010, which was isolated from Reeuwijkse Lakes 
in the Netherlands (Steenhauer, et al., 2016), was grown in 50 mL glass tubes in standard MLA 
medium (Bolch and Blackburn, 1996) at 26 °C under a 12 h light:dark cycle with an illumination 




fluorescence was measured using a TD-700 fluorometer (Turner Designs) as a proxy for biomass 
and cell concentration. 
 To extract host DNA, cells were collected on 5 µm pore-size polycarbonate filters and 
washed in 2 volumes of MLA medium to reduce the quantity of contaminating heterotrophic 
bacteria following the method of Sinha, et al. (2014).  DNA was extracted following the protocol 
described in Martin and Wilhelm (2018).  Briefly, cells were disrupted with lysozyme and 
treated with proteinase K.  DNA was extracted with phenol/chloroform, precipitated with sodium 
acetate and 100% ethanol, and washed with 70% alcohol.  DNA was quantified with a NanoDrop 
ND-1000 spectrophotometer and stored at -20 °C until sequencing. 
 
CrV Infection, Virus Purification, and DNA Extraction 
Cultures of C. raciborskii were infected with CrV by adding ~5 x 109 virus particles to 25 mL of 
exponentially growing cultures.  Lysis was determined by clearing of the cultures, which 
occurred in 2-3 days.  Viruses were enumerated using epifluorescence microscopy (Leica 
DM5500 B) and SYBR Green stain (Suttle and Fuhrman, 2010).  Viruses from 500 mL of pooled 
lysate were first concentrated to ~50 mL by tangential flow filtration using an Ultracel 30 kDa 
filter (EMD Millipore, Billerica, MA), then further concentrated by centrifugal filtration using 
Amicon Ultra-15 30-kDa filters (Merck Millipore, Cork, Ireland).  Viruses were dislodged from 
Amicon filters following the method of Brum (2016).  Approximately ~1.5 mL of SM phage 
buffer (Sambrook and Russell, 2001) were vortexed across the filter, removed, and the process 
repeated twice with fresh buffer. 
 Viruses were separated from contaminating bacteria and cellular debris via centrifugation 
in CsCl buoyant density gradients using established methods (Lawrence and Steward, 2010; 
Sambrook and Russell, 2001).  CsCl was added to Amicon filter concentrate (~4.5 mL) to a 
density of 1.45 g mL-1, which was loaded into OptiSeal 4.9 mL ultracentifuge tubes (Beckman 
Coulter, Brea, CA).  Tubes were centrifuged at 55,000 rpm overnight in a Beckman Coulter 
VTi80 rotor.  Viral bands were extracted by puncturing the bottom of the tube and controlling 




dialyzed away from particles against two changes of phage dialysis buffer (Sambrook and 
Russell, 2001) using Slide-A-Lyzer MINI dialysis devices (Thermo Scientific). 
 Dialyzed particles (in ~400 µL residual dialyzed buffer) were treated with 36 units of 
Turbo DNase and incubated at 37 °C for 1 h to remove contaminating bacterial DNA.  Virus 
particles were digested by incubating with 10 units of proteinase K for 1 h at 37 °C.  DNA was 
extracted with phenol/chloroform and precipitated with ethanol using standard methods 
(Sambrook and Russell, 2001).  DNA was quantified with a NanoDrop ND-1000 
spectrophotometer and stored at -20 °C until sequencing. 
 
Transmission Electron Microscopy of CrV Particles 
A sample solution of 3.5 µL was loaded onto a glow-discharged carbon-coated copper grid and 
incubated for 3 min.  Excess solution was blotted with filter paper.  The grid was stained three 
times with 10 µL of freshly prepared 2% uranyl acetate and dried overnight at room temperature.  
Samples were imaged at room temperature using a Hitachi H-7650 transmission electron 
microscope operated at an acceleration voltage of 80 kV with nominal magnification of 30,000x.  
Images were recorded on a CCD camera with 1.5 s exposure and printed with magnification of 
124,000x.  Sample preparation was performed at the University of Texas El Paso.  Electron 
microscopy was performed at the Microscopic Imaging Core Suite at New Mexico State 
University (Las Cruces, New Mexico). 
 
Sequencing and Genome Assembly 
DNA from host and CrV were sequenced at HudsonAlpha Institute for Biotechnology 
(Huntsville, AL).  DNA from the host and CrV were multiplexed and sequenced in a single lane 
as 250 bp paired-end reads on the Illumina MiSeq platform.  All reads from host and virus were 
trimmed for quality in CLC Genomics Workbench (v. 10.1.1) using a quality score of 0.02 and 
allowing zero ambiguous base calls.  The CrV genome was assembled using the CLC Genomics 
Workbench de novo assembler (v. 10.1.1).  Sanger sequencing of PCR amplicons for CrV 




Biosystems 3730 capillary sequencer.  For assembly of the host genome, quality trimmed host 
reads were assembled with the metaSPAdes assembler (Nurk, et al., 2017).  Nucleotide 
sequences of CrV and host were deposited in Genbank under the accession nos. 
 
Genome Annotation 
Genes in CrV were predicted with the GeneMark heuristic model (Besemer and Borodovsky, 
1999).  Blast2go (Conesa, et al., 2005) was used to annotate predicted genes in CrV and to re-
annotate segments of sequenced cyanobacterial genomes that harbored remnant prophages 
closely related to CrV.  Genes in the host genome were predicted and annotated using NCBI’s 
prokaryotic genome annotation pipeline (Tatusova, et al., 2016). 
 
Analysis of Metagenomic Data 
Biomass for the Lake Samsonvale (Australia) metagenome originated from 5 m integrated water 
samples collected near North Pine Dam from December 2014 to May 2015 (Willis et al., in 
prep).  Reads were assembled using MEGAHIT v1.0 with kmers = 33, 55, 77, and 99 (Li, et al., 
2016).  Reads were deposited in the Sequence Read Archive under accession no.  Reads from 
other metagenomes were assembled using the CLC Genomics Workbench de novo assembler 
using default settings.  Assembled metagenomes were searched using the tBLASTx algorithm 
with CrV sequences as query.  Contigs with significant alignment to CrV (E-value < 10-20) were 
extracted and annotated with Blast2go as described above.  Amino acid identity between 
reciprocal BLAST hit pairs from CrV and metagenome contigs was calculated with the 
Enveomics online toolbox (Rodriguez-R and Konstantinidis, 2016) 
 
Results and Discussion 
Cesium Chloride Purification and Infectivity 
The CrV particles were found to have an equilibrium buoyant density in CsCl of ~1.44 g mL-1.  
In every centrifugation run, CrV particles equilibrated into two distinct bands separated in the 




We performed an assay to determine if particles had different infectivity depending on CsCl 
band origin.  Bands were independently extracted from a single CsCl centrifuge tube and the 
particles dialyzed.  Particles from either the top and bottom bands were used to inoculate cultures 
at the same MOI (multiplicity of infection).  Cultures inoculated with particles from the top band 
showed a significant reduction in fluorescence due to lysing by ~40 h and were completely lysed 
at ~120 h (Figure 1).  This is consistent with the established infection cycle of 20-24 hr 
(Steenhauer, et al., 2016).  Cultures inoculated with particles from the bottom band increased in 
fluorescence similar to control for ~90 h with the first decrease in fluorescence due to lysis 
occurring at ~120 h.  The raw lysates were used as inoculum in another series of infections.  CrV 
particles in each of the lysate types were quantified and used to infect cultures at equal MOI.  In 
this infection cycle, cultures inoculated by different lysate types showed identical lysis patterns 
(Figure 1).  Lysed cultures from this second round of infection were concentrated and purified in 
CsCl gradients.  Each lysate type again produced both characteristic bands. 
 Two explanations may account for our observations.  First, natural variation may produce 
variable virus particles that partition cleanly based on buoyancy into two sub-populations.  For 
example, inefficient packaging of DNA that leaves a large subset of virions with more (or less) 
DNA could lead to a partitioning of the different subsets based on buoyancy.  Phages with a 
higher DNA/protein ratio would equilibrate at a higher density and produce a lower band in the 
CsCl gradient (Sambrook and Russell, 2001).  A second explanation is that concentration of 
lysate physically alters a subset of the CrV particles that leads to the distinct banding during 
centrifugation.  A candidate in this explanation is that tails are being broken during concentration 
of the lysates.  To test this hypothesis, we used transmission electron microscopy (TEM) to 
image particles from the two bands.  Counter to our expectation, the long whip-like tails of CrV 
seemed intact on particles from both bands (Figure 2), while the particles from the top band 
contained a higher percentage of tails ending in a spherical object that we presume is the 
baseplate.  While presence/absence of baseplates would explain differences in infectivity, it 
seems unlikely that it could explain differences in density, as the majority of particles from both 





Genome Structure and Content of CrV 
The morphological characteristics and infection cycle of CrV have been described (Steenhauer, 
et al., 2016).  CrV is a dsDNA bacteriophage with features that place it in the family 
Siphoviridae.  The complete genome is 104,363 bp, making it considerably larger than the 
average size (~70.6 kb) of cyanosiphoviruses in the NCBI RefSeq database, but only half the 
size of the largest cyanosiphovirus genome, Synechococcus phage S-SKS1 at 208 kb (NCBI 
Genbank NC_020851, unpublished).  The sequenced CrV genome size is consistent with an 
estimate of size using pulse-field gel electrophoresis (PFGE) (Steenhauer, et al., 2016).  Its GC 
content is 39%. 
 The genome contains 123 predicted open reading frames (ORFs) (Figure 3; Table 1).  
Forty-nine of these had recognizable homologues (defined as having a BLASTx E-value < 
0.001) in the NCBI nr protein database: all but one homologue produced an alignment E-value < 
10-6.  Twenty-nine genes (~23%) could be annotated with a predicted function; twenty ORFs 
(~16%) were annotated only as hypothetical proteins (Table 1).  As is often seen in viruses, 
many of the predicted ORFs (74, ~60%) had no hits in nr below the specified E-value cutoff.  
The percentage of CrV ORFs with no recognizable homologues is higher than the mean (~47%) 
but within the range (33-71%) of seven other characterized cyansiphoviruses, six of which were 
isolated from marine or estuarine habitats (Huang, et al., 2012; Ponsero, et al., 2013; Sullivan, et 
al., 2009) and one from the Baltic Sea (Coloma, et al., 2017). 
 Eighteen genes could be identified as of viral origin.  Of these, 10 code for structural 
proteins.  Six genes similar to lambdoid tail proteins cluster together, illustrating a genomic 
synteny conserved in siphoviruses (Figure 1).  Two genes (gp014, gp015) located on the negative 
strand, had similarity to virion structural proteins of the cyanophages S-TIM5 (Sabehi, et al., 
2012) and S-CBS4 (Huang, et al., 2012), respectively, and are likely capsid proteins.  One other 
structural protein, the lambdoid minor tail protein M (gp036), was encoded on the negative 
strand.  CrV has a long non-contractile tail of ~600 nm, and concomitantly, at 13,251 
nucleotides, the gene encoding the tape measure protein (gp064), which dictates the length of 
phage tails in sipho- and myoviruses, comprises ~13% of the CrV genome.  This protein contains 




viruses, Thermus thermophilus phages P74-26 and P23-45, at 5,006 and 5,002 amino acids, 
respectively (Minakhin, et al., 2008). 
 Three viral genes (gp017, gp046, gp095) encode proteins involved in transcriptional 
regulation.  All appear to be lambda-like repressors with each containing a Cro/C1-type DNA 
binding domain.  Two viral genes function in DNA replication/packaging: the terminase large 
subunit (gp003) and an adenine-specific methyltransferase (gp096).  The three remaining viral 
genes encode a putative phage-associated protein and two copies of an unusual putative class 3 
lipase that is similar to genes found in cyanophages P-SSM2 (Sullivan, et al., 2010) and P-SSM5 
(NCBI Genbank HQ632825.1, unpublished).  Class 3 lipases hydrolyze the ester bonds of 
triglycerides to form diglycerides, monoglycerides, and/or glycerol plus free fatty acids 
(Marchler-Bauer, et al., 2014).  Their specific function during phage infection has not been 
determined. 
 
Auxilliary Metabolic Genes and Genetic Exchange Between Hosts and CrV 
The CrV genome is highly mosaic, with large segments that appear to be of cyanobacterial origin 
(Figure 4), consistent with frequent genetic exchange between viruses and hosts (Hatfull and 
Hendrix, 2011).  Twenty-six (~20%) of the predicted ORFs in the CrV genome are similar to 
genes in cyanobacteria, while five are similar to genes in heterotrophic bacteria.  Filamentous 
cyanobacterial species appear to be the origin of all cyanobacterial-like genes.  Genes involved 
in DNA metabolism are well represented in the subset of those cyanobacteria-like genes with 
known function.  The alpha subunit of the ribonucleoside triphosphate reductase (RNR) protein 
is more similar to homologues found in strains of Nostocalean cyanobacteria than to the RNR 
versions found in other viruses (Figure 5).  Phylogenetic location of this gene suggests that CrV 
acquired an RNR gene ancestral to the version found in the host, but that this acquisition took 
place in the recent evolutionary past, as the sequences are not highly divergent.  RNR is 
frequently found in marine cyanomyoviruses and cyanopodoviruses (Perez Sepulveda, et al., 
2016; Rohwer, et al., 2000; Sakowski, et al., 2014).  RNR genes have been reported in 
cyanosiphoviruses, e.g., Synechococcus phages S-SKS1 and S-CBS2 (Huang, et al., 2012), but 




deaminase is more similar to orthologues in the host than versions in other viruses (Figure 6).  In 
this case, the topology of the trees suggests that a divergence in the ancestral dCTP deaminase 
gene occurred between C. raciborskii and other Nostocalean species prior to acquisition from the 
host.  Phylogenetic patterns in both RNR and dCTP deaminase genes hint that CrV only recently 
gained the ability to infect C. raciborskii.  Other genes involved in DNA metabolism that are 
similar to cyanobacteria homologues include RNA polymerase sigma F, DNA translocase, and 
DNA helicase, although the phylogenetic relationship among these genes is less clear (Figures 7-
9). 
 As noted earlier, five genes in the CrV genome appear to be of heterotrophic bacterial 
origin.  Two of the five (gp070 and gp121) are actually a single gene found in the inverted repeat 
region and are thus found as two copies in the CrV genome.  This gene is a predicted 
hypothetical protein and has low similarity to its closest nr protein hit (BLASTx E-value = 1.7 e-
10).  A third gene (gp012) is also a predicted hypothetical protein.  gp002 is most similar to a 
chromosome partitioning protein containing a ParB domain.  The last of the five bacterial-like 
genes, gp100, is a DNA methyltransferase highly similar (BLASTx E-value = 1.6 e-123) to those 
found in restriction modification systems. 
 
Terminase Large Subunit Phylogeny 
Amino acid sequence of the terminase large subunit protein (TerL) can be used to predict DNA 
packaging strategy (Casjens, et al., 2005) and is commonly used to examine phylogeny of 
phages (Chenard, et al., 2016; Huang, et al., 2012; Sullivan, et al., 2009).  Placement of the CrV 
terminase sequence into a phylogenetic tree of sequences of phages whose DNA packaging 
strategies are known indicates that the CrV uses a T4-like headful packaging strategy and that 
the genome is circularly permuted (Figure 10) (Merrill, et al., 2016).  While clustering of CrV 
TerL into this group is only moderately supported by bootstrapping, additional lines of evidence 
from high-throughput sequencing, including wrap-around reads, consistent read depth, no drop 
of read depth near terL, all support the headful packaging strategy and circular permutation 




 To place CrV into an evolutionary context, its TerL amino acid sequence was included in 
a phylogenetic tree with those of other cyanoviruses (Figure 11).  Comprising the tree are all 
sequenced freshwater cyanophages included in the NCBI RefSeq Viral Genome database (as of 
12/3/2017), representative marine cyanophages from each of the Caudovirales families, and 
several phages infecting cyanobacteria but not yet included in RefSeq.  The phylogeny of 
cyanophages inferred from this tree is largely consistent with that demonstrated by others 
(Huang, et al., 2012).  Marine cyanomyoviruses group tightly together into an almost 
monophyletic group while myoviruses infecting freshwater Microcystis form a distinctive 
cluster.  Marine and freshwater podoviruses each form well supported but distinct clusters.  
Cyanosiphoviruses fail to group together and are found distributed throughout this phylogeny in 
a manner similar to that shown by others (Huang, et al., 2015).  CrV is found in a highly 
supported and distinct group formed by it and a siphovirus isolated from the Baltic Sea that 
infects a strain of Nodularia (Coloma, et al., 2017), suggesting that CrV and NpeS-2AV2 are 
members of a possibly widely distributed and under-sampled clade of cyanosiphoviruses. 
 Homologues of CrV terL were found in the genomes of 15 cyanobacterial species.  Ten 
of these species are Nostocalean, two are filamentous but non-heterocystous, and three are 
unicellular.  These lingering terminase genes likely represent remnant prophages (Huang, et al., 
2012; Sullivan, et al., 2009) or perhaps failed infections.  Notably, no CrV-like terminase gene 
was found in any C. raciborskii genome.  The sequences of these CrV-like terminases plus two 
terminases identified in a metagenome (see below) were included in the phylogenetic tree.  As 
expected, these sequences form a strongly supported monophyletic clade (Figure 12).  In an 
interesting pattern, sequences from CrV, the metagenomes, and the Calothrix prophage form a 
distinct branch within this monophyletic group, which likely represents the different evolutionary 
trajectory of terL genes harbored in hosts vs. that of actively infecting viruses, or of recently 
infecting viruses in the case of Calothrix.  To better understand evolutionary relationships, we 
checked the topology of a tree of 16S rRNA genes from the cyanobacterial “hosts” of the CrV-
like terminases to that of the primary branch containing the CrV-like terminases.  The topology 
of the major branches of the two trees are largely congruent (Figure 13), indicating that the 





Evidence Supports a Recent Abandonment of the Lysogenic Lifestyle by CrV 
The CrV-like terL gene in the genome of Calothrix PCC7103 led us to investigate the region of 
the Calothrix genome harboring the gene.  This region was annotated as primarily hypothetical 
proteins (Shih, et al., 2013).  Re-annotation revealed a ~105-kb segment containing 20 phage-
specific genes including terminases, prophage-like repressors and anti-repressors, and structural 
proteins, all of which appear to be a nearly intact prophage (Figure 14).  No integrase gene could 
be recognized.  We obtained a culture of PCC7103 from the University of Texas culture 
collection and verified the presence of the prophage element via PCR.  Attempts to induce the 
prophage with protocols using mitomycin C (Steenhauer, et al., 2014) failed. 
 CrV-like terminases in 15 cyanobacteria plus the remnant prophage in Calothrix 
PCC7103 support the idea that CrV may represent a distinct clade of siphoviruses that once 
widely lysogenized filamentous cyanobacteria.  The CrV genome contains genes indicative of 
temperate phages, including Cro/C1-like repressors, although it is missing others, like integrase 
(Sullivan, et al., 2009).  This could be due either to our inability to identify recognizable 
homologues, or more likely that CrV lost the ability to form a lysogenic relationship.  Absence of 
CrV-like genes in sequenced strains of C. raciborskii (including the host, see below) and the 
phylogenetic pattern of acquired cyanobacterial-like genes by CrV, specifically RNR and dCTP 
(see above), are consistent with the idea that CrV gained the ability to infect C. raciborskii by 
means of lytic-only infection in recent evolutionary times. 
 The loss (or gain) of ability by an infecting phage to establish lysogeny alters the role 
played by the phage in influencing population structure of bloom-forming cyanobacteria.  The 
significance of this gain or loss is illustrated in a mechanism proposed to explain how 
cyanobacterial blooms maintain high cell concentrations amid a putative community of infecting 
phages (Stough, et al., 2017).  When viruses are present, formation of dense blooms increases the 
likelihood of virus-host contact and subsequent infection.  In the presence of lytic phages, 
blooms of susceptible cyanobacteria should rapidly yield to infection (Thingstad and Lignell, 
1997), yet observations frequently demonstrate otherwise.  With evidence of cycles in lytic vs. 
lysogenic viral gene expression during a Microcystis bloom, Stough, et al. (2017) proposed a 
link between lysogeny and host success, positing that a shift to lysogenic infection might offer 




could temporarily escape the “kill-the-winner” phenomenon, allowing prolonged periods of high 
cell concentration.  While hypothetical at this juncture, availability of the CrV genome provides 
the sequence necessary to investigate this concept in a group of phages that may widely 
lysogenize filamentous bloom-forming cyanobacteria. 
 
CrV Genome Contains a 12-kb Inverted Duplication 
The genome of CrV contains a 12,754-bp-long inverted duplication.  The repeat segments 
occupy positions 71,319-84,072 (arbitrarily designated as segment B) and 91,853-1:243 
(designated as segment B’) (Figure 3, Figure 4).  A 7,780 bp non-duplicated segment (designated 
as C) separates the inverted repeats.  Four independent lines of evidence were used to confirm 
the presence of the inverted duplication and rule out their being an artifact of assembly.  Initial 
assembly resulted in four contigs arbitrarily labeled A-D.  In all cases, mapping reads to the 
original assembled contigs consistently produced a depth of coverage precisely 2-fold greater in 
contig B than in other contigs.  This was the first indication of a possible collapsed repeat.  
Primers were designed to amplify outward from the end of all contigs to deduce contig 
connectivity.  Sanger sequencing was used to sequence PCR amplicons, which were aligned to 
the contigs.  In each case, the amplicons produced exact alignment overlaps establishing contig 
connectivity.  If the inverted duplications and their predicted arrangement were correct, then a 
single primer targeting the proximal ends of segments B and B’ should amplify across segment C 
and produce an amplicon ~8,000 bp long, which would represent the length of segment C plus 
twice the distance of the primer annealing site from the end of segments B/B’.  Primer B2-R (5’-
gtctctgcaagctctatgg-3’) was designed to test this conjecture.  PCR using this single primer and an 
aliquot of the same CrV DNA used in sequencing produced the predicted amplicon size of 8,356 
bp.  If segment B is duplicated in the genome, then unique genes located in segment B should 
exist in a copy number twice that of unique genes located outside of this segment.  qPCR primers 
were designed to target unique genes in segment B (gp083 or gp108), segment C (gp097), and in 
a region outside of either of these (gp064).  Using qPCR across a range of CrV DNA template 
concentrations, primers targeting segment B produced a Ct precisely 1 cycle less than either of 




(Steenhauer, et al., 2016).  Segment B existing as inverted repeats results in a genome size 
consistent with this estimate.  The length of contigs A-D without a duplicated B would result in a 
genome size of ~91.6 kb, notably less than estimated by PFGE. 
 The genetic content of the duplicated segment is intriguing.  Segment B’ contains 24 
predicted ORFs.  Twenty-three of these genes (all except gp125) are repeated in segment B.  
Gp125 is not repeated as a predicted ORF in segment B due to its genomic context.  Three genes 
with predicted function are present in the B/B’ segment: dCTP deaminase, lipase, and an 
essential recombination protein.  The deaminase and recombination protein resolved as 
cyanobacterial-like (see above).  The origin of the lipase was assigned as viral but is uncertain.  
Homologues occur in other viral genomes, but may actually be of bacterial origin.  The B/B’ 
segment also contains 19 predicted ORFs with no hits in the nr database, providing no 
information on origin.  It is possible these are virus-like but with no annotated homologues yet 
present in the nr database. 
 CrV’s genomic structure and the separation of the particles in CsCl show superficial 
parallels to traits of defective interfering (DI) viruses (Perrault, 1981).  Some DI viruses, e.g. the 
“hairpin” and “copyback” forms, can have inverted duplications of genomic segments coupled 
with large deletions of other regions of the genome.  Production of DI viruses can result in sub-
populations of virions that vary in amounts of nucleic acid packaged, which in turn can lead to 
differential separation in CsCl centrifugation (Marriott and Dimmock, 2010).  Research in DI 
viruses has focused on animal RNA viruses, but DI particles have been described in phage M13, 
a filamentous ssDNA phage infecting Escherichia coli (Enea and Zinder, 1975; Marriott and 
Dimmock, 2010).  We found no reports of DI viruses among phages of the Caudovirales.  
Identification of host CRISPR-spacer sequence matches in the CrV genome (the protospacers) 
which are located in the duplicated regions of the CrV genome lead to the preliminary hypothesis 
that loss of the duplicated region would allow escape from a host CRISPR-Cas system.  In 
addition, if the inverted duplication in CrV is unstable, loss of the duplication during viral 
replication could lead to physical separation in CsCl.  The DI concept could also potentially 
explain differential infectivity of top vs. bottom band particles.  Even though initial qPCR data 





CrV Genome Encodes a CRISPR Array 
A CRISPR array was identified in the genome of CrV using the online tool CRISPRFinder 
(Grissa, et al., 2007b).  Presence of the CRISPR sequence was confirmed with PCR and Sanger 
sequencing.  The CRISPR was located just downstream of a putative phage associated protein 
(gp097) in the region located between the inverted duplications (Figure 3).  The five direct 
repeats (DR) were 37-bp long and highly conserved, with the distal three repeats suffering 
degeneration and increasing departure from the consensus sequence.  The DR sequences had no 
significant matches to RNA families in the Rfam database (Kalvari, et al., 2017) and had no hits 
in either the CRISPRdb (Grissa, et al., 2007a) or NCBI non-redundant (nr) nucleotide database.  
The DR sequence was not similar to CRISPR arrays in the host (see below), making the host an 
unlikely source of the array.  The first two spacers were 39 bp long and were identical.  The third 
and fourth spacers were 31 and 36 bp and unrelated to the others.  None of the CrV spacer 
sequences had significant matches in the nr nucleotide database.  No Cas-like proteins were 
identified in CrV. 
 A CRISPR array has been reported in the genome cyanophage N-1, a myovirus which 
infects Nostoc sp. PCC7210 (Chenard, et al., 2016).  To our knowledge, this is the only other 
instance of a CRISPR being found in a cyanophage genome.  The CRISPR array in N-1 was 
structurally similar to that of CrV.  The N-1 array contains four spacers with 37 bp DRs.  Like 
CrV, the N-1 spacers had no significant matches in the nr nucleotide database, a common 
observation across the entirety of CRISPR spacers analyzed (Shmakov, et al., 2017).  No cas 
genes were found in the N-1 genome.  In contrast, the two viral CRISPRs were dissimilar in DR 
sequence.  The DRs in N-1 were similar to the DR5 family, which is common in cyanobacteria, 
and were most similar to those in filamentous cyanobacteria, indicating the likely source of the 
N-1 array and providing additional evidence for the horizontal transfer of CRISPRs via viruses 
(Chenard, et al., 2016; Makarova, et al., 2015). 
 CRISPR arrays have been reported in viruses and prophages in a couple of additional 
systems.  In a remarkable example, a myovirus infecting Vibrio cholerae encoded its own 
CRISPR-Cas system that targeted a phage inducible genomic island in the host (Seed, et al., 
2013).  Inhibition of this island by the virus CRISPR-Cas system allowed successful phage 




the virus.  In this case, the myovirus encoded a complete CRISPR-Cas locus containing two 
CRISPR arrays and six cas genes.  In a second system, strains of Clostridium difficile are 
commonly lysogenized and a study found that at least 10 prophages (and all C2-like prophages) 
identified across several C. difficile strains contained CRISPR arrays (Hargreaves, et al., 2014).  
In a compelling contrast, no C2-like phages isolated from lytic propagation contained arrays.  
The prophage arrays contained spacers with exact matches to protospacers of other C. difficile-
infecting phages. 
 Benefit to the Vibrio phage of harboring CRISPRs was directly demonstrated, but this 
system is unique in that the phage also contained a complement of cas genes (Seed, et al., 2013).  
However, processing by a host Cas system of CRISPR RNAs from prophage arrays has been 
demonstrated (Soutourina, et al., 2013), setting up a straightforward and easy to visualize 
mechanism in which CRISPRs could afford a fitness advantage to the possessing prophage by 
influencing and perhaps preventing infections by other phage (Hargreaves, et al., 2014).  In the 
case of lytic viruses, use of the host Cas system to process viral CRISPR RNAs could potentially 
protect against co-infection (Chenard, et al., 2016).  Indeed, Chenard and colleagues 
demonstrated that the N-1 CRISPR was transcribed during active infection and that the host 
contains a CRISPR-Cas system. 
 If possessing CRISPRs offers a distinct fitness advantage, one might expect the presence 
of CRISPRs within genomes of phages to be more prevalent.  It is possible, though, that a 
CRISPR affords little if any fitness advantage to the possessor.  In this scenario, CRISPRs might 
simply be ephemeral occupants of phage genomes, which could explain their apparently low 
prevalence.  In this case, the primary contribution of phage CRISPRs might be to vaccinate new 
members of a microbial community against specific phage infection through horizontal gene 
transfer (Chenard, et al., 2016; Makarova, et al., 2015).  Demonstrating a fitness advantage in 
lytic phages would provide exciting clarification on the role of CRISPRs in phage genomes. 
 
Presence of CrV-like Viruses in Nature 
To gauge the prevalence of CrV-like viruses in nature, we examined publicly available 




finding CrV-like viruses would be greatest in environments with a significant presence of 
Cylindrospermopsis or closely related species, but were able to identify only one dataset meeting 
this profile, that of a metagenome collected from Lake Samsonvale (Australia) during a C. 
raciborskii bloom (Willis et al., in prep).  From this dataset, we identified six viral contigs 
ranging in size from ~4,500 to12,500 bp and with surprisingly high similarity to CrV.  The 
annotated contigs contain a total of 53 predicted genes (Table 2) and align with almost perfect 
synteny and congruent annotations across nearly the entire first half of the CrV genome (Figure 
15).  In contig 2, two small genes have no homologues in CrV while two homologous genes are 
inverted relative to CrV (Figure 15).  The 51 homologous genes share an average amino acid 
identity of ~77% (range of 46-96%) with cognate genes in CrV.  The metagenome contigs fail to 
align to three small segments across the first ~56 kbp of the CrV genome.  These unaligned 
segments span genes gp009-12, gp038-39, and gp054-55.  The Lake Samsonvale metagenome 
specifically targeted the cell fraction, thus sample collection was biased against collection of 
virus particles.  It is possible sample collection that included the viral fraction might have 
resulted in reads spanning the coverage gaps of the CrV genome.  Somewhat surprisingly, given 
the congruence described above, no contigs aligning to the latter half of the CrV genome were 
identified.  This points to the uniqueness of the CrV genome and begs two questions.  Does the 
metagenome virus have additional genomic content unidentifiable due to lack of a cognate query 
sequence in the CrV genome?  A corollary question is whether the latter half of the CrV genome 
contains genes necessary for successful infection.  Characterizing viruses from 
Cylindrospermopsis blooms in Lake Samsonvale Australia offers an exciting opportunity in 
comparative viral genomics. 
 Collectively, the Lake Samsonvale metagenome demonstrates convincingly that CrV-like 
viruses occur in Cylindrospermopsis blooms in Australia.  Closely related viruses occurring in 
blooms on opposite sides of the globe, while remarkable, is consistent with reports from both 
marine and freshwater systems (Holmfeldt, et al., 2013; Sabehi, et al., 2012; Short and Suttle, 
2005).  A recent study demonstrated that viruses are dispersed across distant ecosystems via 
atmospheric transport and deposition of dust and aerosolized particles of marine origin, 
providing a compelling explanation for this commonly observed phenomenon (Reche, et al., 




suggests that the ancestral viruses must have dispersed in fairly recent evolutionary time 
(Breitbart and Rohwer, 2005). 
 We found no evidence of CrV-like viruses in metagenomes targeting the viral fraction in 
freshwater lakes in France (Roux, et al., 2012) or Taiwan (Tseng, et al., 2013).   Likewise, 
metatranscriptomes targeting the cell-fraction of Microcystis-dominated blooms in Lake Tai 
(China) (Stough, et al., 2017) and in Lake Erie (Davenport, 2016; Steffen, et al., 2017) provided 
no evidence of CrV-like viruses.  Nevertheless, highly similar homologues of several CrV 
auxiliary metabolic genes of cyanobacterial origin were consistently present in the Lake Tai and 
Lake Erie metatranscriptomes and were represented by a high number of reads.  These include: 
ribonucleoside reductase (gp060; tBLASTx E-value = 0), dCTP deaminase (gp067 and gp124; 
E-value < 1-34), and RNA polymerase sigma factor 70 (gp025; E-value < 1-20).  This strengthens 
the idea either that, 1) these genes are of cyanobacterial origin or, 2) that they are AMGs within 
genomes of diverse and widespread viruses associated with cyanobacterial blooms.  In addition, 
a homologue of the restriction modification-like DNA methyltransferase (gp100) was present in 
both viral metagenomes (E-values < 2-88) and in Lake Tai and Lake Erie metatranscriptomes (E-
value = 7-113 and 2-19 respectively), indicating a ubiquitous distribution and presumably an 
important metabolic role. 
 The inability to detect CrV-like viruses in Lake Erie or Lake Tai may not be surprising.  
Cylindrospermopsis has been observed in Lake Erie with a pattern suggesting that it is regularly 
introduced but fails to gain appreciable numbers (NOAA, 2012).  While Cylindrospermopsis is 
detected sporadically across southern China, it comprises a negligible component of the 
Microcystis-dominated cyanobacterial community in Lake Tai, if detected at all (Jiang, et al., 
2017; Jiang, et al., 2014; Wilhelm, et al., 2011; Ye, et al., 2009).  That CrV-like viruses were 
present in Cylindrospermopsis blooms and absent from Microcystis-dominated blooms provides 
anecdotal evidence that CrV-like viruses are associated with Cylindrospermopsis blooms.  These 
observations highlight the need for additional sampling of Cylindrospermopsis blooms to better 
understand the distribution of CrV-like viruses and the viral ecology of filamentous bloom-





General Features of Cylindrospermopsis raciborskii Cr2010 Genome 
C. raciborskii strain Cr2010 was isolated from Reeuwijkse Lakes (Netherlands) in 2010 and is 
the only known host of CrV (Steenhauer, et al., 2016).  Steenhauer and colleagues tested the host 
range of CrV against eight isolates of filamentous cyanobacteria.  One was a strain of C. 
raciborskii also isolated from Reeuwijkse Lakes and is likely similar to Cr2010, as the genomes 
of co-occuring strains of C. raciborskii have been shown to be highly similar but with enough 
variation to produce distinguishable phenotypes (Willis, et al., 2018).  Four isolates were C. 
raciborskii strains isolated from Australia.  Others tested were isolates of Aphanizomenon skujae 
and Anabaenopsis cunningtonii, both of which were isolated from Reeuwijkse Lakes.  A marine 
species, Geitlerinema sp. was also tested.  All tested isolates were resistant to infection by CrV. 
 To establish a fully characterized virus/host experimental system, we sequenced the 
genome of Cr2010 using the Illumina MiSeq platform producing 250-bp paired-end reads to a 
sequencing depth of ~700 fold.  General features of the assembled draft genome are shown in 
Table 3.  The assembled genome is 3.55 Mb comprising 89 contigs with an N50 of 88,166 bp 
and L50 of 12 contigs.  The G+C content was 40.1%.  CheckM (Parks, et al., 2015) indicated the 
assembled genome to be ~99% complete with no more than 0.22% contamination.  The genome 
size of Cr2010 is within the range of but is notably smaller than the median size of the 20 
previously sequenced strains.  Genome size of sequenced strains ranges from 4.18 to 3.40 Mb for 
CS-506 and CENA303, respectively, with a median of 3.87 Mb.  Two Brazilian strains, 
CENA302 and CENA303, have genomes smaller than Cr2010 (Abreu, et al., 2018).  The G+C 
content of sequenced strains is 40.1-40.3%. 
 The Cr2010 genome contains a total of 3,252 predicted genes of which 3,038 are intact 
protein-coding sequences.  Approximately 77% of proteins (2,469 genes) are annotated with 
some predicted function.  Protein-coding sequences among previously sequenced strains range 
from 3,560 to 2,280 with a median of 3,416.  Cr2010 has 40 tRNAs and one complete rRNA 
gene operon plus an additional orphaned 5S rRNA gene. 
 Genome similarity of C. raciborskii strains cluster based on geographic origin, with those 
of similar origin having the highest similarity, as might be expected (see below for phylogenetic 
comparison of geographic strains).  For example, the Brazilian strains MVCC14 (NCBI WGS# 




nucleotide identity, while CENA302 and CS505 (WGS# LYXA01), a strain from Australia, 
share 70.7% identity (Benson, et al., 2013).  At the time of this writing, the genome sequence of 
Cr2010 had not been uploaded to NCBI, so nucleotide identity calculated against other 
sequenced C. raciborskii strains were not available. 
 
Phylogenetic Distribution of Sequenced Strains of C. raciborskii 
The phylogeny of C. raciborskii has been examined extensively in recent years producing 
generally harmonious results demonstrating that C. raciborskii strains cluster strongly based on 
geographic origin (Abreu, et al., 2018; Moreira, et al., 2015; Neilan, et al., 2003; Wu, et al., 
2011).  Reconstructions based on16S rRNA genes and concatenations of conserved proteins are 
largely congruent (Abreu, et al., 2018; Shih, et al., 2013).  A phylogenetic of 16S rRNA genes 
and that includes Cr2010 recapitulates earlier work showing that strains cluster primarily by 
geographic origin (Figure 16).  Cr2010 clusters with European strains.  Several European strains, 
e.g. PMC 98.14 (France) and LMEYCA 130 (Portugal) (Moreira, et al., 2015), had partial 16S 
rRNA gene sequences identical to Cr2010 and are not included.  Sequenced strains (denoted by 
asterisks) originate almost entirely from Australia and South America.  An additional nine strains 
from Australia have been sequenced (Willis, et al., 2018), but are not shown in the tree due to 
incomplete 16S rRNA genes in the assemblies.  A single strain from Asia, Cylindrospermopsis 
sp. CR12 (Singapore), is sequenced, but likewise is not included due to incomplete 16S rRNA 
genes.  Cr2010 is the only European strain sequenced to date, and no strains from Africa or 
North American are yet sequenced.  There is a rich opportunity to expand genomic knowledge of 
this nuisance species by improving the geographic (and phylogenetic) distribution of sequenced 
strains (Shih, et al., 2013). 
 
CRISPR-Cas Systems in Cr2010. 
Cr2010 harbors six CRISPR arrays (Figure 17).  The general features of CRISPR arrays are 
provided in Figure 18.  The CRISPRs vary in length, possessing between 8 and 49 spacers.  The 




groups based on the DR consensus sequence.  Arrays 3 and 4 had identical consensus sequences 
that varied by a single nucleotide from that of array 1 (Figure 18).  In similar fashion, arrays 5 
and 6 had identical DR sequences that varied at two positions from that of array 2.  The leader 
sequence was highly conserved across all arrays and was used in establishing transcriptional 
orientation of the arrays (Jansen, et al., 2002).  Downstream sequences were not conserved.  No 
DR consensus sequences had significant hits to models in the Rfam database (Kalvari, et al., 
2017).  DR consensus sequences from all arrays had perfect BLASTn alignments to repeats in 
CRISPR arrays found in Raphidiopsis curvata NIES-932, but surprisingly to no other 
cyanobacterial sequences in the NCBI non-redundant (nr) nucleotide database. 
 In the following discussion, a “spacer” refers to the sequence found in the host CRISPR.  
A “protospacer” is a sequence found in the targeted virus genome and is the cognate of the 
respective spacer.  Spacer #1 in host CRISPR-2 (spacer 2.1) is 35 bp long and is an exact match 
to a protospacer (protospacer 2.1) in the CrV genome.  CRISPR-2 was found adjacent to Type 
III-B cas genes (Figure 17).  Type III systems typically do not require a protospacer adjacent 
motif (PAM) for successful interference, so protospacer 2.1 is a bona fide protospacer.  Spacer 
#1 in host CRISPR-5 (spacer 5.1) is 38 bp long and aligns to a putative protospacer (protospacer 
5.1) in the CrV genome with two mismatches that occur at spacer positions 17 and 34.  CRISPR-
5 was orphaned on its respective contig with no flanking cas genes.  As such, we were unable to 
classify this CRISPR type.  A conservative approach in identifying possible protospacer matches 
would be to assume CRISPR-5 is of Type I, which requires PAM sequences in the targeted virus 
genome and an exact sequence match within an 8 bp “seed” sequence (Semenova, et al., 2011).  
The mismatches in protospacer 5.1 are found in the distal region of the spacer outside of the 
potential seed sequence where multiple mismatches can be tolerated without interfering with the 
immunity function of CRISPR-Cas (Semenova, et al., 2011).  However, with only one 
protospacer sequence, we were unable to identify or confirm the presence of PAM consensus 
sequences.  We therefore identify protospacer 5.1 as putative.  Somewhat surprisingly, both CrV 
protospacer locations fall within the large inverted repeat of the CrV genome (Figure 4.3).  Thus 
there are four putative protospacer locations in the CrV genome that are targeted by the Cr2010 




in gp077/gp114.  Neither of these predicted genes had significant BLASTx hits in the nr protein 
database.  No other CRISPR spacers had significant hits in the nr nucleotide database. 
 Two Type III-B CRISPR-Cas loci and one Type I-D loci were identified in Cr2010, each 
located on separate contigs (Figure 17).  These loci include CRISPR arrays.  Additional cas 
genes indicative of Type III-B and Type I-D systems were identified on four additional contigs 
(Figure 17).  Three CRISPR arrays (3, 5, 6) are orphaned on their respective contigs with no 
flanking cas genes.  In each of these cases, the CRISPR arrays reside near the end of a contig.  
This observation has been reported by others and is likely due in part to assembly failures near 
highly repetitive regions (Willis, et al., 2018; Yang, et al., 2015). 
 Makarova, et al. (2015) annotated a cas locus as complete if it contains all genes 
necessary to assemble the multisubunit crRNA-effector complex for its respective type.  By this 
criterion, no cas locus in Cr2010 is complete.  At one Type III-B locus (node_70), cas1, cas2, 
cmr2, cmr4, cmr6 plus CRISPR-1 were identified.  The other Type III-B locus (node_96) 
contained only cmr2, two unclassified CRISPR-associated proteins (cas) and CRISPR-2.  Two 
other contigs (node_6 and contig_13) unassociated with CRISPR arrays contained assorted Type 
III-B cas genes: cmr2, cmr4, and two cas were found on contig_13; an orphaned cas2 was found 
at the terminus of node_6.  cmr5, the small subunit of the crRNA-effector complex in Type III-B 
systems, could not be identified.  The Type I-D loci were less complete.  cas6, cas5, and cas7 
were found in an operon on one contig (Figure 17), while another contained a single putative 
highly divergent cas3’.  CRISPR-4 was found on a contig possessing a pseudogene (due to 
frameshift mutation) of an additional copy of the highly divergent cas3’.  Notably, no variants of 
cas3’’/cas10d or csc3/cas10d, components that make up the effector complex, were identified. 
CrV efficiently, reproducibly, and completely lyses cultures of Cr2010.  We were therefore 
surprised to observe that Cr2010 has a CRISPR-Cas system arrayed against CrV, putatively 
targeting four sites in the viral genome.  In experimental systems, a functional CRISPR-Cas 
system targeting a single protospacer of a virus can reduce host sensitivity to infection by ~105-
106-fold (Maniv, et al., 2016; Semenova, et al., 2011), while a system targeting two or more 
spacers can reduce host sensitivity by an additional order of magnitude (Barrangou, et al., 2007).  
In the CrV/Cr2010 system, we do not yet have techniques for plaque assays or have access to 




system.  Thus, we have no experimental evidence quantifying the immunity or lack thereof 
afforded by the presence of CRISPR arrays targeting the CrV genome.  However, the 
consistency of infection and Cr2010’s apparent lack of immunity to CrV at least hints at 
something unusual in this virus/host system.  The simplest explanation is that the Cr2010 
CRISPR-Cas immune system does not function properly.  It is possible that CrV lacks a PAM 
potentially needed for interference by Type I CRISPR-Cas systems (i.e., spacer 5.1), but this 
would not explain the apparent lack of interference expected by the Type III system (i.e., spacer 
2.1). 
 The adaptation module proteins (cas1 and cas2) are present and appear functional based 
on evidence of spacer incorporation.  Incorporation of new spacers into a CRISPR array 
generally occurs in a directional manner, with the newest spacers being added to the array 
proximal to the leader, thus providing a chronologic record of exposure to foreign DNA 
(Barrangou, et al., 2007; Rath, et al., 2015).  The most recent spacer incorporated into CRISPR-2 
(and putatively CRISPR-5) is from a CrV protospacer, demonstrating that this part of the system 
was operable in the recent history of Cr2010. 
 The adaptation module can function independently of the expression and interference 
modules, so recent spacer incorporation is not evidence of a functional CRISPR-Cas system 
(Yosef, et al., 2012).  CRISPR-2 is found within a Type III-B locus.  Cmr5 is a component of the 
Type III-B multi-subunit effector complex and no homolog to the cmr5 gene was found in 
Cr2010, raising speculation about the competence of this system.  It is entirely possible that the 
function of Cmr5 is provided by an as yet poorly characterized cas gene or by a domain fused to 
other Cas proteins (Makarova, et al., 2015).  There were no reports of the cmr5 gene among the 
Type III-B loci in the nine Australian C. raciborskii genomes recently sequenced (Willis, et al., 
2018), suggesting that a cryptic protein may provide this function. 
 For Type I-D systems, the Csc3/Cas10d protein is the large subunit of the effector 
complex.  No gene encoding this protein could be identified in Cr2010.  An important difference 
exists here relative to cmr5 and that is that csc3/cas10d genes are found among Type I-D loci in 
all nine Australian C. raciborskii strains.  This increases the likelihood that absence of 
csc3/cas10d represents a gene loss that renders the Type I-D system non-functional.  CRISPR-




system can be provided by proteins, perhaps cryptic, encoded elsewhere in a genome (Makarova, 
et al., 2015).  Additionally, there is always the possibility that a given gene is located in a region 
of the genome that fails to assemble and is thus masked from analysis.  While it is difficult to 
draw firm conclusions from analsyes of this nature, the collective evidence outlined above raises 
doubt about the functionality of at least the Type I-D system and any immunity it may offer.  We 
were unable to find studies that document presence/absence of the necessary complement of cas 
genes in sequenced genomes with which to compare our results. 
 
Biosynthetic Gene Clusters in Cr2010 
Collectively, cyanobacteria produce a great diversity of toxic secondary metabolites and 
bioactive compounds, many of which are products of non-ribosomal peptide synthase (NRPS) or 
polyketide synthase (PKS) pathways (Welker and von Dohren, 2006).  Using the antiSMASH 
web-server (Weber, et al., 2015), we identified two NRPS biosynthetic gene clusters in the 
Cr2010 genome.  One cluster encodes a single multidomain NRPS module containing one 
condensation and one acyl-carrier protein domain, and two adenylation domains, one with 
substrate specificity for glycine and one for isoleucine.  This NRPS cluster remains cryptic.  The 
second NRPS cluster encodes the hassallidin biosynthetic pathway.  As originally described in 
Anabaena sp. 90, the hassillidin gene cluster is comprised of the 26 genes hasA-Z (Vestola, et 
al., 2014).  Despite this, C. raciborskii CS-505, containing the homologous genes 
hasACDEFLMNOQTUVYZ, was shown to produce a structural variant of hassallidin, reducing 
the number of proteins required in the pathway to 15.  Cr2010 contains nearly identical 
homologues (average amino acid identity of 97%; range 89-100%) of all the CS-505 has genes 
except hasC, which encodes a methyltransferase and is a putative hassallidin tailoring enzyme 
(Vestola, et al., 2014).  The Cr2010 cluster also contains homologs to the Anabaena sp. 90 genes 
hasBKP, which are absent in CS-505.  hasBKP encode an alpha-amylase, a transporter, and an 
epimerase, respectively.  Given this, Cr2010 is predicted to produce a variant of hassillidin. 
 Cr2010 lacks the pathways involved in the biosynthesis of cylindrospermopsin or 
saxitoxin.  This conforms to the established phylo-geographic distribution of 




cylindrospermopsin-producing strains have been isolated only from Australia, New Zealand, and 
Asia, while saxitoxin-producing strains have only been found in Brazil (Antunes, et al., 2015). 
 
Conclusion 
CrV is a siphovirus that infects C. raciborskii strain Cr2010.  CrV is unique in that its genome 
contains both a 12-kb inverted duplication and an intact CRISPR array.  CrV appears to represent 
a distinct clade of siphoviruses that infects and perhaps widely lysogenizes filamentous 
cyanobacteria.  Distribution of remnant CrV-like genes and phylogenetic analysis of acquired 
cyanobacterial-like genes suggest that our CrV isolate recently loss capacity for a lysogenic 
lifestyle and recently acquired the ability to infect C. raciborskii Cr2010.  Viruses with high 
genetic identity to CrV, albeit lacking the 12-kb inverted duplicated region, are present in 
metagenomes of C. raciborskii blooms in Australia, demonstrating the recent and wide dispersal 
of ancestral viruses.  Consequently, the CrV genome provides a new sequence within a phage 
group that is ideally positioned to investigate the role of lysogeny vs. lytic infections during 
cyanobacterial blooms.  The CrV host contains a CRISPR-Cas system with spacers targeting 
protospacers in the duplicated region of the CrV genome.  The host CRISPR-Cas system appears 
ineffective against CrV infection for, as yet, undetermined reasons, but possibly due to lack of 
key cas genes.  These characteristics make CrV/Cr2010 a potentially valuable system in which to 
investigate virus/host interactions in an important bloom-forming cyanobacterium. 
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Figure 4.1.  Diagram and results of infectivity assays of CrV particles extracted from the top vs. bottom band of CsCl gradient.   
Cultures were infected at equal MOI with particles from either the top or bottom CsCl bands and lysis monitored (shown in graph 












































Figure 4.2.  Transmission electron micrographs of CrV particles.   
Transmission electron micrographs of CrV particles isolated from the top band (A) or bottom 
band (B).  Note spherical objects assumed to be baseplates visible at end of tails of particles from 











































Figure 4.3.  Genome map of Cylindrospermopsis raciborskii Virus (CrV).   













































Figure 4.4.  Genome map of CrV showing likely origin of genes and mosaic nature of 





















































Figure 4.5.  Maximum likelihood tree of ribonucleoside reductase (RNR) amino acid 
sequences from phages and cyanobacteria.     
Sequences from phages are shown in red.  Support values of 100 bootstrap iterations are shown 












































Figure 4.6.  Maximum likelihood tree of deoxcytidine (dCTP) deaminase amino acid 
sequences from phages and cyanobacteria.     
Sequences from phages are shown in red.  Support values of 100 bootstrap iterations are shown 











































Figure 4.7.  Maximum likelihood tree of RNA polymerase sigma factor F and D (RpoF and 
RpoD) amino acid sequences from phages and cyanobacteria.   
Sequences from phages are shown in red.  Support values of 100 bootstrap iterations are shown 









































Figure 4.8.  Maximum likelihood tree of DNA translocase (FtsK) amino acid sequences 
from phages and cyanobacteria.   
Sequences from phages are shown in red.  Support values of 100 bootstrap iterations are shown 











































Figure 4.9.  Maximum likelihood tree of DNA/RNA helicase amino acid sequences from 
phages and cyanobacteria.     
Sequences from phages are shown in red.  Support values of 100 bootstrap iterations are shown 












































Figure 4.10.  Maximum likelihood tree of terminase large subunit (TerL) amino acid 
sequences of phages with experimentally determined DNA packaging strategies.   
Clustering of an unknown terminase protein, in this case that of CrV, with those of determined 










































Figure 4.11.  Maximum likelihood tree of terminase large subunit (TerL) amino acid 
sequences of cyanophages.     
Sequences from cyanobacteria are shown in green, myoviruses in blue, podoviruses in black, 
siphoviruses in red, and from Lake Samsonvale (Australia) metagenomes in purple.  Support 










































Figure 4.12.  Maximum likelihood tree of the terminase large subunit (TerL) amino acid 
sequences of cyanophages and cyanobacteria harboring CrV-like terminases.   
Sequences from cyanobacteria are shown in green, myoviruses in blue, podoviruses in black, 
siphoviruses in red, and from Lake Samsonvale (Australia) metagenomes in purple.  Support 







































Figure 4.13.  Maximum likelihood tree of the terminase large subunit (TerL) amino acid 
sequence vs. a tree of 16S rRNA sequences. 
Maximum likelihood tree of the terminase large subunit (TerL) amino acid sequence (left) vs. a 
tree of 16S rRNA sequences (right) of cyanobacteria harboring CrV-like terminase large subunit 
genes (terL).  Sequences from cyanobacteria are shown in black, from cyanophage in red, and 
from Lake Samsonvale (Australia) metagenomes in purple.  Support values of 100 bootstrap 









































Figure 4.14.  Map of the Calothrix PCC7102 prophage.     
 
Map of a re-annotated 105 kb segment of the Calothrix PCC7102 genome illustrating viral genes 
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Figure 4.15.  Comparison of synteny and annotation of ORFs 1-61 of the CrV genome vs. 
contigs of Lake Samsonvale metagenome. 
Comparison of synteny and annotation of ORFs 1-61 of the CrV genome (above horizontal line) 










































Figure 4.16.  Maximum likelihood tree of 16S rRNA genes of selected Cylindrospermopsis 
raciborskii strains.     













































Figure 4.17.  Contigs of the C. raciborskii Cr2010 genome that contain either CRISPR 























































































Figure 4.18.  Consensus seqeunce of C. raciborskii Cr2010 CRISPR direct repeats.   
 
Repeat No. of Array
CRISPR Length  Spacers Length * * * * * * * * * * * *
1 36 49 3,695 C C C C G C T T C C C T C T G G G A A G T G G A A T C A A T G G A A A C
3 36 25 1,892 A C C C G C T T C C C T C T G G G A A G T G G A A T C A A T G G A A A C
4 36 19 1,438 A C C C G C T T C C C T C T G G G A A G T G G A A T C A A T G G A A A C
2 36 32 2,390 G T C T T G A C C T T C A T A A G A A G G A A T A G G T A T T G C G A C
5 36 18 1,382 G T C T T G A C C T T C G C A A G A A G G A A T A G G T A T T G C G A C





Table 4.1.  Summary of predicted genes with functional annotations in Cylindrospermopsis raciborskii Virus (CrV)1. 
 
ORF # Length Strand Coord. Coord. Repeat Annotation Functional Class 
Likely  
Origin 
CrV_gp002 540 + 974 1,513 ParB; plasmid partition protein DNA replication bacterial 
CrV_gp003 1,512 + 1,514 3,025 terminase large subunit DNA replication viral 
CrV_gp007 675 + 5,071 5,745 unnamed phage protein structural viral 
CrV_gp014 2,718 - 13,430 16,147 virion structural protein structural viral 
CrV_gp015 1,983 - 16,147 18,129 virion structural protein structural viral 
CrV_gp017 228 - 19,255 19,482 
 
Cro/C1-type domain; Lambda-like 
repressor 
transcription viral 
CrV_gp025 678 - 23,933 24,610 RNA polymerase sigma-70 factor transcription cyanobacterial 
CrV_gp035 1,734 + 30,991 32,724 DNA/RNA helicase superfamily II DNA replication cyanobacterial 
CrV_gp036 366 - 32,727 33,092 Lambda-like phage minor tail protein M structural viral 
CrV_gp037 588 + 33,095 33,682 Lambda-like tail assembly I structural viral 
CrV_gp038 2,655 + 33,689 36,343 
 
Lambda-like host specificity tail fiber 
protein J 
structural viral 
CrV_gp041 762 + 37,416 38,177 phage tail protein structural viral 
CrV_gp042 876 + 38,174 39,049 phage tail assembly protein K structural viral 
CrV_gp044 723 + 39,514 40,236 Lambda-like phage minor tail protein L structural viral 
CrV_gp046 249 + 40,612 40,860 
 
Cro/C1-type domain; Lambda-like 
repressor 
transcription viral 
CrV_gp053 2,019 + 43,486 45,504 FtsK; DNA translocase DNA replication cyanobacterial 




DNA replication cyanobacterial 
CrV_gp061 2,007 - 53,668 55,674 transposase, IS605 OrfB family other cyanobacterial 
CrV_gp064 13,251 + 57,277 70,527 phage tape measure protein structural viral 
CrV_gp067 594 - 71,972 72,565 repeat dCTP deaminase DNA replication cyanobacterial 
CrV_gp068 603 - 72,568 73,170 repeat lipase other viral 








Table 4.1 continued. 
 
ORF # Length Strand Coord. Coord. Repeat Annotation Functional Class 
Likely 
Origin
CrV_gp095 291 - 86,080 86,370 
 
DNA binding protein; Lambda repressor-like 
domain 
transcription viral 
CrV_gp096 834 + 86,549 87,382 
 
N6 Adenine-specific DNA 
methyltransferase, N12 class 
DNA replication viral 
CrV_gp097 459 + 88,556 89,014 putative phage-associated protein other viral 
CrV_gp100 1,059 + 90,144 91,202 DNA methylase; RM system DNA replication bacterial 
CrV_gp107 633 - 95,064 95,696 repeat essential recombination function protein DNA replication cyanobacterial 
CrV_gp123 603 + 102,755 103,357 repeat lipase other viral 
CrV_gp124 594 + 103,360 103,953 repeat dCTP deaminase DNA replication cyanobacterial 



















Table 4.2.  Amino acid identity and ORF correspondence between metagenomic contigs 












Mismatch Gaps E-value Bit score 
1134710 1 gp001 83 172 28 1 4.00E-106 298 
1134710 2 gp002 68 180 56 1 1.00E-91 261 
1134710 3 gp003 90 504 51 0 0 972 
1134710 4 gp004 72 102 24 2 2.00E-48 145 
1134710 5 gp005 96 414 18 0 0 833 
1134710 6 gp006 58 72 29 1 9.00E-26 85.1 
1134710 7 gp007 76 228 49 1 4.00E-135 375 
1134710 8 gp008 74 268 65 2 7.00E-154 426 
983404 1 gp013 78 187 42 0 8.00E-100 303 
983404 2 gp014 92 906 71 0 0 1688 
983404 3 gp015 90 662 68 1 0 1217 
983404 4 gp016 87 349 46 1 0 572 
287042_rc 6 gp017 90 67 7 0 4.00E-41 124 
287042_rc 5 gp018 80 652 108 3 0 1053 
287042_rc 4 gp019 75 77 18 1 3.00E-41 125 
287042_rc 3 gp020 80 56 11 4.00E-32 98 
287042_rc 2 gp022 90 239 23 1 6.00E-160 439 
287042_rc 1 gp023 92 147 12 0 1.00E-99 279 
730075_rc 14 gp024 65 68 24 0 3.00E-31 99.8 
730075_rc 13 gp025 82 221 40 0 1.00E-132 369 
730075_rc 12 gp026 71 127 37 0 4.00E-68 197 
730075_rc 11 gp027 91 126 11 0 3.00E-77 220 
730075_rc 10 gp028 76 250 51 2 8.00E-127 356 
730075_rc 9 gp029 74 365 87 4 0 523 
730075_rc 8 gp030 79 244 52 0 5.00E-148 410 
730075_rc 7 gp031 85 78 12 0 4.00E-46 137 
730075_rc 6 gp032 86 263 35 1 1.00E-170 468 
730075_rc 5 gp033 93 85 6 0 1.00E-56 165 
730075_rc 4 gp034 60 290 114 2 3.00E-125 356 
730075_rc 3 gp035 82 573 100 1 0 1001 
730075_rc 2 gp036 82 120 19 1 8.00E-70 201 






















Mismatch Gaps E-value Bit score 
161930 1 gp040 (portion) 62 98 36 1 1.00E-36 118 
161930 2 gp041 63 254 87 2 4.00E-112 319 
161930 3 gp042 76 291 69 1 1.00E-172 476 
161930 4 gp043 46 140 52 3 6.00E-35 112 
161930 5 gp044 78 241 44 2 4.00E-134 374 
161930 6 gp045 81 68 13 0 5.00E-40 122 
161930 7 gp046 75 75 19 0 3.00E-41 125 
161930 8 gp047 86 126 18 0 6.00E-77 220 
161930 9 gp048 74 217 50 2 9.00E-111 313 
161930 10 gp049 75 105 26 0 1.00E-53 159 
161930 11 gp050 78 80 16 2 1.00E-35 111 
161930 12 gp051 89 139 15 0 1.00E-95 268 
161930 13 gp052 83 83 14 0 4.00E-48 143 
161930 14 gp053 74 686 152 8 0 1023 
2 2 gp056 48 655 242 22 2.00E-180 522 
2 3 gp057 75 149 33 1 1.00E-84 241 
2 4 gp058 65 244 71 4 4.00E-118 333 
2 7 gp060 84 731 113 1 0 1327 













































Feature   
Genome Size (Mb) 3,549,615
G+C content (%) 40.1
N50 (bp) 88,166
L50 (bp) 12
Largest Contig (bp) 243,497
Genes (total) 3,252
Genes (CDS) 3,038



















The body of research presented in this dissertation investigated aspects of both top-down and 
bottom-up ecological constraints of harmful cyanobacterial blooms.  As argued in the 
introductory chapter, to achieve a more robust understanding of these constraints, it is beneficial 
to understand the factors that promote cyanotoxin production during blooms and to understand 
the roles, be they physiologic or ecologic, of the cyanotoxins in or for the cells that produce 
them.  It is this theme coupled with a hypothesis-driven approach that was used in the work 
presented in Chapters 2 and 3, in which we investigated the factors influencing microcystin 
quota in Microcystis aeruginosa, and the potential allelopathic effects of microcystin on 
heterotrophic bacteria using E. coli as a model, respectively.  In the work presented in Chapter 4, 
we used a discovery-driven approach to produce the genome information necessary for 
investigating viral-mediated top-down control of Cylindrospermopsis raciborskii.  The 
conclusions drawn from each of these studies and the opportunities to extend these findings via 
additional research are summarized below. 
 
The Effects of Temperature, N Chemistry, and N Concentration on 
Microcystin Quota. 
In the research reported herein, we provided convincing experimental evidence that seasonally-
relevant cool temperatures dramatically increased the microcystin quota in lab cultures of 
Microcystis aeruginosa NIES-843.  Our specific research question was answered in the positive.  
Identifying factors that modulate microcystin production is important in water resource 
management strategies and is a perennial topic of research in this field.  The response shown in 
this study is consistent with and likely contributes to the observed pattern in which natural 
blooms tend to be more toxic in spring (when temperatures are cooler) and less so in summer.   
 Buoy data from Lake Erie in 2017 showed an intriguing, though not significant, pattern 
between temperature and derived microcystin quota that invites additional research into this 
phenomenon.  Confirmation of this temperature-quota relationship in additional strains of 




incorporation into bloom forecasting models where it could enhance predictions of total bloom 
toxicity. 
 Through manipulation of easily controlled growth conditions, we were able to produce a 
strong toxin phenotype in which the quota varied ~9-fold under temperature changes alone, and 
up to ~50-fold by manipulating temperature and N source.  The physiological role of microcystin 
is yet to be firmly established.  The experimental system demonstrated herein provides a 
powerful tool that can be used to explore this fundamental question.  At lease two experimental 
directions seem promising and tractable.  First and simplest, no data exist in the literature 
concerning the kinetics of microcystin quota fluctuations.  Some questions easily addressed are: 
1) how fast does the quota change when stimuli change?  2) how long does it take the quota to 
decline from one of very high to low?  Does the cell rapidly degrade microcystin when no longer 
needed or is it reduced by cytoplasmic dilution due to cell division?  If degraded, what enzyme is 
involved (though this point is not as easily addressed). 
 A second and more important line of experiments could investigate a specific mechanistic 
explanation for the observed phenotype.  We relied on the putative role of microcystin as a 
protectant from oxidative stress to explain the observed toxin quota phenotype.  In our 
explanation, cool temperatures increase oxidative stress in the cell, requiring higher quotas to 
combat the incurred stress.  It is important to note that our explanation is almost opposite that 
proposed by others, e.g. see Giannuzzi, et al. (2016).  In these alternate explanations, increased 
temperatures increase oxidative stress, and the reduction in measureable quota is due to stress-
damaged proteins “absorbing” the free microcystin through formation of conjugates.  While 
these explanations are not completely exclusive, one is likely more accurate than the other.  
These competing hypotheses could easily be tested using this system, potentially generating a 
much better mechanistic understanding of the regulation of microcystin quota and the underlying 
physiological stimulus triggering its production. 
 The answers to our questions addressing the influence of N on microcystin quota were 
mixed.  Growth on urea did not increase microcystin quota relative to growth on nitrate; in fact, 
the opposite pattern was observed.  While physiologically interesting, these results have 
somewhat limited field application, as it is unlikely, that in nature, Microcystis will ever grow on 




with temperature.  Generally, N concentration had no influence on quota.  In some instances, 
though, particularly at higher temperatures, N concentration and microcystin had significant 
inverse relationships.  This is an important confirmatory finding, as the strong consensus holds 
that microcystin quota increases with N supply, especially in field-based studies, e.g. see Gobler, 
et al. (2016) for a review.  Yet lab-based studies, including this one, stubbornly continue to arise 
that demonstrate the opposite trend.  This leads to an interesting hypothesis in which the 
response of microcystin production to N depends on the “N status” of the cell.  If one assumes 
that microcystin provides a benefit to a cell, but not one that is absolutely required, then under N 
starvation, production of N-rich microcystin could be halted.  Upon exposure to new sources of 
N, production might increase to provide the presumed benefit to the cell.  These conditions 
would produce the positive relationship between microcystin and N supply.  However, for cells 
growing under N-replete conditions that have a plentiful, stored supply of cellular N, sudden 
exposure to low concentrations of external N (especially ammonia) could trigger a temporary 
increase in microcystin production, consistent with regulation by NtcA, until N starvation again 
dominates.  These conditions would then produce the inverse relationship between microcystin 
and N supply.  This hypothesis could be tested over a range of N conditions using cellular ratios 
of glutamate to glutamine as a metric for realized cellular “N status”.  Successful experiments 
might reconcile these seemingly contradictory results.  Production of datasets robust enough to 
produce a mathematical model that predicts the microcystin response would be a significant 
contribution to the field. 
 
Allelopathic Effects of Microcystin-LR Against Heterotrophic Bacteria 
Several experiments reported in the literature indicated that exposure to microcystin induced 
oxidative and envelope stress in E. coli.  Authors used these results to suggest an ecological role 
of microcystin as an allelopathic agent working against heterotrophic bacteria.  We tested this 
hypothesis using an “omics” approach to monitor a broad array of cellular responses upon to 
exposure to microcystin-LR using E. coli as a model.  Results from our experiments provided no 




stress.  We were forced to conclude that microcystin-LR is unlikely to be an allelopathic agent, at 
least to heterotrophic bacteria that might respond in a manner similar to that of E. coli. 
 Previous studies demonstrating stress in E. coli used the congener microcystin-RR, 
providing an obvious, potential explanation for the differing results between the previous 
experiments and ours.  However, in experiments using species of cyanobacteria, microcystin-LR 
and -RR both produced measureable oxidative stress, setting up a dichotomy of response 
between E.coli and cyanobacteria.  This also potentially called into question reproducibility of 
previous work.  A second explanation, though, for the differing response between previous 
experiments and ours may be in the different methods used to monitor responses.  Investigating 
the effects of microcystin-RR against E. coli using similar “omics” methods would be the 
necessary direct test of differences between microcystin-LR and -RR.  Doing so could clarify a 
currently confusing set of responses, demonstrate reproducibility or lack thereof of previous 
work, or reveal a truly different mechanism by which the two congeners act upon heterotrophic 
bacteria, all of which are worthy scientific pursuits.  This type of study is unlikely to be funded, 
however.  
 
The Genomes of CrV and Its Host: a New Virus/Host Model 
The research reported herein was discovery-driven with stated objectives rather than a test of 
specific hypotheses.  In the most general terms, our goals were to develop a set of tools which we 
could then use to investigate the viral ecology of Cylindrospermopsis raciborskii and to produce 
a fully sequenced virus/host experimental system in a bloom-forming cyanobacterium.  To do so, 
we sequenced and analyzed the genomes of CrV and its host C. raciborskii Cr2010.  The content 
of the genomes proved interesting in their own right.  Analysis suggests that CrV represents a 
distinct clade of viruses that infects and perhaps widely lysogenizes filamentous cyanobacteria.  
The phylogenetic pattern of genes acquired from cyanobacteria suggests that our isolate of CrV 
recently loss capacity for a lysogenic lifestyle and recently acquired the ability to infect C. 
raciborskii.  The virus genome contains a large 12-kb inverted duplication, the significance of 
which, if any, is yet to be determined.  This duplication does appear unique among genomes of 




known second case of a CRISPR array being harbored in a cyanophage genome.  In a surprising 
finding, the genome of the host contains a CRISPR-Cas system with spacers targeting two sites 
in the CrV genome.  This CRISPR-Cas system appears ineffective against the CrV infection.   
 The benefit to a cyanophage of harboring a CRISPR array, if any, is not known.  Others 
have speculated that such an arrangement may provide protection against co-infection by other 
cyanophages (Chenard, et al., 2016).  Exploring this concept represents an exciting line of 
research in basic viral ecology.  Protection against co-infection would presumably require 
expression of the CRISPR array during infection.  This could be confirmed via RT-qPCR or as 
part of a broader transcriptomics study exploring gene regulation during an infection cycle.  
Directly testing for a distinct fitness advantage would require additional viral isolates that infect 
Cr2010.  None are currently known to exist. 
 The role of lytic vs. lysogenic infection during cyanobacterial blooms remains largely 
unknown but represents a potential mechanism by which dense populations of cyanobacteria 
might escape the “kill-the-winner” phenomenon (Stough, et al., 2017).  CrV appears to represent 
a clade of viruses that infect and possibly lysogenize bloom-forming cyanobacteria.  
Metagenomic data suggest that CrV-like viruses are distributed across distant locals and are 
associated with Cylindrospermopsis blooms.  These features make CrV an ideally suited model 
in which to investigate the role of lytic vs. lysogenic infections through the use of new 
metatranscriptomic studies targeting Cylindrospermopsis blooms.   
 Metagenomic datasets from Cylindrospermopsis blooms in Australia indicate the 
existence of CrV-like viruses with high genetic identity to large segments of the CrV genome, 
but without matches to other segments.  Informative discoveries potentially await from 
comparative genomics studies of cyanophages isolated from such blooms. 
 
The Future of Cyanobacterial Bloom Research 
The work in this dissertation investigated ecological constraints of toxic cyanobacterial blooms.  
While it may have contributed to our understanding of toxin production in Microcystis or the 
allelopathic effects of microcystin against heterotrophic bacteria, it does not address complicated 




What determines the dominance of one species of cyanobacteria over another?  Does toxin 
production in Microcystis interact with viral predation in Cylindrospermopsis to control the fate 
of blooms?  While studies focusing on single species or factors have more to offer in clarifying 
aspects of bloom ecology, questions like the aforementioned are not likely to be answered by 
reductionist approaches.  No single environmental or biotic factor regulates the biologic fate of 
toxic blooms.  Eco-physiological research using complex communities and testing multiple 
factors across time and space can potentially unravel the complex interactions that surely 
modulate the ecologic trajectory of blooms.  While technically challenging to execute and 
analyze, a systems biology approach likely offers the next breakthroughs in understanding the 
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